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Abstract:  
This thesis explores the internationalization of SMEs of today because the previous 
internationalization models cannot explain the rapid internationalization stemming 
from the technological advances such as social media. The Uppsala model and other 
internationalization theories are reviewed to increase understanding why the 
internationalization models should be updated.  
 
This thesis is a pioneering study focusing on the internationalization of a firm from the 
female entrepreneur’s perspective. The studies of the business phenomenon from a 
gender view are scarce. The present thesis aimed to identify the factors affecting the 
international business growth of the women-owned firms and examined why the 
businesses of women often remain small-scale.  
 
The multiple-case study was chosen, comprising of six firms and nine interviewed 
entrepreneurs from the Finnish design and textile industry. The findings indicate that 
the SMEs of today are “Born globals” and the internationalization is treated as an old-
school concept among the entrepreneurs. The firms differ in terms of their attitude 
towards growth and investment in internationalization. Strategic thinking and long-
term planning exist in small firm internationalization efforts. The social media is vital 
for the small firm’s internationalization in the design and textile industry. The thesis 
reveals a novel approach to the network theory by highlighting a customer’s role in the 
network and by suggesting that a customer has become a “foreign agent” for the firm 
by sharing contents online, and thus helping the firm in the internationalization. The 
case study shows that the drivers of the entrepreneurship, ideology and motivators, are 
the factors which affect the female entrepreneur’s decision-making in terms of 
international growth. The pink-collars (women entrepreneurs) prefer a moderate and 
risk-avoiding business growth resulting in a slow international expansion. The 
interviewed female entrepreneurs disliked categorizing entrepreneurs by gender and 
women expected being treated equally in business. However, the findings demonstrate 
that pink-collars may differ from male entrepreneurs concerning different kind of 
business ideas and attitude towards the business growth which should be noted among 
the officials providing business advisory and support.  
 
This study contributes to the international entrepreneurship research by providing 
insights into the female entrepreneurship and small firm internationalization. For the 
entrepreneurs, this study provides ideas how social media, customer relationships and 
strategic approach may benefit the small firm in the internationalization. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The pink-collars do global business successfully but why their businesses retain small-

scale? This study explores the internationalization phenomenon in the design and textile 

industry and focuses on the international business growth of women-owned businesses.  

The pink-collars in this thesis are the female entrepreneurs in the women-dominated 

industry. In the 1970s, the term Pink-collars, introduced by writer and social critic Louise 

Kapp Howe, was used in a different way, describing the women-dominated jobs, such as 

nurses, secretaries, and elementary school teachers. On the contrary, in this study, the 

pink-collars are “promoted” as being successful women entrepreneurs doing 

international business. Moreover, the Finnish textile industry, pink-collar industry, 

which previously employed women in low-paid jobs, provides now the fertile ground for 

successful international business.  My dear grandmother was a dressmaker, pink-collar 

of her time, serving local customers in her home village. She lit a sewing spark in me and 

now 30 years afterward I have due to this thesis, chance to meet entrepreneurs who have 

the same interest in textiles and dressmaking as my grandmother but entirely different 

opportunities to expand business compared to her time.   

Today, international business is possible for firms of all size (Gilmore, Gallagher & Henry 

2007). Digitalization and technological advances have made the global communication 

and knowledge transfer affordable to every firm whatever the size is. Therefore, the SMEs 

alongside with large companies have the possibility of searching for partners, suppliers, 

and customers globally (Gilmore et al. 2007; Oviatt & McDougall 2005). Although 

technology is opening opportunities for expanding the business into foreign countries, 

not every entrepreneur is driven by the ambition for business growth and especially 

females prefer the small business size (Cliff 1998).   

This thesis is aiming to explain what are the factors which may affect the decision-

making of female entrepreneurs regarding the international business growth. The 

literature suggests that the female businesses retain small-scale because they are lacking 

sufficient business support and investments (Fielden & Davidson 2010). In addition, the 

women entrepreneurs are said having the main responsibility of the family and 

preference of finding a balance between work and family, which can retard the business 

growth (Haas 2003; Cliff 1998).   

I have a strong passion for sewing and fabrics and through this thesis, I met the other 

enthusiasts who had the courage of making the leap into entrepreneurship in this field.  
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In fact, I was discussing with young entrepreneurs, designing patterns for sewing 

enthusiasts and appeared that the entrepreneurs had not been planning the 

internationalization of their company. Instead of strategizing the international business 

growth, the entrepreneurs were focusing on operational planning including the 

production of new collections and product launches. However, without plans, the 

company in question was selling products globally likewise many similar firms do in the 

branch. The lack of a strategic approach in this company inspired me to study further the 

internationalization, and more specifically the topic, what factors affect the decision-

making of entrepreneurs in the internationalization. 

The phenomenon of internationalization is explored by interviewing the entrepreneurs 

of Finnish design and textile firms.  The target group is selected because the industry is 

rather little studied and especially the empirical case studies are scarce. Marimekko is 

the worldwide known brand representing the design of Finland, but moreover, there are 

many new-comers in the industry and these firms of women entrepreneurs should be 

acknowledged and brought into the public discussion. It is even suggested by the work 

of Tahvanainen and Pajarinen (2014: 8) that the reshaped Finnish textile industry could 

be a future driver for growth in Finnish economy. 

This thesis is not taking a stance whether women differ from male entrepreneurs, but the 

focus is on female perspective in connection to the phenomenon in business as this line 

in research is clearly neglected in business studies (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016).  

1.1 Problem 

There are two main problems, this thesis tends to contribute. First is the lack of suitable 

internationalization model describing the international process of today. The research 

on internationalization is lacking the accurate internationalization model due to rapid 

change in the business environment and consequently, the global business is more often 

conducted in virtual platforms. The revised Uppsala internationalization model 

(Johanson& Vahlne 2009) is still valid, in some respects, but unable to explain, for 

example, the rapid international expansion caused by social media.  Research in the field 

seems slow compared with practice, for instance, the studies related to social media in 

connection to internationalization can be found mainly at master’s thesis level. 

Therefore, this thesis aims to describe the internationalization of firms in 2018 and focus 

is on the importance of social media in the internationalization context. However, the 

purpose of this study is not to build the new internationalization model, but to add new 
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insights into existing theories in the light of today’s global business environment. The 

phenomenon internationalization is examined wearing the ‘virtual lenses’ on, denoting 

that internationalization requires not a footprint on the foreign country but the 

expansion to foreign countries occurs via virtual channels, such as platforms and 

communities in the social media.  

Second, there is a research gap concerning the factors affecting an entrepreneur’s 

decision-making in the internationalization process (Schweiser 2012; Andersson 2011). 

Today, the world is open for business opportunities due to the rapid technological 

development and lower trade barriers (Andersson 2011). However, not every 

entrepreneur is aiming for business growth but is pleased with small business an 

entrepreneur can handle (Cliff 1998). The present study will explore the motivational 

and other factors affecting the entrepreneur’s intentions for international business 

growth. Hence, this study is contributing to Andersson’s (2011) call for further 

investigations on an entrepreneur’s importance in the internationalization process. 

There is the literature arguing that entrepreneurship and internationalization are similar 

processes and bringing the entrepreneurship theory into the discussion would help us to 

better understand the internationalization process (Andersson 2011). In addition, 

Chandra, Styles, and Wilkinson (2009) encourage scholars to conduct interdisciplinary 

studies to enhance our understanding of how for instance an entrepreneur’s mindset and 

different dimensions affect the internationalization of a company. By collecting empirical 

data of entrepreneurs’ attitude towards business growth and internationalization, this 

study is aiming to explain how the underlying factors may affect the international 

business growth of the firms.  

The thesis is narrowed to concentrate on the international business growth of women-

owned firms and therefore, the case study firms are chosen from the women-dominated 

industries. The problem identified by researchers is that the firms of female 

entrepreneurs retain small-scale. The women-owned businesses are unable to recruit 

and are unsuccessful due to a low degree of investment, business support and small 

business networks (Fielden & Davidson 2010). Interestingly, Cliff (1998) found out that 

especially female entrepreneurs are not willing to expand business at the expense of 

family life. Statistics by OECD (1999) illustrate that the women entrepreneurs prefer less 

ambitious projects and tend to retain the business small-scale in terms of investments 

and loans. Moreover, the female entrepreneurs prefer slow business growth involving 

fewer risks (Cliff 1998).  It is also suggested in the literature that firms of women remain 
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small in terms of profitability, sales, and employment. (Fielden & Davidson 2010; Carter 

& Marlow 2007). The contribution of this study will be, through cases, to present how 

female entrepreneurs are considering the business growth in the international context. 

Do women entrepreneurs have the character the current literature is presenting? This 

thesis will not be testing the hypothesis on women entrepreneurs’ characteristics but will 

discuss the empirical findings in the light of recent theories in this field. 

The firms of interest in this thesis are Finnish design and textile firms. Most firms in thi 

industry are small-sized businesses. Finnish textile and fashion industry consist of 3500 

companies employing 21 000 employees. Thus, the industry comprises a lot of small 

firms but few medium to large-sized firms (9% 0f all firms in the industry) created most 

of the turnover in the industry which was 4,3 billion in 2016 (Suomen tekstiili ja muoti 

2018). If the female entrepreneurs are not interested in growth as academics studying 

female entrepreneurship are claiming, the future of Finnish design and textile companies 

does not look very promising. The strong business growth among the design firms is not, 

in general, the priority in the light of statistics. Nevertheless, 60% of entrepreneurs 

reported being interested in the growth potential of the business and this percentage is 

significantly high compared to SMEs in other industries. The internationalization is 

naturally the way of business growth and 45% of the respondents (design firms) of the 

study of Ornamo (2017) have invested in internationalization (Ornamo 2017). 

There are some practical implications if the firm has no growth intentions. The low 

interest in business growth can be a problem for the economy because the small-scale 

businesses are not productive members of the economy in terms of providing 

employment and tax revenue. If the design and textile firms have no growth intentions, 

there is concern about the Finnish economy losing its growth potential. In the light of 

statistics, the small and medium-sized companies (SMEs) are creating most of the new 

jobs in Finland (EK, 2017). Therefore, supporting new companies and providing 

encouraging conditions for entrepreneurship are vital actions for Finland’s economy. 

Nevertheless, it seems that the creative industries are not treated evenly in terms of 

supportive conditions. Lille (2010) have studied the state of Finnish textile and fashion 

industries and presents that small Finnish design firms are not taken seriously in the 

economy. The global competition in the fashion industry is hard but as the domestic 

market is limited, the only way of continuing is internationalizing the business. 

Consequently, the right knowledge and resources are needed for a firm’s 
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internationalization, and it seems that the Finnish design SMEs are not provided with 

sufficient financing and support for their international intentions (Lille 2010).  

In fact, it seems that the potential of firms in creative branches is acknowledged by the 

state of Finland. The Finnish government has recognized the potential of creative 

branches and launched the development program “promoting the creative economy and 

intangible value creation as spearheading growth sectors” for accelerating the use of 

creative knowledge as a driver for Finland’s economy and employment (Ministry of 

Education and Culture 2017). The group has stated that Finland is losing its competitive 

advantage as the bureaucratic administration is chaining entrepreneurship and 

creativity instead of supporting it.   

Finally, as female entrepreneurship is the uncovered field in the academic literature 

(Kariv 2013), the present study will increase the knowledge of female entrepreneurs by 

examining the phenomenon internationalization in the firms founded by women. 

Perhaps one of the most intriguing question in this study with a hint of feminine 

perspective is, how female entrepreneurs perceive the gender aspect in the 

entrepreneurship. According to them, do entrepreneurs differ being female or male, or 

does gender matter? 

1.2 Aim 

Considering the rapid almost “by accident” occurring internationalizing of today, 

problem discussion and while noting the lack of business studies from the female 

entrepreneur perspective this thesis is aiming to describe the internationalization of 

SMEs of today and to identify factors affecting the international business growth of 

women-owned firms.  

The research questions are the following:  

RQ1: How the SMEs of today internationalize? 

RQ2: What factors affect the international business growth of women-owned firms? 

This is a qualitative research and the empirical data is collected by the interviews.  The 

study comprises of six case study firms in the Finnish design and textile industry.  
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1.3 Delimitations 

Although the changes in the global business environment, such as the impact of 

digitalization and social media, affect the companies across industries, the firms for this 

thesis are selected from the design and textile industry. Thus, the findings may be limited 

to the chosen firms and this specific industry. 

Consequently, since the study is focusing on factors affecting the international business 

growth of female entrepreneurs, the case study firms are delimited to the firms founded 

by women.   

1.4 The structure of the thesis 

The thesis begins with the introduction presenting the problem and the focus of the 

study. The theoretical framework of internationalization and female entrepreneurship 

are discussed in the second and third chapters. Following, the methodology chapter four 

describes the whole research path beginning with the philosophical standpoint and 

concluding with ethical aspects. The fifth chapter presents the findings of the case study. 

In chapter six, the empirical findings are analyzed and the connection with the previous 

theories is discussed. The chapter six is also a concluding chapter, where the conclusions 

are drawn, and in which contribution and quality of this study are evaluated.   

Figure 1 The structure of the thesis 

 

1.5 Concepts 

Pink-collars 

Writer and social critic Louise Kapp Howe has popularized the term pink-collar in the 

1970s, and with pink-collar, she refers to women working in professions such as 

elementary school teachers, nurses, and secretaries. In other words, the pink-collar was 

the name for woman’s work in general.  

The term pink-collar is not widely used in the literature but I decided to use in this thesis 

because the term fits even the theme of the thesis concerning the design and textile 
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industry. However, the term does not fit as such and therefore its meaning is reshaped. 

In my thesis, the pink-collar industry denotes the industry which is dominantly 

employed by women. The purpose is not to claim that there are separate industries for 

women and men but instead the study is aiming to explore the phenomenon of 

internationalization in this specific industry dominated by female entrepreneurs. And as 

contrary to Howe’s pink-collar term categorizing “women jobs”, this study is 

approaching the entrepreneurship as a unisex-concept denoting that both women and 

men are equally positioned and having same possibilities to be successful entrepreneurs. 

In the past, the Finnish women were working in textile factories and at that time, the 

textile work was “women job.” Whereas today, the Finnish female entrepreneurs lead 

their textile companies successfully on the global scale. The pink-collar industry has 

become the fertile ground for successful business instead of being the industry providing 

low-paid “women jobs” for many. 

Female entrepreneurship 

Female entrepreneurship is the area of business research focusing on business founded 

or managed by women. The business of women is studied on the business level or 

individual level. Female entrepreneurship is a specific ecosystem comprising 

opportunities and constraints that shape its uniqueness (Kariv 2013:7)     

Digitalization 

Digitalization is a wide concept consisting of a transformation of physical products into 

digital services, the incorporation of digital devices into the purchasing process and 

consumer recommendations in social media (Hagberg et al. 2015 cites Pauwels et al. 

2011.)  Referring to the “digital arena” this study uses different concepts such as virtual 

lenses, virtual platforms, digital channels, digital platforms, digital means, technological 

application and other similar concepts concerning the digital environment where plenty 

of the business is conducted nowadays. I failed to find one specific concept to describe 

the arenas in which the commerce of today is conducted. The most discussed digital 

platforms in this study are social media channels: Facebook, Instagram, and blogs.  

Influencer marketing 

Influencers are the hot topic among marketers and occur in digital channels. An 

influencer is somebody who is capable of to influence others and make them act in a 

different way. Practically, influencers help companies to increase sales. The influence 
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potential of an individual can be measured by following three factors: reach, 

salesmanship and contextual credibility (Forbes 2017). This thesis discusses influencers 

from the perspective how the firms may expand internationally with the aid of 

influencers in social media such as blogs. 

Creative industry 

Defining the creative industry is not an easy task. However, the British Department for 

Culture Media and Sports (DCMS 2015) have succeeded to create a definition which fits 

the purpose of this thesis. According to DCMS report, the cultural and creative industries 

are defined as “those industries which have their origin in individual creativity, skill, and 

talent which have a potential for job and wealth creation through the generation and 

exploitation of intellectual property.” Moreover, the DCMS has listed the creative sectors 

which are: film, video, architecture, fashion, photography, performance art and music, 

computer games, software, press, electronic publications, books, radio, art, artistic 

craftsmanship, antiques, applied art (design) and television (DCMS 2015). In this thesis, 

the companies of interest represent the creative industries because the companies belong 

to the design and fashion sectors.   

SMEs 

SMEs are small and medium-sized companies having less than 250 employees and have 

an annual turnover not exceeding 50 million or an annual balance-sheet total not 

exceeding 43 million (Statistics Finland 2018) 
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2 INTERNATIONALIZATION 

Today, the firms seem to become international even without intentions to expand 

internationally as business environment is becoming such global. Czinkota (Czinkota 

2002, cited in Czinkota, Kotabe & Ronkainen, 2011:23) defines that globalization is ” the 

increase in the frequency and duration of linkages between countries, leading to 

similarities in activities of individuals, practices of companies, and policies of 

governments.” In the context of this thesis, the globalization denotes the easier 

international trade for companies.  Especially, digitalization brings the countries and 

cultures closer to each other. Facebook is a good example of a technological application 

which has changed the behavior of people and made the world smaller in terms of 

communication. In recent years, the Facebook has become the most trafficked 

networking arena on the internet (Facebook 2015 cited in Tran, Yonatany & Mahnke 

2015) encompassing 1,45 billion daily users in 2018 (Facebook 2018). In addition to 

private persons, Facebook is used by several companies and it is also the venue for 

international marketing. The digitalization enables companies to conduct international 

business even without stepping on the foreign ground. But, do the firms of today make a 

footprint on the foreign countries in doing international business? This question will be 

responded by conducting the empirical case study in this thesis. 

Expanding internationally provides the firm with many advantages. The globalization is 

beneficial for companies of different sizes. The companies that expand internationally, 

reach more customers, and consequently, the wider market diversity leads to lower cost, 

higher profits and provides stability for business (Czinkota, Kotabe & Ronkainen, 

2011:23). The firms doing international business are more productive and operate more 

effectively than their domestic-only counterparts. Moreover, the managers learn from 

their competitors in the international markets which prepare them for changing 

environments (Czinkota et al. 2011:4). Although, the internationalization is easier than 

previously, not every entrepreneur is aiming for growth but prefer to maintain business 

small-scale (Cliff 1998). The factors which may affect the business growth are discussed 

briefly in this chapter and continued in chapter three which considers the features of 

female entrepreneurs. 

2.1 Internationalization theories 

Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2003, 2009) has dominated the 

internationalization research for over forty years. Searching articles with terms “Uppsala 

model” gives 574 000 hits and “revisited Uppsala model” 45 300 hits by Google Scholar. 
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The number of articles describes the scope of popularity the Uppsala model is receiving 

among scholars researching internationalization. Even very current articles (Tran et al. 

2016) build their emerging theories on the Uppsala model and especially on the updated 

model (Johanson &Vahlne 2009), in which the network relations are emphasized in the 

internationalization process of a firm. In the study of Tran et al. (2016), the Uppsala 

model was developed in the context, cyberspace, where the firms of today do 

international business. In fact, the difference between the model of Tran et al. (2016) and 

the former elaborated Uppsala models, is that internationalization in cyberspace is not 

requiring a physical footprint in foreign markets (Yamin & Sinkovics 2006).  

2.1.1 Uppsala model  

The “Uppsala model” of Johanson and Vahle (1977) has dominated the 

internationalization research for recent decades. Forty years ago, Johanson and Vahlne 

(1977) introduced the Uppsala model, the internationalization process of the firm, which 

focused on the knowledge development and increasing foreign market commitments. 

The foundation of the model is that a firm gradually acquires knowledge on foreign 

markets and operations and, thus increases commitment to the foreign market. 

Increasing the internationalization grade of the company was suggested to be conducted 

slowly step-by-step and by avoiding risks.  

Subsequently, the Uppsala model was revisited and updated to correspond to the change 

in the business practices and advances in the research. According to the updated model, 

the networks have a significant role in internationalizing of companies. The companies 

are linked to each other in different ways in the markets which are networks of 

relationships (Johanson, Vahlne 2009). The original Uppsala model emphasized gaining 

the experiences of international markets and for instance, using agents for learning 

about the culture and market practices in a foreign country. The revisited Uppsala model 

even deepened the learning perspective in connection with the internationalization. The 

updated model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) indicates that companies are not just learning 

the market individually, but the learning is occurring in the whole network and a 

company’s position in specific networks is beneficial in terms of internationalization. In 

fact, the major difference between “The internationalization process model” of 1977 and 

“The business network internationalization process model” of 2009, is that the latter 

model presenting internationalization being an outcome of the company actions to 

strengthen the network position. Traditionally, and before the network discussion, the 

companies have been more competitors to each other in the international markets.    
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The updated network-based Uppsala internationalization model (Johanson& Vahlne 

2009) is relevant for this thesis because it can be assumed that small companies 

cooperate and benefit from the shared knowledge of networks in terms of 

internationalization. A single company has limited resources for internationalization 

process. The position in networks is the way of complementing the lacking resources by 

for example, sharing the knowledge on the specific foreign markets. Therefore, the 

business network internationalization process model of Johanson and Vahlne (2009) 

will be the theoretical starting point for this thesis studying the internationalization of 

the SMEs today. 

Figure 2 The Uppsala internationalization process model revisited 

 

Source: Johanson & Vahlne (2009) 

The Uppsala model has been criticized by academics because the model cannot be 

applied in full due to radical changes in the business environment. The 

internationalization has become more frequent and rapid than it was two decades ago. 

For instance, the companies enter distant markets already at the early stage of 

internationalization as according to original Uppsala model, the foreign activities are 

kicked-off in countries within psychic distance. Psychic distance defines the foreignness 

of the country or market. The lack of knowledge of language, laws, rules and insufficient 

market knowledge increase the foreignness of the market and thus, increases the psychic 

distance. On the contrary, the countries which are similar culturally and even 

neighboring countries, have a short psychic distance (Johanson & Vahlne 2009). Some 

scholars argue that the original Uppsala model does not suit the highly internationalized 

industries and firms, because the psychic distance is not the determinative factor but 
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there are other forces affecting the firm’s process of internationalization. Creating new 

knowledge and learning on internationalization process are crucial parts of the Uppsala 

model. The companies having a large experience in international business have less 

trouble with exploiting new foreign markets and consequently, the degree of psychic 

distance is low (Hollensen 2011:75-77).  

Johanson and Vahlne (1977) found out that Swedish firms often started the international 

expansion near domestic markets and therefore the definition, the psychic distance was 

created defining the factors that make it difficult to understand foreign countries 

(Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2009). After learning about foreign markets near home, the 

companies start gradually entering the further international markets in terms of psychic 

distance (Johanson & Vahlne 1977). The psychic distance (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) is 

a relevant concept in this thesis as it can be questioned, whether the concept is still valid 

today, as globalization is making countries more similar and secondly, digitalization is 

making the world smaller to conduct international business. Hence, it will be intriguing 

to explore how entrepreneurs of this study perceive the psychic distance today while 

entering into new foreign markets. Are the companies following the Uppsala model logic 

and starting internationalization on markets close home? 

2.1.2 Network theory 

The network perspective is a widely researched area in the field of internationalization 

studies. For instance, the revised Uppsala model (Johanson &Vahlne 2009) stressed the 

importance of networks in a firm’s internationalization as with the aid of network 

partners the firm has improved opportunities learning of foreign markets.  

The network is a set of connected actors and actors can be individuals or organizations 

(Coviello & Cox 2006). The network can consist of economic and non-economic ties 

between the actors (Johanson & Mattson 1987). There are several relationships in the 

network, such as between customers, service providers, suppliers and governmental 

institutions. Thus, the network ties are formed between firms or individuals or between 

firms and individuals (Coviello & Cox 2006).     

Coviello and Munro (1997) studied the small company internationalization and created 

a theory considering the impact of network relations in small firm’s internationalization. 

Based on their findings was suggested that network relations can function as drivers for 

the firm’s market expansion, including entry mode and choice of market. In sum, their 

work produced knowledge how formal and informal network relationships may have an 
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impact on firm’s international expansion. Similarly, Coviello and Cox (2006) highlighted 

the importance of network in small business internationalization by presenting that 

network of relationships enables a small-sized firm the possibility of internationalization 

by providing resources of the network partners.  

The kind of network and the stage when network tie is established may have an impact 

on how efficiently the firm is able to “utilize” the network in the internationalization 

efforts. The network relationships established at the early stage of entrepreneurship can 

be useful for future internationalization (Coviello 2006). The empirical evidence of 

Coviello (2006) indicates that new ventures internationalize rather through economic 

ties than social ties. Nevertheless, the importance of social ties is evident as the previous 

social relationships are important underlying factors affecting the internationalization. 

In addition, the findings (Coviello 2006) illustrate that the network generates the 

informational benefits and competitive capability which both encourage the 

internationalization of the firm.  

The network and firm’s use of it is changing over time. Larson and Starr (1993) argue 

that the network of an emergent firm is developing over time from simple family-

oriented ties to more business-related organizational relationships. Consequently, the 

evolution of the network is enabling the growth of the firm. Larson and Starr (1993) also 

suggest that the density of network relationships increases as the company becomes 

more mature. On the contrary, Coviello (2006) proposed that internationalization 

increases the size of the network contacts, but simultaneously the density of the network 

decreases and thus, increases the social capital of the emergent venture. 

Networking can be part of the strategy in a firm. Coviello (2006) presents two opposite 

insights on internationalization of emergent firms, found in the international new 

venture (INV) literature.  From the one perspective, the internationalization processes 

of the firm are managed intended, including the network relationships. Chetty and 

Wilson (2003) argue that new venture entrepreneurs employ proactive, strategic and 

goal-oriented approach while internationalizing business. Similarly, the networks are 

utilized strategically. From the opposite view, the emergent international ventures 

internationalize without plans and moreover rely on previously established ties for 

business growth. According to the latter view, the networking of a firm is not entirely 

controlled and thereby the serendipitous ties in the network may influence the 

internationalization (Coviello 2006). 
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The networks have a positive impact on a firm’s internationalization. The 

internationalization through network follows the similar structure worldwide, but 

networking approach may distinguish in different business cultures (Ciravegna, Lope, 

Kundu 2014). The study (Ciravegna, Lope, Kundu 2014) suggested that firm’s capability 

of networking is crucial for the SME’s internationalization, and especially important for 

the SME based in the small, emergent economy such as Costa Rica where economic 

resources are scarce and societal support diminutive. In fact, the researchers highlighted 

that it does not matter if the firm is based on developed or emerging market, every 

company seems to be benefitting of the networks as a goal being the internationalization 

(Ciravegna, Lope, Kundu 2014). 

2.1.3 International entrepreneurship 

New ventures have been the main interest of researchers in the field of international 

entrepreneurship (Oviatt & McDougal 2005). The logic behind the international 

entrepreneurship research is that the internationalization of a firm is the product of an 

entrepreneur’s decision-making (Andersson 2011). The research (Andersson 2000; 

Andersson & Evangelista 2006) suggests that entrepreneurs make individual choices to 

internationalize in different directions.  

The Uppsala internationalization model (Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2009) is criticised 

due to its deterministic character (Autio 2005; Bell 1995). The international 

entrepreneurship researchers present that the firms are not following the steps of 

internationalization model without entrepreneur’s impact and therefore the 

entrepreneur’s role in decision-making and guiding the direction of internationalization 

should be focused in studying firm’s internationalization (Andersson 2011). 

The present study contributes to the line of international entrepreneurship studies by 

increasing the knowledge what factors may affect the decision-making of an 

entrepreneur in the context of international expansion. The basis for the chosen 

approach is the work of Gartner (1988) who studied entrepreneurship for a long time 

without finding the adequate explanation what differentiates entrepreneurs from non-

entrepreneurs. Most often the entrepreneurship studies have concentrated on traits of 

entrepreneurs and according to Gartner (1988), the traits are inadequate perspective 

while studying the phenomenon of entrepreneurship. Such many attributes are 

combined with entrepreneurs; independence, optimism, risk propensity, creativity, 

energy level, leadership and many others. These attributes of an entrepreneur are not 
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nevertheless explaining the phenomenon in the entrepreneurship. Therefore, Gartner 

(1988) introduced the new perspective of researching the entrepreneurship; the 

behavioral approach, in which the organization is the primary focus and the 

entrepreneur is viewed in terms of activities undertaken to enable the firm to become 

into existence (Gartner 1985). In the other words, in a behavioral approach, the focus is 

on what an entrepreneur does instead what they are (Gartner 1988).  

Furthermore, Gartner (1988) suggests that to understand the phenomenon in the 

entrepreneurship, such as the growth, we need to concentrate on the process by which 

new organizations are created. Creation of a firm is a complex process influenced by 

various factors. By going through different stages of venture creation and solving 

problems related to the creation of a new organization, the entrepreneur gains learnings 

and knowledge which affect the future activities. Hence, Gartner (1988) defines 

entrepreneurship as the role that people take under creating ventures rather than 

entrepreneurship being a fixed state of existence. Therefore, this thesis is studying 

internationalization of the firms and the female entrepreneurship, from the behavioral 

view, concentrating on the establishment of the case study firms and the stories of 

entrepreneurs, what they have done and how (behavioral) in terms of 

internationalization.  

In addition, this thesis follows the guidelines suggested by Gartner (1988). Data of 

entrepreneurial behavior and a lot of background information of entrepreneurship will 

be collected through interviews to gain an understanding of the studied phenomenon in 

entrepreneurship. Gartner (1988) emphasizes that research on entrepreneurial 

behaviors should be based on field studies. Due to time limitations of this thesis, the 

long-term fieldwork is impossible. However, by extensive interviews with multiple 

entrepreneurs, the reasonable data for this thesis will be gained. 

2.1.4 Born Globals 

The companies becoming global short after their establishment have been studied under 

concepts, such as Born Globals, Global-Start-ups, International new ventures and 

Instant Exporters of which Born Globals being the most used concept to define the early 

internationalizing firms (Andersson & Evangelista 2006).  

The Born Global theory gained its ground as the international business environment was 

rapidly changing at the turn of the millennium. There was a need for a new theoretical 

model to describe the internationalization of firms, operating in a totally different kind 
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of global environment. Moreover, the existing models illustrated the path of 

internationalization in multinational enterprises (MNEs) and thus, the smaller firms 

were lacking the model although the number of ‘international new ventures’ was 

increasing (Oviatt & McDougall 2005). Oviatt and McDougal (2005) define the 

‘international new ventures’ as firms, which from inception, tend to gain significant 

competitive advantage from the use of resources and the sale of outputs in multiple 

countries. 

Oviatt and Mcdougall (2005) have been significant scholars by providing new insights 

into phenomenon ‘international new ventures’ and by presenting, how new ventures are 

entering international business rapidly after the firm establishment. They even argued 

that often the domestic markets are skipped and that firms initially start businesses in 

the foreign markets. This is the opposite view to the Uppsala model (1977) in which the 

home market is the starting point for business and the foreign markets are approached 

at a slower speed, increasing the market-commitment step-by-step.  

In addition to the fast internationalization of firms, globalization has enabled the 

companies of all size to expand internationally. The improved global communication and 

transport, and in addition, homogenization of markets in several countries have 

shortened the internationalization and given an opportunity for firms of all sizes. 

Therefore, the internationalization cannot be internationalization cannot be studied only 

from the multinational company (MNCs) perspective as it was done previously (Oviatt & 

McDougall 2005). 

The international new ventures benefit of internationalization by focusing on core 

business and outsourcing the support operations to international partners. In summary, 

Oviatt and McDougall (2005) created the theoretical framework, explaining that 

sustainable ‘international new ventures’ have unique assets, often it is knowledge, they 

control and create value within multiple countries. The competitive environment 

enforces firms to internationalize from the establishment. The focus of entrepreneurs is 

rather controlling than owning the assets due to limited resources in new organizations. 

In addition, the model supports the view that firms may find advantages by outsourcing 

and sharing. The advantages are increased focus on constrained resources on the 

primary internal sources of competitive advantage and the quality, cost and flexibility 

advances that can be acquired from outside experts. However, the new venture 

outsourcing a lot may involve some risks. The firm may lose its opportunity for learning 
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and competitive advantages by outsourcing but this theory building article was not giving 

the empirical evidence for this argument (Oviatt & McDougal 2005). 

The rapid internationalization after the establishment of a company is connecting the 

number of various definitions of born globals in the literature. Definition ‘Born Globals’ 

refers to companies which have a global market potential and strong capability of 

internationalization. These companies usually have unique and innovative products or 

specialized know-how which differ greatly from the others in the market (Kirpalani & 

Gabrielsson 2006). In addition, (Madsen et al. 2000) suggest that a company with the 

export percentage of 25 % (of total sales) and which have started exporting within three 

years after the company’s foundation is defined as a born global company. 

The case study companies selected for this thesis should have international activity, but 

the degree of internationalization will be not specified because the purpose is to obtain 

the range of different degrees of internationalization. Thus, the companies of this study 

are not limited to Born Globals although the assumption is that many of studied firms 

may appear to be ‘Born Globals.’  

2.1.5 siDigitalization changes the internationalization 

Digitalization is an on-going phenomenon affecting business and daily life of everybody. 

In business, digitalization has a huge impact on retailing as firms provide clients with 

digital services and products. In addition, the consumption is changing due to digital 

advances (Hagberg, Sundstrom & Niklas Egels-Zanden 2015).  

The digitalization approach in relation to the firm’s internationalization is often the topic 

taken by the scholars studying international marketing. It was difficult to find studies 

which would connect the digitalization and the internationalization models. The search 

resulted mainly studies from e-commerce and e-marketing perspective. In other words, 

the search results proved that internationalization research combining digitalization 

dimension is still “under construction”, perhaps due to the emergent nature of this 

phenomenon. 

The internationalization has been studied from the e-marketing perspective by Skudiene, 

Auruskeviciene, and Sukeviciute (2015). They focused how e-marketing practices of the 

firm affect the global expansion. Internet and ICT have changed the internationalization 

of the firms radically. The firms are learning about the international markets through the 

internet and in addition, the firm capability of using knowledge has changed. The firms 
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can analyze the data and transfer it to a firm’s competitive advantage. The firms’ ability 

of information usage and networks are important factors in firms’ internationalization 

success. Moreover, the international mindset of the firm influences the success of the 

internationalization process. According to several academics and practitioners, the 

firm’s webpage determines the international success (Skudine et al. 2015). In fact, 

already before millennium, Johanson and Vahlne (1990) acknowledged that the 

technological capabilities of the firm give signals how committed the firm is on foreign 

markets. 

Especially, for SMEs, the internet has enabled the global business opportunities because 

the resources in the small businesses are to a different degree compared with 

multinational companies. Previously, the internet was considered as an enabler allowing 

the firms to conduct business online including activities such as transactions and supply 

chains. The role of the internet has developed since and now the internet is a driver or a 

creator of innovative international opportunities. Assumingly, the most significant 

change has occurred in the role of the internet, as the internet has become the co-creative 

and collaborative platform for the companies (Bell & Loane 2010).  

Bell and Loane (2010) are discussing of “new wave” global firms for which the internet 

is the key driver for fast internationalization. They suggest that especially the small 

enterprises can take an advantage of opportunities provided by the internet as the SMEs 

are lacking resources for instance, in product development and “going global.” The new 

wave companies collaborate with partner firms and customers to create value. In fact, 

the customers’ role as a co-creator is an essential part of the business models of the new 

wave global firms (Bell & Loane 2010). 

Firms moving into digital and virtual direction may cause some problems. From the 

strategic perspective, the virtual organizations may be a problem. The virtual companies 

are held together through collaboration, partnership, and networking and not 

representing the traditional formal structure of an organization. The ‘virtuality’ may 

cause problems for a firm in the long-term because the knowledge creation and 

innovation are occurring by separate actors and not as an in-house activity. This is 

resulting in that no one has the control over knowledge generation in the virtual 

organization (Johnson & Scholes 2002:452).    
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2.2 A strategic approach to the internationalization 

The idea for this thesis came from the discussions with the entrepreneurs of small 

businesses. The business was operated internationally but it seemed that the business 

growth or internationalization were not planned.  In fact, the unplanned activity of a firm 

is also a strategy and called “emergent strategy” by Mintzberg (1978). Mintzberg’s model 

below describes how different strategies can be pursued in the firms. The deliberate 

strategy refers to the planned implementation of the strategy and the emergent strategy 

denotes the implementation of a strategy that is unplanned.   

Figure 3 Deliberate and Emergent Strategies 

 

Source: Mintzberg (1978) 

The model can be explained as follows. Deliberate strategy means that a company is 

choosing an intended and planned strategy. The problem with the deliberate strategy is 

that the strategy is not always implemented as planned resulting unrealized strategy 

instead of realized strategy. Alternatively, emergent strategy is related to “strategy as a 

pattern” thinking. In an emergent strategy, the patterns are created in a company 

without intentions for any actions.  In fact, most of the companies are balancing between 

these two, deliberate and emergent strategy as often the circumstances are not 

straightforward (Quinn et al. 1988).   

This study focuses on internationalization and explores, whether the firms apply 

strategic practices (deliberate or emergent) in connection to internationalization. The 
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strategy can be a challenging topic to discuss with the entrepreneurs but however, the 

researcher’s intention at least is to clarify whether the strategic thinking even exists in 

the SMEs of this study.  

The literature on strategy is confusing as the term strategy is used differently by various 

actors in various contexts. The strategy is often explained as being an explicitly 

documented plan, made in advance, and made for taking actions. Or strategy is a 

consciously intended plan which gives the guidelines on how to act in different situations 

(Quinn et al. 1988). Mintzberg (1972, 1978) and Mintzberg and Waters (1985) developed 

the definition of strategy further and suggested that strategy is a pattern. According to 

this definition, the strategy is not only an intended plan but includes consistent behavior, 

whether the actions are intended or not. Thus, the definition strategy is used in the 

context when a certain behavior or sequence of actions are being repeated in an 

organization.  

In the present study, the strategy is viewed by this definition; “A strategy is the plan or 

pattern including the goals and actions and strategy’s purpose is to help the organization 

to allocate the resources for achieving the unique position.” (Quinn 1980 cited in 

Mintzberg, Quinn, Ghoshal 1998:5). 

2.2.1 The choice between deliberate and emergent strategy in 
SMEs  

Several academics present that small firms are employing emergent strategy instead of 

making business plans. Conversely to this view, the empirical study (Wiesner & Millett 

2012) conducted in Australian SMEs, revealed that the small companies were to a high 

extent using planning tools and thus, employing the deliberate strategy. The study 

indicated that the decisions of small companies were based on analysis and preceded 

planning and additionally, even the written objectives and visions were partially existing. 

Hence, this Australian study is presenting an entirely different view of the strategic 

approach of small firms. The divergent findings were justified by the sample in the study, 

which consisted mainly (90%) of ‘surviving’ firms being established for more than 5 

years. The researchers explained that the deliberate strategy is employed in the SMEs 

partly because of the mature age of the firms or as in the words of Lumpkin and Dess: 

“as organizations grow and mature and face more complex and multifaceted 

environments, more complex decision-making processes are required” (Lumpkin & Dess 

1995: 1398 cited in Wiesner & Millett 2012). The second explanation for the deliberate 

approach was that Australian management education has heavily emphasized strategy 
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and its role being the vital part of the entrepreneurship including mission, vision, and 

usage of analytical tools, such as SWOT and TOWS, in the strategic work (Wiesner & 

Millett 2012). 

Similarly, Verreynne (2006) was contesting the former studies presenting that the small 

firms are not making strategies. In fact, she found that also small firms besides large 

companies are employing different modes of strategy-making. As a contribution to the 

small business research, the four modes of strategy making were introduced in her study 

(Verreynne 2006): adaptive, intrapreneurial, participative and simplistic mode. The 

simplistic mode represented the most formal practice of strategy-making. The simplistic 

mode is driven by the owner-manager of a company. In this case, the environment or nor 

the future is studied but nevertheless, this mode is strongly correlated to the firm’s 

performance. Furthermore, the results emphasized that simplistic mode could be a most 

suitable option for small firms’ strategy-making. 

The firms without business plans may suffer from a lack of venture investors and 

funding. The policymakers should change their regard with the funding of SMEs which 

apply the “unplanned” business model. According to the findings of Galkina and Chetty 

(2015), the SMEs are not planning the expansion of their businesses which denotes that 

the firms necessarily have no written business plans or documents. Therefore, the 

suggestion is that the financiers should not put a great emphasis on goal-oriented 

business plans in the situation of funding SMEs but instead, the concentration should be 

on the other type business models including networking and co-creation (Galkina & 

Chetty 2015). 

2.2.2 Challenges with a planned strategy 

The business environment is constantly changing, and this phenomenon may affect the 

strategy-making in firms. Why to plan if the market situation is, however, changing 

soon? In the last three decades, the concept “market” has gone through a radical reform, 

moving from the idea of the somehow sustainable situation to constantly changing 

phenomenon. Previously, according to work of Kotter (Kotter 1991: 63 cited in 

Sarasvathy 2001), the companies used time analyzing the existing markets through STP 

process; segmentation, targeting and positioning for introducing the new products and 

services. In the other words, the markets were treated as slowly changeable and thereby 

companies invested time in planning processes. Whereas today, the modern scholars 

suggest the markets being dynamic systems which are constantly changing. Even the 
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position of the customer is changed in the value chain in the new market perspective. 

According to Normann (2001), the customer is the co-creator of products instead of 

being the passive recipient. In addition, the companies are not fighting for the position 

in the market but the value for the customers is created through the network 

collaboration and the new planning processes are focusing on dealing with the network 

relations (Nenonen & Storbacka 2010; Normann 2001).  

There is no point in planning the future because the business environment is anyhow 

under the radical change, and especially the technological development is changing the 

rules of the game. It is difficult to predict how we trade and interact with one other in the 

future. Moreover, in the e-commerce, it is common that markets are not existing, but the 

companies are creating the new markets. In this case, predicting the practices of yet non-

existing market in advance is a challenging task (Sarasvathy 2001:244).  

2.2.3 Challenges with strategy in the context of 
internationalization 

Managing the strategy is not simple when a company decides to go across the national 

borders, because there are various changes caused by the internationalization. Spreading 

the businesses into foreign countries opens new opportunities but simultaneously 

becomes managing organization and operations more challenging (Mintzberg, Quinn & 

Ghoshal 1998:737). 

The strategic management can be experienced difficult in the firm internationalization 

because on the top of the ordinary business- and function-oriented management 

becomes the third dimension, it is all the complexity that comes with 

internationalization. The strategic work concerns not only the products and functions in 

the home market but also the overseas units must be considered. Moreover, the different 

languages and cultures add special features to the strategy process (Bartlett, Ghoshal 

1987, cited in Mintzberg et al. 1998:749). The firms in the empirical part of this study are 

SMEs, not the multinational companies (MNCs) but the small firms are facing similar 

challenges going international. Although the SMEs are not necessarily having units 

abroad, the firms usually have sales agents or manufacturing activities in the foreign 

countries. Therefore, the cooperation often involves some cultural and language barriers 

to be exceeded.    
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2.2.4 To have a strategy or not? 

Sometimes not having a strategy may appear to be a better choice for a company. In fact, 

companies might better find potential opportunities without having a strategy of 

blocking the free search for attractive opportunities. A company searching for new 

opportunities without a strategy builds decisions on the actual knowledge at the time 

but, as in contrast, a company following the strategy might have a restricted view on 

available opportunities because the strategies are formulated by using uncertain and 

incomplete knowledge (Quinn, Mintzberg & Robert 1988: 12-13). However, orienteering 

without the strategy can involve risks even though it seems that the opportunities are 

more efficiently exploited without planning in advance. The absence of strategy might 

cause problems in decision-making and for instance in resource allocation as the 

company is lacking guidelines how the resources should be divided between the different 

opportunities (Quinn, Mintzberg & Robert 1988: 12-13). 

Strategic planning and analyses require resources, especially human resources, and 

therefore performing without a strategy can be an affordable option. On the other hand, 

with a strategic approach can wrong decisions being avoided. From the future 

perspective, the company has an advantage of being strategic because the future changes 

are being better understood and functions modified accordingly if the company has 

prepared for the future by strategic insight (Quinn, Mintzberg & Robert 1988: 12-13). 

The business environment is rapidly changing and becoming more global, leading to the 

situation that firms must reconfigure itself to remain competitive. Reconfiguration is not 

possible if there is no strategic thinking in a company. At the beginning of the 20th 

century, Normann and Ramírez (1993) stated that companies need strategic thinking in 

terms of surviving in an incredibly complex and changing business environment. 

According to the traditional view of value, the companies have a certain position in the 

value chain and the purpose of the strategy is to ensure the position of the company in 

the value chain. To broaden the view, the new strategic perspective was introduced by 

academics and following the strategy was now the “art of creating value” instead of 

defending the position in the value chain. According to this new strategic approach, the 

focus is on the overall value-creation system and not on a single firm and its position. In 

other words, the new strategic approach denotes that the value is created in cooperation 

with different economic actors, such as business partners, suppliers, and customers. The 

key strategic task of the actors in value-creation- cooperation is to reconfigure the roles 
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and relationships in the network to develop the creation of value (Normann & Ramírez 

1993).  

Interpreting the work of Normann and Ramírez (1993) in the light of 

internationalization, the firms should strategize, understand firm’s position in the 

network and be able to create value in collaboration with other actors and hence, to 

ensure surviving in the international competition.   

2.3 Effectuation 

Scholars of international entrepreneurship addressed that entrepreneur has an 

important role in directing firm’s internationalization by decision-making and behavior. 

Effectuation theory is also connected to an entrepreneur’s behavior and effectuation 

explains how a firm’s internationalization is dependent on an entrepreneur’s actions.   

The effectuation theory is brought into the field of internationalization studies because 

it interprets “unplanned” entrepreneurial behavior in the internationalization process 

(Kalinic, Sarasvathy & Forza 2013). The effectuation theory (Saravathy 2001) is widely 

discussed in the context of internationalization because internationalization is a 

situation involving a lot of uncertainty. There is a number of unpredictable aspects when 

a company is launching new products, going into new markets or introducing new 

technologies (Read, Sarasvathy, Dew, Wiltbank, Ohlsson 2011: 20-29). In foreign market 

entries, there are several uncertain factors which result difficulty in decision-making 

(Kalinic et al. 2014) and effectuation is the theory describing how entrepreneurs deal 

with uncertainty.  

The effectuation and causation are opposite logics guiding entrepreneur’s decision-

making. It is not claimed that either of logic better than other but however, the 

effectuation seems to be working better in a situation of uncertainty (Sarasvathy 2001). 

Following, figure 4 illustrates the theory of effectuation and consequently, four principles 

of effectuation explain how effectual logic differs from causal logic.  
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Figure 4 The Theory of Effectuation  

 

Source: Sarasvathy (2001) 

Following, the four main principles in the effectuation theory are explained by 

Sarasvathy (2001). 

1. Affordable loss rather than expected returns 

The entrepreneurs following the causal model, try to maximize the profits and therefore, 

tend to find optimal strategies for achieving the pre-determined goal. Vice versa, an 

effectual entrepreneur decides how much she/he affords to lose (affordable loss) and 

then experimenting all kind of strategies within those limitations. The effectuator is more 

interested in long-term opportunities in business than short-term returns. 

2. Strategic alliances rather than competitive analyses 

In causation logic, entrepreneur analyses firm’s competitors while effectuator 

concentrates on strategic partnerships which reduce uncertainty dimension in business.  

In the effectuation model, the interaction with people is crucial. Because the path toward 

the goal is not pre-defined, nor is the list of potential stakeholders.  In the interaction 

with stakeholders, the new business relations may evolve and because the goals are not 

locked, the new stakeholders bring new visions and means into the venture. 
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Consequently, the goals are reshaped, and the firm is more as the network conducting 

business based on the idea: ‘who we are, what we know, whom we know’ (Sarasvathy 

2001). 

3. Exploitation of contingencies rather than exploitation of pre-existing 

knowledge 

Effectuative entrepreneur prefers exploiting contingencies and as the opposite, causal 

logic guides firm to take advantage of pre-existing knowledge. 

4. Controlling an unpredictable future rather than predicting an 

uncertain one 

The red thread of effectuation logic is “To the extent that we can control the future, we 

do not need to predict it” (Sarasvathy 2001: 252). The causal logic is predictive and 

rational logic. Selecting the causal process, the decision -making is based on analyzing 

knowledge and forecasting the future. In fact, the causal process with predictive 

dimension is suitable for forecasting the natural phenomena because of the absence of 

the human behavior.  Whereas, the phenomenon involving human behavior and 

therefore a lot of uncertainty, such as the business environment, can be better dealt with 

an effectual manner. This means that the decisions are made based on action instead of 

planning in advance. (Sarasvathy 2001: 254-255) 

2.3.1 Effectuation theory in this thesis 

In sum, the effectuation theory (figure 4) explains how different factors have an impact 

on an entrepreneur’s decision-making. As it can be noted on the left-hand side in figure 

4, effectuation is a resource-based logic and the figure demonstrates how effectuation 

starts with a given set of means. The effectuative logic concentrates on the resources 

available at the time of decision making.  (Sarasvathy 2001).  By applying the effectual 

logic, the entrepreneur is not beginning the venture by setting the goal, but the business 

starts based on what is in an entrepreneur’s possession; more precisely who they are, 

what they know and whom they know (Sarasvathy & Dew 2005).  In addition to resource-

based thinking, the contingent human aspirations and risk-evaluation are guiding the 

decision-making of an effectuative entrepreneur. In this thesis, the second research 

question is focusing on factors affecting the business growth of women-owned firms. The 

effectuation theory is relevant to the topic of the thesis because it is assumed that women 
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entrepreneurs in the design and textile industries apply effectual logic more often than 

causal logic.  

2.3.2 Previous internationalization studies employing 
effectuation  

Kalinic et al. (2014) studied the effectual decision-making on the internationalization 

process. Based on their empirical evidence (Kalinic et al. 2014) was proposed that 

companies are switching from causal to effectual logic in conditions of high uncertainty, 

and thus increasing the level of commitment in the foreign country. The researchers 

Kalinic et al. 2014) argue that companies are not making business plans while 

internationalizing because future scenarios involve high uncertainty and predicting the 

correlation between the profit and investments is difficult. Therefore, the companies 

instead of planning; act, invest time and resources, which they are prepared to lose in 

case of failure in the foreign markets (following thus effectuation’s affordable loss 

principle).    

Galkina and Chetty (2015) combined effectuation theory (Sarasvathy 2001) and Uppsala 

model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) in their study exploring SME networks at the 

entrepreneur level in a firm’s internationalization. Their findings showed that the 

internationalization is occurring based on entrepreneurs’ network development and 

unexpectedly, in other words, the internationalization was not planned, it happened 

through effectual logic. Thus, the findings (Galkina & Chetty 2015) were consistent with 

both theories (Sarasvathy 2001; Johanson & Vahlne 2009) highlighting the significance 

of network relations in the firm’s international expansion. Related to strategic approach 

in internationalization, the findings of Galkina and Chetty (2015) displayed that although 

internationalization, in general, followed the unplanned logic, however, the causal 

reasoning was used in the firms. Especially, when the internationalization stage was 

more stable after the unexpected market entry, the firms appeared to be planning and 

strategizing activities. 

While the research of Galkina and Chetty (2015) employed the “Whom I know” 

(effectuation), networking aspect, the present study is rather studying the 

internationalization from “Who I am” (effectuation) perspective. This study is exploring 

how different factors, especially intrinsic factors, such as motivators of entrepreneurs, 

may have an impact on firm’s international business growth. Moreover, the risk-taking 

factor ‘acceptable risk’ in Effectuation theory (2001) is considered in this present study 
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because the study focuses on women entrepreneurs who according to the literature are 

argued taking fewer risks in business. 

Hence, this thesis has a similar approach with the work of Galkina and Chetty (2015) 

while exploring the internationalization process wearing the lenses, one lens with 

Uppsala model (2009) and one lens with other internationalization theories including 

“Effectuation theory” (Sarasvathy 2001). Furthermore, this study highlights the central 

role of an individual entrepreneur as a decision-maker in the internationalization 

process, as more research should be conducted in this field related to effectual 

internationalization (Galkina & Chetty 2015).  

2.4 Summary 

To find a theoretical framework for this thesis, the internationalization theories and 

some theories how different strategies and entrepreneurial logics are affecting the 

internationalization of a firm, are discussed in chapter two. As previously noted, the 

existing internationalization models (e.g. Uppsala model by Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 

2009) are not entirely corresponding to the changed business environment. The 

international trade moving into the virtual platforms and the impact of social media, 

such as Facebook, are not adequately acknowledged by the current models. In addition, 

the speed of internationalization has increased, and companies are becoming 

international rapidly even without much effort on internationalization activities.  

This study explores, how the firms of today are internationalizing, and the findings of the 

empirical study are reflected in the existing internationalization models. The present 

study is aiming to produce new knowledge on the internationalization of today and new 

insights into the existing internationalization models. 
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3 PINK-COLLARS – FEMALE ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

This chapter provides insights on how female entrepreneurs are of interest in the field of 

business studies. The present study has two research questions of which the second one 

is taking the female perspective by exploring what factors affect the international 

business growth of female entrepreneurs. 

There are several types of research concerning the internationalization of SMEs but the 

internationalization studies from the gender perspective are scarce. Gender refers not 

only to men and women but also to the culture and society where the people are living 

in. In fact, the gender is affecting widely on work and social life but the scholars in the 

field of business studies are more focused on individuals in various roles and processes 

than gender impacts in a business environment. The lack of gender emphasis in 

management and business studies is explained by the fact that research focuses on 

emergent problems in the business life and the cultural impacts of gender are not the 

priority topic for researchers (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2017: 268).  

There are not many business studies dealing with gender issues from the same 

perspective that the present thesis is doing. This thesis is concentrating on 

internationalization of women-owned businesses. On the contrary, most of the gender-

related studies are focusing on the proportion of women and men in organizations or the 

women’s under-representation in managerial positions. Furthermore, in the mainstream 

business studies, the personal characteristics are considered more important in 

determining the behavior and actions than gender and therefore the number of gender-

based research is low. The feminist research is opening new avenues for novel empirical 

data by taking the gender perspective into the business and management research 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016:263-277). 

The present study is partly employing the feminist view. The case study companies are 

selected from the women-dominated branch (design and textile industry) and thus, the 

purpose is to explore the decision-making and practices conducted by the women 

entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, this is not the comparative study and therefore the male-

owned businesses are not studied.  

3.1 Female entrepreneurship- does it differ from the male 
entrepreneurship?  

One woman in 11, worldwide, is an entrepreneur and the number of women 

entrepreneurs is rising. Approximately, one-third of the entrepreneurial activity is 
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women-owned. The reasons for becoming a female entrepreneur vary depending on the 

country of origin and, naturally, culture and the degree of development of the society are 

determinative factors impacting the choice of entrepreneurship. In fact, the most 

important factor is whether the environment is restrictive or supportive of women 

entrepreneurship. The world is changing in terms of entrepreneurial opportunities and 

there are signals that women are increasingly establishing a business, for some the 

entrepreneurship the escape from the class ceiling influence and for instance, the 

immigrants are establishing business and thus enhancing migrating into societies 

(Moore 2012: 179-181).  

According to the Kauffman Foundation study 2010 (Mitchell 2011 cited in Moore 2012: 

209), the women and men entrepreneurs are rather similar. Especially in the start-up 

phase, the five financial and psychological motivator factors to become entrepreneurs: 

build wealth, capitalize on business ideas, long-standing desire to own their own 

company, the appeal of a start-up culture, little interest in working for someone else, are 

similar for both genders. The most significant difference found was that the women-

owned companies tend to be smaller in size and less profitable than male-owned 

businesses. Based on the experiences, Kariv (2013) who has studied female 

entrepreneurship around the world, presents that both entrepreneurial and gender-

based characteristics can be identified in the female entrepreneurship. 

Women entrepreneurs have specific features which affect the development of companies 

and decision-making. Several studies of women entrepreneurship show that companies 

led by women entrepreneurs are suffering from inadequate conditions in business. 

According to Fielden and Davidson (2010), the women entrepreneurs’ companies are 

often treated as a small scale and unsuccessful due to poor conditions such as low level 

of investment, poor access to business support and small business networks. In addition, 

women small business owners tend to concentrate in service sector industries, activities 

are part-time and often working from home (Harding, 2005). Carter and Marlow (2007) 

demonstrate that women entrepreneurs’ companies remain small in terms of 

profitability, market share, sales, and employment. According to OECD (1999) statistics, 

the women entrepreneurs prefer less ambitious projects and tend to retain the business 

small-scale in terms of investments and loans.  

There are many entrepreneurship studies concluding that genders are different in terms 

of strategic behavior. For instance, women are more cautious, less aggressive, less 

confident and easier to persuade compared to their male counterparts. According to 
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scholars, the female entrepreneurs are also taking fewer risks.  Nevertheless, the 

previous studies suggest that being an entrepreneur explains the certain behavior and it 

does not matter if the entrepreneur is male or female. Overall, the entrepreneurs tend to 

be more risk-taking than non-entrepreneurs. The results of studies investigating gender 

differences in entrepreneurship are indeed mixed as other conclude genders being 

similar, the others present that women are cautious in business and minimize risks 

especially in finance-related issues. This means that women prefer less risky projects, 

use less fund or shareholders’ money and, in general, women are more conservative in 

decision-making under uncertainty. There is not enough academic evidence, but the risk-

avoiding approach of women may lead to the unexploited business opportunity which in 

turn can be an explanation why men seem to be more likely establishing a business in 

the areas that are prone to higher risk (Kariv 2013: 274-275)  

There are some differences between the genders shown in the literature. The data from 

statistics show that the women become entrepreneurs at an older age than men implying 

that women gather experiences in the labor market before entrepreneurship (Kariv 

2013:200). Women have more social intelligence than men. The ability to establish social 

capital can be an asset utilizing the networks successfully. The multiple studies (Argyle 

1990; Eagly 1987; Hall 1985, 1998; Petrides & Furham 2000; Riggio & Friedman 1986 

cited in Kariv 2013) prove that in comparison to males, females possess greater social 

and emotional competencies which help them in pursuing different situation and thus, 

increasing the social capital. Moreover, there is evidence that women’s verbal and 

nonverbal communication skills are more developed than males’ which enables them to 

adapt to social situations (Kariv 2013: 202-204).     

3.2 The position of women entrepreneurs in society 

Nordic societies are considered being equal in terms of women having the same rights as 

men in working life (Nielsen, Klyver, Rostgaard Evald 2010). However, the women still 

have the primary responsibility for the family and facilitating the combination of work 

and family (Haas, 2003). The quantitative research of Cliff (1998) on gender differences 

in business growth, indicated that women spent one-and-a-half as many hours to child 

care and housework compared to men which is approximately six hours more for women. 

Digitalization enables women establishing companies from home and thereby women 

become more flexible in combining entrepreneurship and a family. According to Groom 

(2009), the internet has enabled women to establish their micro-enterprises because 
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working from home is possible. This phenomenon is seen even in Finland today, as 

women entrepreneurs are operating their companies from home, at least in the 

beginning. Although the number of women entrepreneurs is rising, women are still less 

likely to become entrepreneurs in comparison to men in many countries. However, there 

are differences between the countries, as to the degree to which the women are involved 

in entrepreneurial activities (Allen et al. 2008). In 2012, one-third of the entrepreneurs 

in Finland were women and an interesting feature connected the women entrepreneurs, 

most of them worked alone without any employees (TEM 2012). Finland is a Nordic 

welfare society in which both genders are provided with equal right for entrepreneurial 

support, but Finland may lack tailored consultation for women entrepreneurs similarly 

as researchers found a shortage of tailored advisory in Denmark (Nielsen et al. 2010). 

Finnish Association for female entrepreneurs (Yrittäjänaiset 2017) is promoting better 

conditions for the female entrepreneurs of Finland. The concern of association is that 

women are under-represented in the various jobs in the economies, although the number 

of women in leading positions is slowly rising. The phenomenon is relevant in EU-level 

and in the Finnish economy. The association suggests that EU would benefit with 

improved competitiveness by reinforcing the position of women participants in the 

economic life. Especially, supporting women with their intentions combining the family 

life with working outside the home is an essential cornerstone for the development of 

women participation in the economy. It is even presented by the Association that Finland 

could be a model country in terms of treating females equally in economic activities, such 

as entrepreneurship, working and studying, by providing sufficient day-care and family 

support. Furthermore, it is important that the specific industries are not “owned” by the 

other gender, but also women should be educated and involved in various industries. 

Moreover, the number of women doing academic research should be increased and in 

general, the association highlights raising the female aspect and innovations of women 

into public debate as it would result in positive outcomes for the whole society 

(Yrittäjänaiset 2017). 

3.3 Support for women-owned firms 

Women entrepreneurs may differ from males regarding to use of business advisory. 

Research provides evidence from various countries that female entrepreneurs are more 

likely to ask help for their business and in addition, women use training, consultants and 

counseling facilities more often than men (Kariv 2013: 200). 
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Danish researchers (Nielsen et al. 2010) suggest that the advisory system for 

entrepreneurs in Denmark should be tailored to women’s entrepreneurship as the 

current system is advising by a masculine approach which means that topics discussed 

are themes such as profit and growth generation. Additionally, maternity and parental 

conditions in society should be better structured to support women entrepreneurship. 

Interestingly, the Danish researchers found that women entrepreneurs working in pairs 

enhanced the continuity of woman-led firm in terms of entrepreneurs covering each 

other during the maternity leave. These findings encourage women to start their business 

in teams (Nielsen et al. 2010). 

Female entrepreneurs may need a tailored consultation, but also small firms are 

conducting business differently from larger enterprises and therefore specific advisory 

and support should be considered for small business entrepreneurs. The suggestion is 

that business schools and tertiary institutions could arrange the strategic management 

courses specially designed for the small firms. Furthermore, there is empirical evidence 

that entrepreneurs increasing the strategic and rational thinking in their small 

businesses were expecting improved firm performance (Verreynne 2006). 

The entrepreneurs in the Finnish fashion and textile industries experienced that they are 

not benefitting of the business-related services provided by the National Centre of 

Economic Development, Transport and the Environment (Lille 2010). The support was 

mainly useless because the business consultants were said lacking the required expertise 

of the field. It appeared that entrepreneurs rather turned to professional unions which 

were said to having more competence to help the fashion and textile firms with their 

challenges. In general, the companies complained that the state of Finland is not 

supporting the entrepreneurship and only larger companies seem to matter. The 

entrepreneurs called for better support from the state with taxation, value-added tax and 

hiring personnel. In addition, the taxation and other expenses of the current system were 

said to be high for small business-owners (Lille 2010:13). 

In a conclusion, it seems that the pink-collar industries, denoting the industries which 

are significant employers of women, are lacking recognition and adequate support in 

societies (Smith-Hunter 2013:1-21).  
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3.4 The international business growth of women entrepreneurs 

This study tends to explain what factors affect the international business growth of 

women-owned firms. The research from gender perspective present various results, 

some arguing that female and male entrepreneurs differ by business behavior while other 

suggesting the opposite view, that gender does not matter. However, the present study 

will explore if there may be some characteristics which impact the business growth of 

women entrepreneurs.  

The expansion of business is not a self-evident goal for all the entrepreneurs. The concept 

“maximum business size threshold” signifies the optimal size of the business which an 

entrepreneur can manage (Cliff 1998). Cliff (1998) found out that most of the 

entrepreneurs with no intention to grow business said, they had reached the optimal size 

of the business that they can manage, and the aim was not to further grow at the expense 

of personal life. 

The work of Cliff (1998) suggests that women are not willing to grow their firms at the 

expense of personal life.  Especially women entrepreneurs stressed the importance of 

having a balance between work and personal life. The results of Cliff (1998) revealed, 

that 84% of women and 35,7% of men, reasoned their choice of no-growth, that they have 

achieved the maximum business size threshold and there is no intention for growth. The 

figures on Cliff’s (1998) work demonstrate that there is a difference between men and 

women, establishing the maximum business size threshold in their companies. The 

conclusion is that the firms of women entrepreneurs tend to stay small-scale as the 

women prefer slow growth involving fewer risks and business which enables other 

personal life besides the work (Cliff 1998).   

Women entrepreneurs have small firms compared with the males. In the literature, the 

slow growth and small-size business of female entrepreneurs are treated as a problem 

because usually the success of a company is evaluated by the size of the business (Cliff 

1998). Cliff (1998) conducted the study on business growth related to gender differences. 

The findings indicate that entrepreneurs of both genders equally desire for growth but 

there are differences between the genders what kind of growth is ideal.  Female 

entrepreneurs prefer the controlled growth, in the other words, the size of the business 

must stay small enough for being managed by an entrepreneur herself. Secondly, the 

female entrepreneurs rather choose the moderate growth with fewer risks instead of 
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large-scale growth and in that way, secure the time and energy spent with the family 

beside the business. (Cliff 1998)  

There is a lack of research concerning gender attitudes towards business growth. It 

appears that business growth is not a priority for many entrepreneurs and moreover, the 

gender may have an impact on the intention for business growth. In addition, more 

research is needed on business growth in a manageable manner, the way female 

entrepreneurs appear to be expanding their businesses (Cliff 1998). In this thesis, the 

attention is given to the business growth of women-owned businesses. More precisely, 

the present study is concentrating on international business growth because generally 

expanding business occurs in international markets as the domestic market (Finnish 

market) is limited for most of the products. 

Lille’s (2010) empirical findings indicate that for some Finnish designer entrepreneurs 

the self-actualization is more important than the business growth. However, Lille (2010) 

found that designer firms were willing to internationalize, but the prerequisite for 

expanding for these entrepreneurs was that the power of autonomy and creative 

decisions must stay in the control of an entrepreneur. 

3.5 Summary 

Rather pointedly, the literature treats women entrepreneurs as weaker actors in the 

business. According to the literature, the firms of women are small, suffer from 

inadequate investment, loans, and support. In addition, the women businesses are less 

profitable and lose in sales and market shares to firms of males. In general, the business 

literature is lacking studies from the female perspective. Therefore, this thesis tends to 

fill the research gap by studying the internationalization of the firms from the female 

entrepreneur’s perspective. The concept pink-collars is employed in this thesis to define 

the women entrepreneurs because the concept fits well into the theme of this thesis. 

Previously, the concept defined women in women-dominated jobs as nurses, 

dressmakers, secretaries, and teachers. Now, the concept describes the women 

entrepreneurs conducting global business in the women-dominated (pink-collar) design 

and textile industry. Are there specific entrepreneurial factors which may affect the 

international growth of pink-collars or does gender matter, after all?  
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4 METHODOLOGY 

This chapter presents how the research is conducted and how the different choices made 

in the research project are argued. 

4.1 Research philosophy 

The interpretivism is employed as the research philosophy in the present thesis. The 

interpretative researcher is interested in subjective thinking of individual but also how 

people interpret the social events (Eriksson& Kovalainen 2016:20). The purpose of this 

thesis is to gain a deeper understanding of how companies internationalize today, and 

the focus is on women-owned businesses in the specific industry. The female 

entrepreneurs are interviewed and asked questions about the internationalization of 

their companies including some questions about the entrepreneurship. The study 

concerns subjective sense-making and experiences of 5-10 entrepreneurs. 

The phenomenon in business, in this case, internationalization, has such many social 

structures and complex dimensions, that it is almost impossible to study having the 

positivist research philosophy. Positivism fits better for natural scientists who work with 

observable reality and who try to explain the causal relationships of their data and who 

create scientific generalizations as their results (Saunders, Lewis, Thornhill 2012; Gill 

and Johnson 2010). Therefore, the interpretivism philosophy fits better the purpose of 

this study. 

This research is interpretative of nature, denoting that the interpretations made on the 

collected data are an entirely individual analysis of the researcher. Some other researcher 

may interpret the same data differently as usually, the data contains complex 

phenomenon including the variation of opportunities to make sense of what people have 

meant. An interpretative researcher is interested in how people are constructing their 

dynamic, changing and individual reality in words. Hence, the language and how the 

contents (interview) are delivered to the researcher are important (Eriksson& 

Kovalainen 2016:21).  In this study, the data is collected from the interviews. In addition 

to the contents of interviews, the language and expressions of informants are considered 

in the analysis. 

4.2 Research approach 

The research approach describes how the theory is used in the study (Saunders et al. 

2009:124). The two basic research approaches are deduction and induction. The 
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deduction is a controlled and scientific research approach, in which the researcher is 

testing the theory or hypothesis. With the deductive approach the sample size matters 

because the aim of the research is often to produce generalization and therefore, this 

approach fits well in quantitative research. There has been criticism towards deduction 

among social science researchers. According to them, the human behavior cannot be 

studied in “nature scientific way” and treating the respondents as research objects 

responding in a robotic way to certain circumstances (Saunders et al. 2009:124). 

Selecting the inductive approach, the interest is on understanding the nature of 

phenomenon without assumptions or hypothesis in advance. In other words, induction 

is a theory building research approach. The purpose of the inductive approach is to make 

sense of the data material, analyze the data and finally to formulate a theory based on 

the findings. (Saunders et al. 2009: 124-6). The inductive approach means that 

respondents are not treated as robots, but the social world is acknowledged as well as the 

interpretations, the respondents are affected by (Saunders, Lewis & Thornhill 2009: 124-

127).   

Abductive approach is employed in this study. Alvesson and Sköldberg, Swedish 

researchers, were skeptic towards induction and deduction used as single tools to 

conduct qualitative studies and they introduced their approach abduction in which 

deductive and inductive approaches are concurrently used through the study. This 

means that although researcher’s starting point is the empirical material she or he is 

aware of the recent theories in the field of the study and able to use the theories creating 

new knowledge (Alvesson & Sköldberg 2017).  In abductive research, the purpose is to 

find categories and concepts in everyday phenomenon by theorizing the meanings given 

by people (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016). In this study, the theory is used in the beginning 

to gain understanding the current knowledge on the research topic. However, the 

selected research approach allows adding the theories into the study at a later phase as 

an empirical case study may produce some new insights which require some theoretical 

reflection. First, the theoretical framework is created for collecting ideas for the case 

study. The current knowledge on internationalization is explored extensively. The 

literature on female entrepreneurship is reviewed because the aim is to study the 

internationalization of women-owned businesses.  

This study is of explorative nature and therefore pre-formulated propositions were not 

given before the collection of empirical data. Eisenhardt (1989) among several others 

prefer the similar approach in which the researcher’s interest is on patterns, activities, 
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and themes found in empirical data without the limiting assumptions (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2016). Stake (1995) suggests that employing the explorative approach may 

require re-formulating the research question because implementing the data collection 

without a theoretical framework may provide unanticipated outcomes. The present study 

begins with the theoretical framework, but no assumptions are made in advance. Hence, 

the study allows empirical case study to provide new insights into the research topic and 

researcher is prepared to change the research question if necessary. 

4.3 Research design 

This study is of qualitative research design. The qualitative research fits well studying the 

complex phenomenon in business. The qualitative research provides insights on how 

people behave and manage different things in real-life contexts. Moreover, the 

qualitative studies may help us to improve something in the business (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2016:3). The choice of the qualitative research instead of the quantitative was 

quite easy because the researcher is not interested in numerical information for instance 

how many foreign retailers a company has during the first two years after establishment. 

The purpose of this study is not to produce numerical data (quantitative) asking 

questions beginning with “what”, “who” and “where.” Because the study is aiming to 

explain the phenomena internationalization, the more explanatory question should be 

involved in interviews to collect more useful data (Yin 2003: 6). Therefore, questions 

“how” and “why” fit better when interviewing the entrepreneurs in this study. 

The qualitative study fits the study considering feminine aspects. Qualitative research is 

related to feminism as qualitative research provides more “soft” methods and sensitivity 

into research compared to quantitative design which is often perceived hard and 

masculine approach. The qualitative study instead of quantitative, allows women voice 

to be better heard and reduces the women being treated as objects (Bryman & Bell 2011: 

428). In the social sciences, the goal of the feminist research is bringing change in the 

condition of women with the help of research (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 272). The 

interest on the thesis is precise, how the female entrepreneurs perceive the international 

growth of their companies. Several researchers studying women entrepreneurship focus 

on identifying differences and similarities between female and male entrepreneurs 

(Bryman & Bell 2011: 429) but present study differs from mainstream studies by 

exploring the internationalization phenomenon from the female entrepreneur’s 

perspective. Consequently, the study is tending to highlight the position and importance 
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of female entrepreneurs in the Finnish economy. Thus, it can be argued that this study 

is employing a little bit nature of the feminine research. 

4.4 Research method 

The case study is applied as a method in this study. The case studies are commonly used 

as research strategies in political science, sociology, and psychology. In economics, the 

case studies have been the method for examining, for instance, the structure of a given 

industry or the economy of a region. Case studies are also suitable for studying group, 

individual, organizational, political, social or related phenomena (Yin 2003:1). 

According to Yin (2014), a case study can be a method investigating the contemporary 

phenomenon in its real-life context. Case studies are used in research explaining complex 

processes and phenomenon. Moreover, case studies provide rich and inspiring data for 

researchers (Siggelkow 2007).  

This study is focusing on the internationalization phenomenon of women-led businesses 

the purpose is to extend the existing theories by providing propositions based on the 

findings. Presumably, developing a new theory in the extent of the thesis is quite an 

ambitious goal but instead of the whole new theory, this thesis is aiming to contribute to 

the current knowledge in the field of international entrepreneurship. Eisenhardt (1989, 

1991) argues that theory building should be the aim in the case study and consequently, 

she is suggesting, that there should be multiple cases for testing the theoretical 

constructs in the study.    

Therefore, the multiple case study is chosen. Multiple cases enable replication and 

multiple sources of evidence for theory building (Eisenhardt 1991). The case study 

method has received some critics mostly regarding the generalization. Some academics 

claim that the problem with the case studies is that the findings are not providing the 

scientific generalization (Yin 2003:10). Against to these critics, Yin (2003:10) argues that 

case studies are generalizable to theoretical propositions but not to generalizable to 

populations and so on. Furthermore, the aim in the case study is expanding the theories 

and providing analytical generalizations and not the produce statistical generalizations 

as in surveys (Yin 2003:10).   

The multiple case study fits as a tool to explore patterns or mechanisms of phenomena 

because the real-life cases reveal the practices in the studied context (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2016). Multiple case study enables perceiving patterns through cases, and 

further, the different cases provide complementary perspectives of a phenomenon. 
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Consequently, there is the opportunity of building a more elaborate theory based on 

replicated evidence in cases (Eisenhardt 1991) 

How many cases are needed? Defining the case(s) and the unit of analysis can be a 

challenging task. Yin (2003: 23-26) suggests that by reviewing the research questions, it 

will become clearer how many and what kind of cases are needed in the study. Eisenhardt 

(1991) has participated in a debate discussing which one, single or multiple cases, is a 

better choice in a qualitative research. She concludes that both methods are as good but 

choosing either of them, there are important factors to consider in conducting the case 

study; First, the great emphasis should be on storytelling. Second, the good theory is 

based on the multiple case logic (Eisenhardt 1991).  

The present study is exploring the current internationalization phenomenon and the 

stronger evidence and generalization is only attained by conducting a multiple case 

study. Selecting a single case study would provide in-depth knowledge of one specific 

firm and data of their internationalization which is not the aim of this study. Following 

Eisenhardt’s (1991) suggestion, the purpose is to create stories of each case, and thus, 

describe the phenomenon through different cases. According to Eisenhardt (1989), the 

number of cases should be four to ten cases because increasing the number of cases 

would not produce incremental contribution for the study. In this study is decided to 

limit the number of cases to six. 

4.4.1 Sample 

Several sampling strategies were in use for gathering the case study firms. Sometimes, in 

the qualitative research, the data must be collected from the sources that are accessible. 

It is not obvious that every selected person is willing to provide researcher with the 

information she will need (Bryman & Bell 2011:451). The foundation for this study was 

the contacts the researcher had in the textile industry. The convenience sampling 

approach (Bryman & Bell 2011: 451) was used denoting that the firms that the researcher 

knew previously, were easily accessible participants for the study. 

The number of initial contacts was not sufficient for the multiple case study and hence, 

the more participants were searched by snowball sampling. Snowball sampling is the 

method where research participants recruit other suitable participants for a study 

(Bryman & Bell 2011: 206-207). Some interesting firms in the industry were suggested 

by the participant firms. However, the snowball sampling was not a successful attempt 

and the final sample was collected by the researcher contacting suitable firms. The 
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sampling was done by following the research aim and the research question. This 

sampling is called “purposive sampling” which means that the researcher tends to find 

cases or participants which are relevant to the study. By purposive sampling, the 

researcher collects the sample which best represents the target group in similarity and 

variety. The problem with this sampling method is that the results cannot be generalized 

over population (Bryman & Bell 2011: 452). On the other hand, generalization is neither 

the aim of this kind of qualitative study. The aim is rather finding the sample providing 

data which best explains the phenomenon internationalization of the firms owned by the 

women entrepreneurs.  

Gaining access to organizations is a crucial factor in the business research. The 

organizations and the persons within organizations are gatekeepers who decide if they 

will allow the data collection or not. It is common that companies large or small have 

their own suggestions how they would like structure the research, especially the 

reporting part of the study and how the results are available for the public. Therefore, 

improving the opportunity of gaining data requires careful planning of how the research 

idea is sold to these gatekeepers (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 54-55). In addition to 

that, the anonymity and confidentiality aspects of the research should be mentioned, as 

many companies may decline to participate because they are concerned about the 

confidentiality of all kind of information related to business operations and plans. 

Furthermore, there is always a question about time resources, how much time the 

interviewees or research participants are willing to give for the research. Hence, the 

participant should be informed about the resources that are required of them during the 

research (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 55). 

Thus, the purposive sampling was conducted including that the firms should meet the 

following criteria:  

- The company must be small and medium-sized enterprise (SME) which is in line with 

the Statistics Finland (2017) criteria for SME denoting the company employs less than 

250 staff and have an annual turnover under 50 million  

- The companies must be independent, in other words, the subsidiaries of larger 

domestic or international companies meet not the criteria of this study 

- The companies in the study should be established by the female entrepreneurs  

- The companies must belong to the design and textile industry 
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- The company should have international activities (export or other activities) but the 

degree of internationalization, such as ratio/ turnover is not specified to obtain the range 

of various degrees of internationalization. 

4.4.2 Semi-structured interviews 

The qualitative interviews were conducted in this study. The semi-structured interviews 

allow interviewees to explain deeper their thoughts and provide a venue for building on 

their responses. When interviews are less structured, interviewees have more freedom to 

express themselves and share their meanings which may help the researcher to get a 

deeper understanding of the studied phenomenon. Furthermore, the discussion may 

lead to areas which are relevant to the research topic, but the researcher has not 

previously considered which may give useful data for further analysis (Saunders et al. 

2009: 323-324). 

The interview guide included three main themes: entrepreneurship, 

internationalization, and factors affecting the internationalization of the firm. The 

interview guide consisted 0f 10 questions and over 20 follow-up questions. The purpose 

of such an extensive interview was gathering a thorough overview of the case firm and 

its entrepreneurs to gain understanding of the decisions and actions made in the context 

of internationalization. 

The interview guide started with the company profile. The basic information, such as the 

name of the company, the year of establishment, number of personnel and the branch 

reported in PRH (Finnish Patent and Register Office) were asked to begin with easy 

questions. Then the entrepreneurs were asked to tell shortly about their business, 

products and customers. The question of the branch which the entrepreneurs have 

reported to PRH referred to the statistical issue. It seems that the national industry 

statistics of Finland are not illustrating the true size of the design and textile industries 

as firms report variable branches they belong to. Afterword thought this question was 

useless because the information was found from the public register. In addition, not all 

the informants recalled the branch they had reported in when establishing the firm. 

In the entrepreneurship part of the interview guide, the background of an entrepreneur 

was of interest. With questions about the education and the possible career before 

entrepreneurship were asked to increase understanding of what has possibly affected 

becoming an entrepreneur. It was also directly asked, why you have chosen to become 

an entrepreneur. Followed by the entrepreneur’s background questions, the dimensions 
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related to female entrepreneurship were enquired. The female aspect was not stressed in 

the interview situation but certain themes relevant to current female entrepreneur 

studies, such as the balance between family and work and business support, were 

discussed to increase understanding, how the informants perceived their position as 

being a woman entrepreneur. Perhaps, the most interesting question related to the 

research topic was: “What is important to you in entrepreneurship? Is it the business 

growth or something else?” The response to this question may explain, how driven the 

entrepreneur is for expanding the business (which today quite often means expanding 

internationally) or are there perhaps reasons for maintaining the business small-scale. 

In the following section, the internationalization of the firm was thoroughly dealt with. 

The purpose was gaining the ingredients to the story describing how the firms of today 

internationalize. The data was collected how the internationalization has started in the 

first place and what is the degree of internationalization today. Visions and dreams were 

discussed with the entrepreneurs and, in addition, it was asked if the business growth is 

part of the future vision. The purpose was researching the growth orientation of these 

women-founded firms. The strategic approach in the case firms was of interest, exploring 

whether the firms have a strategic approach in general and whether the firms apply 

emergent (unintended) or deliberate (intended) strategies (Mintzberg 1985). In addition 

to this, the entrepreneurs were asked to describe the timeline for their planning 

processes, whether the planning is more short-term or long-term. They were, for 

instance, asked if they were making long-term plans and if they would imagine the 

company’s position and degree of internationalization in 3-5 years. In the context of 

internationalization, it was fascinating to find out an explanation for what kind of 

strategies are in use of SMEs in today’s rapidly changing global business environment. 

The risk-management question referred to the feature of female entrepreneurs. It is 

argued in the literature that female entrepreneurs avoid risky projects (Cliff 1998). The 

financial risks and other risk aspects were discussed to explain how entrepreneurs regard 

with risks while conducting business. Further, it can be assumed that the risk-avoiding 

approach impacts on entrepreneur’s orientation toward expanding business and 

reducing the desire for going to unknown international markets.   

The third section comprised of the questions related to the factors affecting the 

internationalization. The questions in this section were meant to produce data that 

describes today’s business environment and how different factors have an impact on 

firm’s internationalization. The entrepreneurs were questioned, what are the factors 
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affecting positively on internationalization and on the other hand, what are the factors 

hindering the internationalization. The informants were encouraged to answer whatever 

into these questions as questions were perhaps too broad. The next question, the impact 

of digital environment and social media on internationalization, was very relevant to the 

topic of the thesis because the case studies provide evidence on how important the virtual 

channels are in today’s internationalization. The network question was included in the 

study because of the internationalization theories such as revised Uppsala model 

(Johanson & Vahlne 2009) stress the relevance of networks in firms’ 

internationalization. The purpose was extending the knowledge whether the networks 

still are crucial for firm’s internationalization today and how the networks are in use in 

the international efforts. 

The question about the special features of female entrepreneurs was left as a final 

question on purpose because the question was assumed to be as sensitive of a kind. The 

intent was not to distract from the interview by starting with categorizing female and 

male entrepreneurs into different boxes. As in all kind of qualitative interviews, also the 

feminine research school stresses the confidentiality as a high priority in the interview 

situation and as well treating the perspectives given by women informants with respect. 

Also, the hierarchical interview setting should be avoided (Bryman & Bell 2011:499). The 

confident atmosphere was created in all the interviews and the researcher’s impression 

was that the informants felt free to express their true meanings, also the gender-related 

questions.  It was a clever choice of postponing the direct gender-related question at the 

end of the interview because it appeared that all the informants strongly reacted to the 

question. If the question would have been at the beginning that might have led the 

interview into the wrong direction and the studied phenomenon, internationalization, 

could not have been covered properly. However, the aim of the research was studying the 

internationalization of today and simultaneously explore what are the underlying factors 

affecting the international business growth of women-owned firms. 

In addition to initially intended questions, some additional questions were asked. 

Although there is a certain list of questions in the semi-structured interview, this does 

not mean that all the interviews include the same questions and in the same order. The 

semi-structured interview allows the researcher to decide what is questioned in different 

interviews because, however, the aim is to cover the questions relevant to the research 

question (Saunders et al. 2009:320). Some firms in this study were questioned deeper in 
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specific themes as it appeared that entrepreneurs were providing interesting insights 

related to the topic of this study. 

4.5 Data collection 

4.5.1 Preparation for interviews 

Planning of interviews is an essential part of the qualitative data collection. The 

suggestion for successful interviewing is to plan the credibility of the researcher is 

displayed and how the confidence is obtained in the interview (Saunders et al. 

2009:328). In this study, it was clear that the interview is a unique chance to collect the 

data. The entrepreneurs being very busy, it was also clear that further questions after the 

interview may be challenging to receive. Therefore, the researcher did her homework in 

prior conducting the interviews. 

Showing that you are aware of the research topic and the context of your study, increases 

your credibility as the researcher. Moreover, if the researcher has extensive knowledge 

in the field of interest, enhances this gathering more detailed and richer interview data 

(Saunders et al. 2009: 328). Before the interviews, the web pages and social media 

contents were reviewed to understand the current business and events of the case study 

firms. Familiarizing with the firm in advance, enhanced the credibility of the interviewer 

as she showed her interest in the case study object’s activities but also by pre-work was 

interviewer enabled to draw current events into the discussion. Furthermore, from the 

early steps of this study, the articles related to design and textile industries were gathered 

from the newspapers and on the internet to understand how the industry is considered 

in the public debate. 

Sometimes, the interview guide should be provided beforehand allowing the informants 

to familiarize with the themes of the interview and at the same time giving them the 

opportunity of providing the researcher with some organizational documents (Saunders 

et al. 2009:328). In the present study, the interview guide was provided in advance only 

for those informants interviewed by phone. The purpose was to provide them with the 

structure which to follow when conducting the interview by phone. The ones interviewed 

personally, the guide was given in hand at the beginning of the interview, so it is easier 

to follow the interview and simultaneously offer them a tool for evaluating the duration 

of an interview. The reason for not providing the questions beforehand was, that most 

essential questions of the interview, the entrepreneurs can respond by heart and to some 
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questions the researcher hoped for more intuition-oriented than premeditated 

responses.       

4.5.2 The phases of data collection 

An initial search of firms started at Handicraft fair in Seinäjoki in September 2017 (29.9-

1.10.2017 Käsityömessut Seinäjoella). Different firms in the industry were introduced 

with the idea of this thesis topic. The discussions with entrepreneurs concerned mainly 

the internationalization aims of the firms. With one entrepreneur, the discussion led 

further, and this specific entrepreneur was enthusiastic about the possible research in 

the design and textile industry. According to her, there is a need for a research in the 

industry and entrepreneurs and their firms would benefit from research through 

increased visibility. Hence, the entrepreneur contacts collected at the fair formed the 

initial group of informants for this thesis. 

After an extensive literature review on internationalization, SMEs, female 

entrepreneurship, and design and textile industry, the first version of an interview guide 

was formed. Next, the questions were introduced to fellow students in the thesis group. 

Although some feedback was telling that the interview guide included a too large set of 

questions, I decided to continue with the original idea of gathering quite an extensive 

data for further analysis. As the purpose was exploring the phenomenon of 

internationalization and the factors affecting it, I found it essential to gather data from 

several different perspectives. Moreover, already in the early stage of research, I expected 

that my research question may change during the research process. In fact, it is quite 

common that the research question will change or be reshaped in the analysis phase as 

the interviews may provide some novel data that is not taken into consideration at the 

beginning of the study (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 140).  

The access to firms or entrepreneurs is an essential factor when planning the qualitative 

research. In addition to contacts at the fair, there was one firm in the design industry, 

which had been in cooperation with the researcher in one assignment at Hanken. Thus, 

knowing the entrepreneurs and story of the company, the researcher knew that 

entrepreneurs would be willing to participate also in this study.   

The original idea of the suitable sample changed as the collection of data proceeded. 

First, the aim was to collect firms, which meet the criteria of being SMEs, independent 

(not subsidiaries of larger domestic or international companies), established by women, 

having international activities but the degree of internationalization was not specified. 
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In addition, the original plan was to delimit the companies into “home sewing branch.” 

But then discussing the aim of the study with some academics, I realized that it is 

unnecessary to delimit the sample too much, and finally I spread the sample comprising 

of “the firms in the design and textile industry.” By doing that, collecting the data became 

easier, because the number of possible firms increased radically. Furthermore, as the aim 

of the thesis is to study the phenomenon of internationalization, it is pointless to delimit 

the sample options, nevertheless, almost all the industries are affected by this 

phenomenon. Finally, the delimitation for the firms was: independent SMEs, established 

by women, having international activities to any degree and belonging to the design and 

textile industries. 

The aim was to interview entrepreneurs in eight firms. The purpose was getting the 

entrepreneur or the founder of the company to be interviewed because the interview 

included questions referring to early phases of internationalization and some questions 

of the female entrepreneurship. In the cover letter sent by email, was told that in addition 

to the entrepreneurs, the employees working with international activities can be 

interviewed.     

In January 2018, the selected eleven firms were contacted by email and some of them 

were contacted afterward by phone. Finding the timetable that fits the calendar of the 

entrepreneur and the researcher, was challenging, but finally six firms and in total nine 

entrepreneurs were willing to participate in the study. The firms located in different 

areas of Finland of which majority in Southern Finland.   

The interviews were conducted during February and March 2018. The purpose was to 

conduct personal interviews at the company premises but because of the time 

limitations, three of the interviews (two firms) were conducted by phone.  

The four personal interviews done at the company premises were recorded with a mobile 

phone. The researcher was familiar with the recording functions as she had used the 

recording App for other research projects previously. The informants were informed that 

the interviews are recorded. 

The three interviews were conducted by phone. The Skype-meeting was also in use with 

one interview but due to technical problems, the voice was recorded by phone. It can be 

stated that the researcher gathered a lot of new technical knowledge trying to solve 

problems with recording the phone interview. Despite the problems in the beginning, the 
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interviews were recorded with very affordable application ACR, purchased at Google 

Play. The quality of voice in the recording was at some places lousy. The problem is that 

it is difficult or quite impossible to control how the informant is holding the phone. 

Sometimes the finger can cover the microphone and the interviewer hears nothing.  The 

latter mentioned are the reasons, why I preferred to conduct personal interviews. Then 

the researcher can control the quality of the recording. Of course, there are many other 

excusatory reasons such as, perhaps richer data, for choosing the personal interview 

instead of the phone interview. The informants were informed that phone interviews 

were recorded. 

4.6 Strategy for analysis 

The data material for the analysis consisted of six interviews with nine entrepreneurs.  

The interviews were transcribed, and the material comprised approximately 70 sheets of 

A4. The interviews were the primary data for the analysis but in addition, the company 

webpages were utilized to gather more data from companies in question. 

There is no right or wrong way to analyze the qualitative data (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2016). The data material, in this case, the interviews, were analyzed by qualitative 

content analysis which is the strategy focusing “what is said”, “what is done” and “how 

things are said” in the different sources of qualitative data (Eriksson & Kovalainen 

2016:119). Qualitative data is of a complex nature. The qualitative data needs to be 

summarized and categorized or in some other way organized to be able to analyse it 

properly (Saunders et al. 2009:482).  

The analysis started already in the interview phase. Following, the interviews were 

transcribed and read through carefully. The research journal was kept remembering all 

the ideas which appeared during the research process.  Although analysis started as soon 

as the researcher started getting material from the first interviews, the proper analysis 

started when the transcripts were on the table. The cases were read through one by one. 

The first action with the data was creating the narratives of the cases to organize and 

make sense of the data. While writing the narratives, the cases were familiarized with a 

deeper insight and repeating themes started to appear. The most relevant themes of the 

research questions were chosen for the closer analysis. Consequently, every case was 

analyzed in the light of chosen themes. Eriksson and Kovalainen (2016) suggest that first 

the single cases are analyzed separately and following the cross-case analysis is 

conducted which means that the cases are compared between each other and contrasted 
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with the theories. Also, in this case study, the empirical findings were reflected in the 

previous theories in the field. 

In the qualitative research, as in this thesis, the theoretical part can be updated during 

the process. When analyzing the empirical findings, the abductive approach allows the 

researcher to combine the findings with existing theories or the theories can at least 

provide inspiration for the analysis (Alvesson & Sköldberg 2017). Although the 

theoretical framework was created in the start phase of the research project, the 

emerging themes in the empirical findings led to evolve the theory part of the study. 

4.7 Ethics 

This study follows the ethical guidelines as the purpose is to protect the rights of persons 

being researched (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016). The study is avoiding doing any harm 

to participants, acting against participants will and touching privacy of participants, and 

moreover, any kind of misleading or deception in the research project is not allowed 

(Diener & Crandall 1978 cited in Bryman & Bell 2011:143-144). Particularly, this study 

avoids doing any harm to the business of the participating firms by considering which 

research data is shared and how the findings are presented in the research report.  

The ethical principles are considered through the study; in the beginning by informing 

the entrepreneurs about the aims and procedure of the research project. The 

entrepreneurs are informed that as being a multiple case study the interest is rather on 

the phenomenon of internationalization and female entrepreneurship in general than on 

the viewpoint of an individual entrepreneur. At this point, the researcher was 

encouraging the informants to discuss openly the research topic without being afraid of 

firm-specific details to be highlighted in the research report. During the interviews, the 

informants were told that the interviews are audio-recorded and that the data is used 

only for this research project. After analysis, the audio recordings were deleted. The 

results of the study were shared with the participant firms at the end of the project.  

The anonymity of the case study firms is taken into consideration through the project by 

controlling, for example, the anonymity among the participating six firms. The 

informants, the entrepreneurs, have been informed that the data is treated confidentially 

and anonymously. To follow the anonymity principle while writing the research report, 

the firms are assigned with a letter (e.g. F1, F2) and as there were 2 informants in one 

firm, the citations of entrepreneurs are separated by adding a small letter (e.g. F5a 

&F5b). 
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Although the great emphasis is on firms’ anonymity is maintained through the study, 

some challenges arise in terms of report quality. If the special features and practices of 

the case study firms are not revealed (of which someone might recognize the company in 

question), the case study descriptions will not provide as rich and interesting reading 

explaining the studied phenomenon. To ensure this anonymity issue with the 

participating firms, the entrepreneurs were asked to review the report and for their 

acceptance to present the case study descriptions in public. All six participating firms 

pre-viewed the report and accepted publishing the study without any corrections. 
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5 PRESENTATION OF THE FINDINGS 

This chapter begins with the introduction of the Finnish design and textile industry and 

giving some industry related figures. The current state of the industry is discussed, and 

the focus is on the internationalization aspects. The information about the industry is 

collected from the industry reports, not from academic sources. After the industry 

description, the case study firms are presented as stories, how the internationalization 

process proceeded in the firms of question. Following the findings in the case study are 

presented by themes.  

5.1 Internationalization of the Finnish design and textile industry 

The textile industry has not received attention recently although the technological 

change and the way how livelihood is earned in this industry are intensely affecting the 

structures of the industry (Tahvanainen & Pajarinen 2014:5). Finnish textile industry is 

not the same as it was a few decades ago. There is a limited domestic production of 

textiles and clothing, in other words, most of the textile products are imported to Finland 

(Lille, 2010). However, the textile industry is not over in Finland, but the business 

models are reshaped. Today, the Finnish firms in the industry concentrate on design and 

value-adding activities instead of being the traditional textile factories (Lille 2010).  

The firms discussed in this thesis are SMEs in the design and textile industries, designing 

and selling patterns, fabrics or clothing. The statistics are a complex issue in these 

industries as the companies at the time of establishment report a great variety of 

different industries to the Finnish Patent and Registration Office (PRH). Due to this 

issue, neither this thesis enabled to confirm the figures defining the size of the business 

in this specific branch.  

However, some statistics of design and textile industry are presented based on the 

Statistics of Finland. Finnish textile industry employs 12 000 which is about 3 % of the 

total employment of all industries in Finland (Statistics of Finland 2012 cited in 

Tahvanainen & Pajarinen 2014). Secondly, the Finnish design industry employs 19 600 

this figure including industrial design, design firms, and arts. The turnover of the design 

industry was 3,11 billion in 2014 (Statistics of Finland 2014 cited in Ornamo 2018). 

In 2012, the Finnish textile industry has an export of 400 million euros. Compared to 

other Finnish industries, the export is minimal but the export intensity in the textile 

industry is as high as 40%. The significance of the textile industry, for instance, as an 
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employer, is not as visible due to conventional business models of the industry. The 

reason for this is that textile production is mostly located abroad and therefore the 

industry is employing people in foreign countries instead of Finland. The most exported 

products of Finnish textile industry (2012) were nonwovens (8,9%), industrial fabrics 

and felts (8,1%), the clothing made of nonwoven, felt and coated fabrics (7,7%) and 

leather footwear (5,1%) and protective footwear (4,5%). The export percentage of total 

export in Finnish textile industry is shown in brackets (Tahvanainen & Pajarinen 2014: 

89-101). The economic figures reveal clearly that the international business of Finnish 

textile industry is concentrated on industrial materials. However, the clothes are a 

significant driver in Finnish export of textiles. In sales, Russia, Sweden, and Germany 

are the main export markets (Tahvanainen & Pajarinen 2014: 89). 

As this study is focusing on the female entrepreneurship in the context of 

internationalization, the case study firms are selected from the women-dominated 

branch. According to Ornamo, the Finnish Designer’s association, the textile and 

clothing industry is quite female dominated. Ornamo has 200 entrepreneur members 

who are textile and clothing designers and the majority of them are women (Ornamo 

2018). Examining the gender-dominance in the larger picture, the statistics show that 

product and clothing design employs the same number of Finnish women and men in 

2015, and same even division of genders is detected in the entrepreneurship in the 

branch (Statistics Finland 2018). Again, due to statistical problems, it cannot be claimed 

that the design and textile industries are women-dominated but still some sub-branches, 

such as fabric and pattern design may be a highly women-dominated branch.  

5.2 Case study firms 

Table 1 below, displays the profile of the case studies. The six case studies are Finnish 

firms in the design and textile industry.  The final selection of case studies appeared to 

be small-sized although the intent was limiting to SMEs. The firms employ less than 10 

employees. The firms are established between 2003-2016 which of four being at under 

six year’s age at the time of data collection. The half of the firms (three) have informed 

being international directly from the establishment and the other three have become 

international couple of years after establishment. The international activity in the firms 

is mostly exporting. Generally, the firms have foreign retailers, the products are sold in 

foreign stores or web shops. The figure of retailers in Finland and foreign countries 

displayed in table 1 is formed based on the information on the company’s webpage. In 

addition to the traditional retail relationship, some firms were currently testing foreign 
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shop-in-shop concepts and exploring the opportunities to sell through online giants, 

such as Amazon. The case study firms have no foreign subsidiaries. The typical business 

model for these firms was that the products were designed in Finland and produced in 

foreign countries, mainly in Europe. 

Table 1 The case study profile  

Firm’s branch Year of 
firm’s 
birth 

Year of initial 
internationalization 

Number of 
employees 

Retailers in 
Finland/Foreign 
countries 
(including web 
shops) 

The degree of 
internationalization 
(% of sales from 
foreign markets)  

F1: Design, 
manufacturer 
of textiles 
 

2013 2016 5 33/4 >5 % 

F2: Design, 
manufacturer 
of textiles 
  

2003 2003 9 50/38 10% 

F3: Design, 
manufacturer 
of fabrics and 
textiles 
 

2016 2016 1 0/3 15% 

F4: Pattern 
designer 
 

2013 2013 2 4/67 90% 

F5: Design, 
manufacturer 
of clothing 
 

2012 2014 10 35/70 15% 

F6: Industrial 
design, 
patterns and 
illustrations 

2006 2012 1 1/1  <50% 

 

The entrepreneurs were asked to estimate the degree of internationalization of their 

firms. The percentage shown in table 1 illustrates the degree of foreign income in the case 

study companies.  

The case study firms belong to the design and textile industry: they design, manufacture 

and sell textile products or patterns. The “design and textile industry” is not an official 

category (from Finnish statistics or other) but created for the purpose of this study. 

In total, nine entrepreneurs were interviewed in the case study firms, including eight 

women and one man. The purpose was interviewing the founders, limiting the sample to 
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women, but in addition, other personnel involved in internationalization were 

interviewed and thus, there was one man included in the study. 

5.3 Case studies 

Following the case studies are described in the light of the research questions (Eriksson 

& Kovalainen 2016: 142-144). The purpose of the case study narratives is to describe the 

internationalization phenomenon in the case firms and moreover, to illustrate how 

different factors may have an impact on the international business growth of the women-

owned firms. 

5.3.1 F1 

F1, founded in 2013, designs and manufactures clothing; everything started with 

children’s wearing and the aim is to extend collection to contain clothes for a whole 

family. Today, the firm employs 6 full-time and 5 part-time employees.  F1’s vision is to 

be strongly Finnish-based company but at the same time an international actor within 

the designer clothing industry. 

The production of F1 is in Finland and in the Baltic countries. At the time of the interview, 

F1 has 33 domestic and 4 foreign retailers. Now, the foreign income is less than 5% but 

entrepreneurs of F1 are expecting a rapid international business growth and in the next 

few years with the estimation that a half of the income (50%) may consist of the foreign 

sales. The whole world is a possible market for F1 but at first, the strategic emphasis is 

on Europe. F1’s internationalization strategy is targeting to specific countries. The 

activities in terms of expanding to foreign countries include collaboration with social 

media influencers and investing in language versions in virtual channels such as 

Facebook and company website. In fact, the internationalization itself is not a goal of F1 

but instead, the aim is satisfying customers with new, interesting and innovative 

products. 

Social media and digitalization have affected largely the internationalization of F1. 

However, the entrepreneurs state that before digitalization, the firms have also become 

international and thus, this firm also use other practices besides the digital means.  F1 

has used the foreign agents in searching new markets. The attitude of the entrepreneurs 

is that the foreign markets need to be studied (e. g. business culture, regulations) in order 

to do business properly there. Thus, the social media has eased the internationalization 

but not removed all the work that needs to be done in terms of internationalization. 
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F1 is the dream come true for its founder, who decided to do something in life that could 

be looked back when becoming a grandmother. The founder of F1 had a hobby-based 

experience on producing clothing, passion for being creative and network gathered 

through the education, which all together led her into entrepreneurship. The 

entrepreneurship has enabled opportunities to be involved in fantastic projects, such as 

charity projects, which matter more than financial revenue for this entrepreneur. 

Although the non-financial motivators are discussed, there must be naturally a level 

playing field for the business as the entrepreneur comments “I don’t know how I would 

be motivated for long days of work to make a loss” 

5.3.2 F2 

F2 is a unique firm as being the oldest firm in this sample. It was founded in 2003 when 

the breakthrough in Finnish textile industry occurred. The entrepreneur of F2 had run 

her previous textile business till then, but the major changes in the business, the 

international clothing chains landing to Finland and grocery stores (supermarkets) 

starting to sell clothing, forced her to think innovatively for surviving in the new market 

situation. It was then, the present firm F2 was founded. Today there are 9 employees. F2 

designs and manufactures ecological products, mostly textiles and accessories, from 

recycled materials. The main customer segment is trendy young adults. An interesting 

fact is that the number of company clients is increasing as the companies are willing to 

communicate their responsibility issues by providing the stakeholders with F2’s 

ecological and ethical business gifts. The retailers of F2 consist of 40 in Finland and 35 

foreign retailers. In addition, there are ten Finnish and three foreign web shops. 

The internationalization started instantly in 2003, and the first customer was a Japanese 

importer. This was the beginning of several Japan projects and at that time 85% of the 

income was from foreign markets. In a contrast, today international activity is 10% of the 

business. The F2 has been an active international actor, participating fairs, being 

involved in different exporting programs and exploring foreign markets, such as 

Germany, but today the firm is concentrating the domestic Finnish market. The 

entrepreneur tells that the reason for going international in the beginning was that the 

business idea, using recycled material in textile manufacturing, was such exceptional and 

pioneering, that Finnish market was not ready for it, and therefore internationalization 

was the only option. Today, the main international activities consist of serving customers 

through own web shop and other online shops in specific countries. In addition to online 
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sales, new target markets are investigated and participation in fairs is planned although, 

the current strategic decision of F2 is to concentrate on domestic clientele.   

By being in the textile industry that long and having a vast experience on multiple 

internationalization efforts, the founder (and CEO) can easily see the changes in the 

international business as she comments: “Previously…the emphasis was more on fairs 

but today it seems that it (business) has gone into the web and the importance of bloggers 

in communication (marketing) has increased significantly […] (Informant F2). 

For the entrepreneur of F2, the fulfillment of the ideological vision, being an 

internationally respected brand in the field of recycled textiles, is the most important 

factor in entrepreneurship. 

5.3.3 F3 

F3 is a firm designing and manufacturing fabrics, textile and paper products. The firm 

was established suddenly in 2016 by two women who had worked together, and both 

secretly dreamt about this kind of venture. F3 has three shareholders which of one is 

employed full-time by the firm. All products of F3 are based on the pattern collection 

designed by Nordic inspiration. The products are designed in Finland and manufactured 

in Europe. The products are sold in the EU region by the firm itself. Moreover, there are 

retailers in the USA, Asia and some other countries. The worldwide expansion has been 

a part of the vision directly from the firm’s establishment. Approximately 15% of income 

is from foreign markets.  

F3 is a visionary firm aiming strongly to the international markets, and the dream of the 

entrepreneurs is not modest but vice versa; the aim is to conquest the world with F3. The 

founders consider themselves very internationally orientated persons, and according to 

them, limiting the business inside Finland would be a mad choice in the world we are 

living today. All the efforts organized by F3; such as sewing festival, cooperation projects 

in the textile industry, have an international dimension, or at least potential of turning 

into international activity. 

The internationalization of F3 started immediately after establishment in the Nordic 

countries followed by the expansion to the EU region. At the time of the interview, F3 is 

only two years old and the firm is having activities in Asia the continent which is also the 

market of high interest for the firm. Languages are not the problem in the global 

business. English works in most of the countries and in specific markets as in Japan, the 
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language issues are handled by purchasing the services. Entrepreneurs also note that on 

the third day in the Stockholm fair, the Swedish is neither a problem for them.  

F3 has implemented some targeted marketing campaigns in the international markets, 

but in the fabric business, the common process goes the other way around; the retailers 

find the products in social media, such as Instagram, and enquire opportunity to become 

a retailer. The entrepreneurs told that they have had no time even to search for suitable 

retailers, as the retailers have found them first. The internationalization activity of F3 

has been mainly collaboration with influencers, who share their ideas in blogs and 

Instagram. In fact, F3 is not investing on domestic or international marketing but the 

firm believes in ‘organic marketing’ meaning that the customers share their experiences 

on firm’s products (fabrics) within the sewing communities. Taking care of the customer 

relations is the high priority of F3 and thus, the customers are treated as friends; this is 

done in practice by communicating with sewers and commenting their work in social 

media. Being active in social media is also part of the internationalization of F3 as the 

word spreads smoothly across the world in the virtual channels.    

5.3.4 F4  

F4 is a Finnish firm designing patterns for dressmaking. The firm was founded in 2013 

by two women turning their passion into entrepreneurship. F4 entrepreneurs’ preference 

is having a small-scale business and enjoying the lifestyle the entrepreneurship is 

enabling for them. At the time of data collection, the founders were the only employees 

and shareholders of the firm. The customers are sewing enthusiast across the world, of 

which 99% are women. The internationalization started immediately after start-up: 

nowadays 95% of income is from foreign markets, and the USA is the biggest market. F4 

differs from other firms in this study in terms of the degree of internationalization which 

is the highest. On the contrary to the other firms, F4’s aim is to increase the number of 

domestic customers. Moreover, the entrepreneurs doubted if the firm would exist 

without going international in the first place, as business opportunities in the domestic 

markets are very limited. 

F4 became rapidly, almost by accident, international directly after establishment. The 

web designer’s (who designed the F4 homepage) friend happened to be a famous British 

blogger within the sewing community. When she saw the new homepage of F4 and wrote 

about the products, the global visibility was achieved. Some bloggers including this one, 

have a very internationally spread group of followers and therefore bloggers of today are 

valuable influencers in the economy. Another choice that has enhanced the international 
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orientation of F4 is the early decision of producing the patterns and instructions in 

English. At present, the firm is not targeting to any specific markets, although the 

language limits to some extent the customers who are able to use the products. On the 

other hand, the language versions, such as French and Spanish, would open new markets 

for business according to the entrepreneurs.  

One-third of the customers are from the USA and the rest from Europe and additionally, 

Australians have found the patterns on F4. Social media is the cornerstone of the 

internationalization of F4 and the main the marketing channel, providing visibility easily 

and inexpensively. Moreover, the sewing enthusiasts are eager to share their sewing 

products in communities and therefore the marketing of F4 happens by itself in virtual 

platforms. Therefore, F4 has clearly invested in social media due to its advantages and 

started to skip the international fairs, as the fairs, according to entrepreneurs’ 

experience, are not paying back the investment as increased visibility or sales. 

5.3.5 F5  

F5 is a Finnish firm established in 2012 by two women.  The founders met each other by 

accident, and as they described the start of their entrepreneurial journey “[…] It was a 

kind of a ‘match made in heaven’” (Informant 5b). The firm designs and manufactures 

clothing mainly for children and women. The products are designed in Finland and 

produced in European countries. Currently, the firm employs approximately 15 people, 

5 of whom are part-time workers. By the time of the interview, F5 had approximately 30 

retailers in Finland and 70 abroad, and 15 % of sales was from foreign markets. The 

strong business growth from foreign markets is expected.  

The internationalization of the firm started almost immediately after establishment. The 

intention of expanding internationally was part of the vision from the start, as the growth 

potential was clearly defined as existing in the international markets. The first 

internationalization step was receiving foreign inquiries from the retailer who had found 

products of F5 through the internet. The entrepreneurs have been visiting the 

international fairs but however, stressed the significance of internet and especially social 

media (such as Facebook and Instagram) as a most efficient channel for creating new 

business relations, domestic or international. Today, most of the new retailers search for 

the brands through the internet and social media channels.  

Only now, after four years of establishment, the firm is starting to invest in 

internationalization. Previously, the sales had been coming in by itself.  The strategic 
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approach is highlighted now, as the firm grows. There is now a professional board, 

helping with strategic work and providing valuable contacts for the firm’s international 

business growth. The crowdsourcing is used to support the growth intentions. F5 is 

participating in different development programs of Tekes and other projects provided by 

the state of Finland. Moreover, the Chief Executive Officer is recruited (albeit belonging 

to the family) that the founders can focus on the creative side of the business. 

Ideology, such as responsibility, creativity, and entrepreneurial freedom are considered 

important factors in entrepreneurship according to the founders of the firm. The vision 

and dream of F5 is being a forerunner responsibility issues in their field. The business 

growth is regarded as the venue to be an even more powerful influencer in the clothing 

business. In other words, the responsibility issue weights more than the financial side of 

the business.  

5.3.6 F6 

F6 is a small one woman’s designer business, founded in 2006. Pattern design and 

illustrations are the main areas the entrepreneur is working with. When talking about 

patterns, the products can be anything from A-Ö where patterns are finally used. This 

firm is a product of high competence in design and the founder’s profound aspiration 

since childhood of becoming an entrepreneur. Today, half of the customers are from 

Japan and Sweden while the rest being the domestic ones. The international sales are 

more than 50 % of the total revenue depending on the year and what kind of projects 

there are.  

The internationalization was not part of the vision in the beginning and the designer told 

that she had never even thought about it, it was just more important being able to “do 

my thing.” During the first six years, the customers were mainly domestic, although some 

projects were done to Swedish clients. Suddenly, in 2012, at an international fair in 

Stockholm, the internationalization was kicked-off for real after meeting an agency 

looking for designers for Japanese customers. Despite the early thoughts on aims, this 

opportunity was a dream come true for the designer. In fact, the designer thinks that 

international fairs are such huge that you don’t have too big expectations with outcomes 

as she notes: “[…] It is very hard. Because it (fairs) is so big. And you need to be at the 

right place at the right time and meet the right persons, so it is really hard. You need to 

be at every fair, showing you, your face, every year (Informant F6). However, F6 has 

participated in the international fairs after finding her first foreign agent but in her 
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opinion, the fairs work better if you have products as she previously had. Now, she rather 

designs new patterns to the portfolio and tries to get visibility through the present 

collaborations instead of going to the fairs.  

The financial risk is low in the collaboration with a present foreign agent because the 

designer is not paying anything being part of the agency. It is only the time (work) that 

is invested in. On the other hand, the entrepreneur is telling how she has stopped 

producing and selling her designer items such as posters and postcards, sold in 9 

different countries, due to the pressure of investments. She said:” […] I sleep badly at 

night when I know that I have this amount of money out” (Informant F6).     

Now, the international activities are rolling by itself and with the help of the foreign 

agency. The designer is concentrating the creative work and sending the patters to the 

agency who is then introducing the portfolios to the Japanese customers. While working 

with the present customers, the designer is aiming to have more time for finding new 

agencies and thus spreading business into new international markets. 

The absolute dream and goal of the whole business of F6 is to have her (designer’s) name 

on the Marimekko fabric one day. Moreover, she is dreaming of projects and cooperation 

she would like to do, but she mentions that it is not always the money and the business 

part which is the most important in the entrepreneurship.  

5.4 The key findings on internationalization 

The themes that arose from the data in connection with the first research question are 

presented next. How the SMEs of today internationalize?  

By using citations from the entrepreneurs, the purpose is to provide a richer and more 

honest description of how entrepreneurs experience the studied phenomenon. The 

problem is that the citations presented are translated from Finnish to English. This may 

result that the original meaning said by the informant is somehow lost or understood 

wrong in translation.  

5.4.1 Attitude towards internationalization 

During the interviews, the concept of internationalization was repeated several times by 

the researcher. The interviewed entrepreneurs reacted to the questions sometimes even 

with a laugh because they experienced the internationalization even an old-fashioned 

concept. The case firms were established after a millennium or even after 2010 denoting 
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that opportunities to do international business have been of a decent degree. It seems 

that the entrepreneurs do not care where the cash flow comes. The entrepreneur of F1 

commented:  

[…] I am not anymore perceiving this world through the country borders or any borders.  I think 
that trade is possible anywhere. When we know a little bit the market and we know the culture of 
different countries or the predominant market situation there or whatever it is…Thus, I don’t see 
the internationalization as a big goal in that sense, that if we create aims or missions, that we are 
a successful webshop or whatever it is…However, we offer some specific added value to a customer, 
and I don’t care where the business comes from. Does it come from Rauma (town of Finland) or 
somewhere else in the world? (Informant F1a) 

For the entrepreneur and CEO (same person) of F2, the internationalization is not the 

goal in business. In fact, she states with a little smile that internationalization is an old-

fashioned concept in a sense that conducting international business does not differ from 

country to country. Especially Europe is seen as an easy area to do business. 

[…] Europe…that is so close…Why would I draw the line there? We have the same currency, same 
regulations…It is the same thing if we sell to Oulu or Hamburg […] (Informant F2) 

When asking F5 whether ‘being a Finnish firm’ matter in international markets, the 

entrepreneurs stated that being a European firm has more value than being Finnish. 

Maybe being European is a bit stronger…for example in America. Also, in Japan…But I assume 
that being Finnish will be the thing there (Japan) in the future… I have not heard that particularly 
Finland as a country created” the wow” effect…But in general, the European production is 
appreciated […] For example, abroad, nobody has ever asked that why all your production is not 
in Finland…we don’t get that kind of feedback. […]  (Informants F5a&b) 

The domestic market of Finland is very limited for the companies in the design and 

textile industry. Therefore, all the firms interviewed have made the choice of expanding 

internationally. 

Finland is such a small market, that it is not sufficient. We are both quite internationally oriented, 
like mentally…that….and today, the world is that kind of a place, that if you start doing 
something…so it would be crazy to think that you delimit your activities within Finland…as there 
are not even people here […] (Informant F3a) 

5.4.2 International activity 

The purpose of these findings is to show what kind of internationalization activities the 

firms of today are using. Secondly, the findings provide practical examples of how the 

internationalization activities have changed. 

Social media has a huge impact on the business expansion of firms in the design and 

textile industry.  Facebook, Instagram, and other similar platforms are stated to be the 

most important marketing channels for the firms of the study. 
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Well, digitalization and social media have affected highly on internationalization…It is like the 
only marketing channel we have. (Informant F3a) Yeah. Through that, we have everything 
(Informant F3b) Everything (Informant F3a). Actually, everything is through that (Social media) 
(Informants F3a&b speak with one voice) This means that if social media would not exist, it would 
be very difficult to achieve visibility abroad or anywhere. With that (social media) we have spread 
out and we are diligently using it (social media) by ourselves. It is our main channel (Informant 
F3b)   

The firms get new customers via social media but in addition to that, the entrepreneurs 

get inspired by the work of others working within the same branch, in this case, the 

design branch.  The designer of F6 shares her views on opportunities the social media 

and digitalization are providing for her:  

We know that the digital environment and the social media have affected a lot on the 
internationalization of the company, this is happening across the branches. Can you tell 
specifically how it has influenced your activities there? Well. It’s huge, it’s a huge thing. First, I 
have really received customers, through Instagram. And you can see the straight connection that 
they find me on Instagram for example. And, it’s very amazing to follow the others in the same 
areas that I am working and to find this…you don’t feel…before the internet or before social media, 
you were much more like sitting in your bubble. And I think it is so wonderful that I can sit here 
in my hometown and follow people around the world and get influences from wherever. And I can 
also influence other. So, I think it is a big part and should really take care of that. It is so easy to 
think that well, well…social media, it is just artificial, and you know…but I don’t think so. I think 
it is very important. (Informant F6) 

Facebook and Google among other platforms are marketing tools for firms today, and 

lots of information is moreover free of charge. The available data is scattered in multiple 

places and to get the necessary information out, the information must be collected from 

many different sources. For instance, Google statistics tell you who (nationality) have 

been visiting the company webpage but then, if you need the country-specific sales 

statistics, you need to get that information from the invoicing firms and such. The 

platforms such as Google and Facebook can be used for marketing purposes but in 

addition to that, they increase the market knowledge of entrepreneurs by producing 

statistics about visitors. During the interview, entrepreneur of F4 scrolled through the 

Facebook statistics, Google analytics, and some other platforms to provide interviewer 

data of firm’s customers: 

Yes. This one can be found also in the orders. Yeah, this is the most realistic one…yeah. […] 
(Informant F4a) That India is quite surprising but then…Yanks, Brits, and France…they are the 
big sewing countries […] (Informant F4b) 

The case firms participate in international fairs to some extent as their 

internationalization activity but still, the social media is stated being the most effective 

and inexpensive marketing channel. 

[…] We have had so good experiences on social media marketing and so bad (experience)…or not 
the bad but bland experience of everything else. Whatever we have tried…we have tested fairs and 
advertising agency and everything else like that, and those haven’t actually resulted in anything. 
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We have felt that it is unnecessary to put money in those marketing activities as we get much more 
visibility through those free channels (meaning social media) […] (informant F4b)    

The social media is mentioned as a significant factor in enhancing the firm’s 

internationalization. All six firms in this study stressed the importance of it. However, 

there are still other means in use while firms are searching for new international markets. 

The common way was using local agents in the targeted foreign markets.  

[…] And then some agents have approached us, and some agents have been used, foreign 
agents…thereby we have searched for foreign sales…that’s the concrete work we have done. We 
have also done some own social media marketing and influencer marketing with certain persons. 
We have proceeded quite strongly on that social media marketing side. Not forgetting that we work 
with language version package and that kind of things. Or little groundwork there and…Facebook’s 
language version…that we have English version…So, that kind of work we do there […] (Informant 
F1b) 

There were companies which invested only on social media but then others were aiming 

to certain markets with more effort. The entrepreneurs of F1 highlighted that foreign 

markets must be studied carefully before investing in internationalization activities 

there. 

I don’t mean that the international business is easy. It is not that easy…if you are aiming to conduct 
business in Japan or China…you need to know how it is there? What kind of requirements are the 
customers having there? How do you win the trust with Chinese customer that she or he dares to 
buy from you? These are huge factors and big questions that need to be solved. Also, logistics and 
similar stuff…It is pointless to start trading if you put all your money in some shipping, tariffs and 
other such things…it is the way that you must know what are you dealing with, where are you going 
and how you deal with them…There is a lot of inside information, that you must study 
beforehand…You cannot just imagine that you just open a website in Spanish and the business is 
running straight away […] (Informant F1a)   

Perhaps, the entrepreneur of F2 who had been in the textile business already before the 

“digital revolution” describes best how the international marketing of a firm has changed 

over the last two decades. She notes that international fairs are no longer as important 

as they were before: 

[…] Back then the emphasis was on fairs, as in contrast now it (international activity) has gone into the 
internet and the importance of bloggers in communication has increased radically. (Informant F2) 

5.4.3 Strategic approach 

The strategic approach of the firms was examined to enhance understanding whether the 

companies are using deliberate or emergent strategies (Mintzberg 1985) in terms of 

internationalization. The entrepreneurs were also questioned about their regard with 

planning timeline, in other words, how far in the future they are planning. Before 

conducting the study, it was slightly assumed by the researcher that firms do not care 

about the strategies, but the empirical findings resulted otherwise. 
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In fact, the companies had strong visions and aims, and the strategic work was part of 

the routines in many cases. The strategic approach was more clearly detected in the 

companies which had a professional board, and which employed more people than mere 

entrepreneurs. However, all firms involved in this study had a strategic approach in 

terms of internationalization. Perhaps the difference between the firms appeared in 

terms how the entrepreneurs discussed the strategic work of their companies. For some 

firms, the strategy was a structured part of the activities and the strategy was led by the 

management. On the other hand, there were firms which told having a vision, but the 

strategy was more as an unstructured practice. Concerning the Mintzberg’s (1985) model 

of deliberate (intended) and emergent (unintended) strategies, the data of this study 

gives an explanation that the firms use both strategies in conducting international 

business. The interpretation of researcher is that, for instance, the firm may have the 

intended strategy for the new foreign market but then due to coincidences on the way, 

the direction may change, and new emergent strategy is employed. 

The connecting thing between the cases was that all the firms had a vision. The vision of 

the firm F6 was very clear “Absolute dream is that one day I have my name on the 

Marimekko fabric. That’s the goal. Yes.”  In turn, F3 entrepreneurs were laughing while 

asking about the vision of the company but then expressing following “Well, it would be 

nice to be so-called ‘big brand’ in our small circle (sewing communities) …And of course, 

we’d like to be famous among sewers for our well-made patterns. Maybe that’s a good 

vision.” In general, the visions of the firms comprised of both concrete and abstract 

elements. However, it became evident that all the firms were ambitiously working 

towards their vision (implementing the chosen strategy) whether the strategic work was 

managed following by the structured or unstructured course of action. 

The timeline of the planning was questioned to explain whether long-term planning is 

possible in today’s business environment. The companies had long-term plans and 

strategies but many of the entrepreneurs emphasized that the firm must have the 

capability to react to the changes in the business environment. Especially, this branch 

“clothing business” was said being rapidly changing.   

[…]  Of course, in the big picture, we have the strategy, but this industry is sensitive and there are 
things coming fast on top of you…that you must react fast to the changes. Yes. In that matter, you 
must be awake. (Informant F1b) 

When the firm was asked how they see the degree of internationalization in the future in 

3-5 years, the entrepreneurs commented: 
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I don’t have a glue. (Informant F4b) Is it too far away? (Interviewer). Yes. It (timeline) is too far 
away. (Informant F4b) we are living in the moment (F4a) Yes, we are (F4b) Especially, that our 
firm is 3 ½ years old, so it is hard to say…Well, do you make long-term plans? (Interviewer) No. 
Only one year ahead (Informant F4b)   

The informants were asked whether the daily work is implementing the plan or 

improvising. Most of the entrepreneurs experienced that it is a combination of both and 

informant F5a commented that more planning is required as the firm grows. 

Yes. The systematic in planning is the thing that we tend to increase. As our firm grows all the time…it 
becomes even more important that we can communicate those plans to everyone because it does not suffice 
that four persons are discussing the plans together…you need to take that information to everyone 
(Informant F5a). 

 

5.4.4 Network 

Literature stresses the importance of networks in the context of internationalization. 

Unexpectedly, it appeared in this study that foreign customers are significant 

participants in the firm’s network because they do international marketing for the 

company by sharing contents and information in the social media. 

The previous internationalization models have not emphasized the customer as a 

significant member of the network related to firm’s internationalization. The findings of 

this case study show how important the customers are today from the international 

marketing perspective. The entrepreneur of F3 commented: 

We belong to these handicrafts and sewing communities (on the internet). That is the way of 
catching up the sewing enthusiasts […] (Informant F3a) 

Holding a good relationship with customers is an essential part of the business because 

often the marketing, also international marketing in this specific industry, is done by the 

customers who share their experiences of the products in the virtual channels such as 

blogs, Instagram and Facebook communities. The customers are treated as they were 

friends of F3 entrepreneurs: 

The focal idea in our communication strategy is to treat all customers as they were our friends.  
And we try to apply the same strategy abroad. It is a little bit more challenging but…in returns they 
(the customers) send us pictures (of their sewing projects) and posts comments…and then we 
actively “like” and tend to maintain warm relationships with everyone (customers). That is our 
approach. (Informant F3a) 

The case study firms sometimes send free samples of their products (e.g. fabrics and 

patterns) to the bloggers with the aim that the blogger shares her or his experiences of 

the product with the followers. However, the preference of the entrepreneurs was that 
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the customers are of their own will (and without free samples) interested to share the 

contents (their experiences) as the entrepreneurs of F4 comments: 

It feels nicer that someone does it of their own will…I could also imagine that customers in a way 
value that (sewing enthusiastic sharing something of own will) although they don’t necessarily 
know whether the “sharing” is paid (paid influencer marketing) or not […] (informant F4a). 

In general, the firms of the study are not investing large sums in marketing. They even 

prefer the marketing that is “organic” which means that customers share their 

experiences online by voluntary basis and for free.  

[…] Yes… we have given fabrics to Instagram influencers…so it is sort of paying but…in comparison 
to traditional marketing practices…we have not given money to anyone and of anything 
(Informant F3b) Thus, we have not paid for marketing […] and to social media, we have paid 
nothing…and I base this idea on that…organic works better than paid. When it says” sponsored” 
you feel the way…okay this is now an advertisement […] (informant F3a) 

Collaboration with other firms in the industry can be challenging as everyone relies on 

own vision and design. It can be hard to find suitable partners which are able to share 

the same vision. 

We are not identifying us into the same category with any domestic brand that we could 
cooperate…so maybe we are more oriented to cooperate with foreign actors. (Informant F4b) 

The interviewees experienced question of foreign networks difficult and said not being 

members of any foreign network. Nevertheless, a couple of entrepreneurs stressed the 

importance of contacts provided by their boards in terms of internationalization. The 

international experience of the board members was believed to be helpful in the 

internationalization of the company, as the founder of F5 states:  

[…] Internationally we collaborate in marketing (with some network) but…certainly our board members 
have contacts and relationships that could be used (in internationalization) […] (Informant F5) 

The boards seem to be important sparring partners for young companies in their 

internationalization as informant F5a comments: 

[…] We have the professional board now…and we have as chairperson X. She is a hard-edged business expert 
who has for instance brought company Y to Finland and has been the CEO for company Y…plus has been 
CEO for other large companies too […] So…from there (board) we have gained a lot of business knowledge 
and sparring […]  (informant F5a) 

5.5 The key findings on female entrepreneurship 

The key findings responding to the second research question are presented in this 

chapter. What factors affect the international business growth of women-owned firms?  
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5.5.1 What is important in the entrepreneurship? 

For all the participant entrepreneurs the business growth was not the driving force in the 

entrepreneurship but instead, the entrepreneurs stressed the importance of ideology. 

Especially, for the two case firms, the sustainability and ecological issues were the main 

drivers in entrepreneurship. The growth of the business was not the primary interest for 

the entrepreneurs but through growth, the firm becomes more powerful influencer. In 

other words, the larger the company is the larger is also the customer base on a global 

scale, and larger influence on things in the industry. The founder of F2 stated that “For 

me, the entrepreneurship means implementing my vision. The business growth is not so 

much the guiding thing. As there is an ideological background in my business, I am as a 

missionary carrying forward my thing (ideology).” 

The entrepreneurship has enabled the entrepreneurs of this study to implement their 

visions. Moreover, the entrepreneurs seem to prefer an enjoyable work than aiming for 

the business growth. 

What is important in the entrepreneurship? (interviewer) That I have the opportunity of learning 
new things all the time. You have had the opportunity of implementing your own vision. You have 
been allowed to succeed and fail […] These figures are significant and our (firm) growth but these 
are not driving me forward…but through this work, I have been able to conduct all kind of lovely 
projects and be involved in things that matter the most and which you will remember after the 
career. For example, we have been in the project producing clothing for cancer patients and this 
kind of wonderful things have happened a lot…and this work (firm of her) has enabled all these 
things to me […] (Informant F1a) 

Self-fulfillment, implementing creativity, freedom of entrepreneurship and 

implementing own vision was mentioned when entrepreneurs were asked about 

important factors in the entrepreneurship.  

Although the business growth was not the priority in entrepreneurship, the financial 

aspects were important as providing a level playing field. For two case companies, the 

purpose of entrepreneurship was employing themselves but there was no stress of 

recruiting more staff. However, also these entrepreneurs commented that one extra 

person would be nice in that sense, they could better concentrate on core business while 

the extra person could handle the “running duties.” The rest four of the case firms were 

willing to grow and hire more people but again it was more question of controllable 

growth rather than “fast wins logic”. 
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5.5.2 Ambition 

The ambition is considered to have a connection to entrepreneur’s aims with the business 

growth. The ambitions of entrepreneurs varied in the case study firms. Two of the firms 

were satisfied with current situation employing only the entrepreneurs themselves while 

other four companies had a clear intention for growth and recruiting for more people. 

Three of the firms had a professional board which was experienced as a great help in 

guiding the growth of the firm. Evidently, the firms with the board had also more growth 

intention than the ones without boards, but this result cannot be generalized because the 

firms were at different age and the speed of internationalization varied as well.  

Some of the companies have expanded so fast that they must have started to recruit more 

people to handle the growth. The founder of F1 commented: 

He came into the house (the firm) with the title of Development manager…The last year 
was…Everything happened so fast that out systems were almost not keeping up with the 
growth…Then we needed someone to take care of the ERP system and there was also one who is 
coding […] The systems just need to be in order to survive through the audit and that everything 
works as it should…Usually, I have my activities on notebook and in Excel but that suffice no more. 
(Informant F1a)  

It became evident that some women entrepreneurs are satisfied by just employing 

themselves, but others have more ambitious aims with their business. 

[…] Absolutely, we have had ambitious aims from early start…that our aim is to employ also others 
in addition to ourselves […] (Informant F3a) 

It was assumed by the researcher that the entrepreneurs in the industry are not 

ambitious. However, it appeared that most of the firms (at least the ones selected for this 

case study) are ambitious with their businesses. The entrepreneurs of F3 stated that the 

visions of the company should not be too modest, actually vice versa, because the 

ambitious visions tend to become true if the entrepreneur is not afraid of expressing 

them. 

There must be dreams…Of course (both entrepreneurs speak with one voice) …And those (dreams) 
can be even absurd because little by little they become more realistic and concrete…and we have 
talked about it that you must just say, what you want and then it might suddenly come true…And 
this our company x (F3) is a good example of it […]  (Informant F3a & F3b) 

Enjoyable work can be an explanation for not aiming for business growth. 

 […] We’d rather be a small firm…I think, in small firms everything works better…There is no 
bureaucracy and you know all that’s happening in your firm…things are not going through many 
intermediates…Then you are able to service customers better…and the most important thing is 
that you enjoy what you work with (Informant F4a).    
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Small-scale business is a good alternative according to some entrepreneurs. 

[…] I have never really…or I would not see myself as a manager of some large company…that there 
are no huge growth plans (in own firm). In my opinion, it is more important that you enjoy what 
you do and that it is something sensible […] (Informant F4a) 

In addition to sensible work, earning one’s livelihood was enough for some of the 

entrepreneurs. 

Neither of us is not dreaming of making billions (in Finnish miljardibisnes) here… (both 
entrepreneurs are laughing). It is okay, that we make our own living. (Informant F4b) 

Not all the entrepreneurs interviewed were as modest as F4 regarding the business 

growth. 

However, the entrepreneurs of this study, also F4 among them, expressed their hope of 

recruiting at least one person, who could assist them in running the business.  

5.5.3 Risk-taking 

Theories suggest that female entrepreneurs are careful in conducting business and avoid 

risk-taking.  

When questioning one entrepreneur’s insights on this topic and her thoughts about 

possible differences between men and women entrepreneurs, appeared an interesting 

perspective how today’s business behavior may date back to times when folks were living 

in caves. 

[…] Traditionally thought, if we think back in the time of our ancestors, so men have been hunting 
and women have tried to keep cubs (children) alive. Thus, perhaps there is a connection with the 
urge of staying alive…that you try to keep the ‘home nest’ working and enable the existence of it. 
If you (as a female) take a plenty of risks, so then you risk the existence of it (home nest). Yes…I 
think that it in some way holds true. (Informant F2) 

From the financial risk-taking perspective, the firms of women entrepreneurs were 

careful with investing in the international business growth. Consequently, all the case 

companies proceeded quite carefully with their business expansion and did moderate 

investments in the growth. However, there was one firm which had accelerated 

international business growth through crowdsourcing. This firm differed from the others 

in the sample showing more intention to accelerated international expansion. 

The entrepreneurs of F1 preferred the moderate growth and thus used more internal 

resources for growth. 

Then the risks related to internationalization, for instance, economic risk. How do you regard 
with that?  Regarding that (risks)…it guides our strategy a lot. I have noticed that in this industry, 
several different methods and practices are in us…to do the internationalization. I can say that our 
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strategy is to make it in a smart way. It is a different thing whether we succeed with it. Well, with 
risks…we think that more through opportunities but simultaneously, of course, we pay attention 
to risks. It is a little bit difficult to open this theme…But concretely, if you apply for crowdfunding 
and by that get the power to do it…Or do you do it by internal resources, through the story of your 
company…that we try to grow in that way…the more moderate way. Here, I mean that we have the 
latter strategy. (Informant F1b) 

The typical way of expanding business among the case companies was slow and 

depending on cash flow. F3’s strategy is not taking a loan. 

We grow as our cash flow increases. Of course, this is the slower alternative than taking a state-
funded loan and renting some huge storage and ordering a hundred kilometers of fabric. But 
however, I feel better that I don’t have any loan for this (firm). That would cause a different kind 
of anxiety to this (entrepreneurship). (Informant F3a). I agree (Informant F3b) […] Yeah. And for 
us, the very important issue is that we established this company to be a lovely thing for us 
both…and the dream that we like to work with…so this cannot change into something that you 
must all the time think that…oh shit…I HAVE TO, because we have that loan…so that is not the 
purpose of this […] (Informant F3a) 

In the sample, part of the companies had the business model which does not require 

large financial investments, as following entrepreneurs of F6 and F4 comment: 

Then risks. How do you deal with risks? For example, financial risk. Is it financially risky for you 
to go to Japan? It’s not. It is not. That is really…I really feel that I don’t have anything to lose there 
because I don’t put in any money. Or I just put in my time. And the more time I put in the more I 
get out of it, of course. (Informant F6) 

How do you regard risks in terms of internationalization? For example, financial risk? You told 
me that you are not paying for the social media marketing, is it really the way that you are not 
investing in those social media marketing channels? (Interviewer) No (Informants F4a&b) 
There’s no risk in this. (F4b laughing) How do you regard business growth? Do you think that 
business growth would mean more need for investments? And you seem to be preferring the safe 
way…following what’s happening? Maybe we are more on the safe side, but of course, if there was 
a top idea which would require some more costs…so I would consider investing in it but so far 
there haven’t been that kind of thing…Thus, in my experience, our branch is quite easy, that this 
does not require a lot of investments. Mostly we sell PDF-patterns which cause no costs for us…no 
costs at all…only taxes (F4a). Taxes are the only costs we have (F4b). And the patterns produced 
of paper…well, that’s paper…it is not that terrible cost (F4a).     

However, not all the case firms were able to conduct business without investments.  In 

the clothing business, you often must have money invested in the stock. 

Entrepreneurs were aware of different kind of risks which are involved when conducting 

business. The risks are minimized with insurances and not taking a loan. 

During the darkest hours of the night, it (the risks) horrifies me in a way. But because we don’t 
have the debt, so the risks are not that type of…that if there are some operating loss to come 
or…risk with debt does not exist but of course there is always a risk…In one of our factories…there 
was a water damage and…which insurance will cover it and so on…it could have been a major 
operating loss if the insurance didn’t cover it…But that type of risks we are anticipating mentally 
and in practice….insurances and other things must be in order. Of course, there is also reputation 
risks…it would be a bad thing if there would be rumours in Sweden that our fabrics are not 
good…there are that type of risks also. (Informant F3a) 
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However, the entrepreneurs were not letting the risks hinder conducting business. All 

the entrepreneurs in the study seemed to be courageous to give a try for new approaches 

in international markets.     

[…] On the other hand, if you are all the time thinking about risks and what can go wrong… then 
you get never anywhere…then it is better to do nothing […] (Informant F3b) 

The entrepreneurs of the study were brave to give a try for things also in foreign 

environments and preferred action and learning by doing method instead of planning 

carefully. 

Well, I have always been…a very self-confident…that I go for it very easily…or if I get enthusiastic 
about something or get an idea…then I just go for it. And if there appears something on the way, 
so then you sort it out and that’s the way to deal with it…I haven’t been that kind of person who is 
planning everything and always in advance…but I have always given a try for things against all 
odds…And when the problems occur, they’ll be sorted out and that’s it. You are learning by doing, 
that is my opinion. And with this method, I have learned that I know now. (Informant F3b) 

5.5.4 Family 

All the interviewed entrepreneurs stated that the family has not hindered the 

entrepreneurship but vice versa. The families have supported the mums or daughters 

conducting their businesses. Many female entrepreneurs highlighted the importance of 

understanding and supportive partner because the entrepreneurship requires flexibility 

from the family. Six out of eight female entrepreneurs of the study had children. 

According to the entrepreneurs, the children are not forced to be involved in conducting 

the business but in many of the cases, the children are eager to be involved and willing 

to assist with the tasks in their mothers’ company.  

[…] Yeah…my 10-year-old daughter has been modelling here and then she played the violin for 
one of our videos...and now she has been a salesperson in a pop-up shop…that she is growing 
within this entrepreneurship […] (Informant F5b)  

The committed families and especially spouses were highlighted factors which enable the 

mother to focus on the entrepreneurship. 

Of course, there are challenges…but we both (refers to her partner who is also an entrepreneur) 
have a good safety net around us…that is required absolutely. Also, the commitment of the spouse 
is crucial…here we go, on either side…the commitment is important. (Informant F5a) 

Some external support both financial and consultancy was received in the case firms. 

However, the importance of mental support from the family members is emphasized by 

the entrepreneur of F1: 

[…] My husband is a good friend for juggling ideas, if there are some things, I think regarding the 
entrepreneurship…if I need some experience or views or opinion for some decision-making and 
my brother coming along into our business…I got 100% trust relationship and decision-making 
friend by that…It has been important…And of course an adaptive family […] (Informant F1a) 
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It did not seem that these female entrepreneurs were prioritizing the family at the 

expense of business. They were merely trying to organize the work the way that both the 

firm and family are nurtured.   

The informants have found the balance between entrepreneurship and personal life in 

different ways. The ones who had no children told that after the two first years as 

entrepreneurs, they have found their way of planning the work more reasonably. 

[…] We have agreed that we have…in principle…working hours, which are of course flexible, but 
this eases that there will be no…because an entrepreneur could work like mad …but when you 
know that today I start working at the certain time and leave the work at the certain time…At least 
this helps me, that there are those fixed times […]  (F4a) 

5.5.5 Business support 

The literature was suggesting that women are suffering from the low level of investment 

and business support. In contrast to that, the evidence collected in this study shows that 

the female-founded businesses have received the state founded start-money (Startti-raha 

in Finnish) for establishing a business.  

Furthermore, after the start phase in business, all six case study firms have been involved 

in some development programs funded by the state of Finland or EU, including some 

internationalization programs such as Gateway to Japan, Lifestyle Finland and Young 

Innovative Enterprises (Nuoret innovatiiviset yritykset in Finnish) by Tekes. 

It seems that most of the firms prefer the slow growth. The companies increase 

investment in international activities depending on the cashflows. It was also common 

that there are no external shareholders involved. The entrepreneurs of F3 commented 

following when asking them about their opinion regarding the state-supported loans. 

Yes. Of course, we take everything that is possible to get…but we are not willing to have external 
investors and we are not taking a loan. At least until now, we have had that kind of principle […] 
(Informants F3a&F3b)  

The business support is not always only the financial support. The state-funded 

organizations and business supervisors have supported the firms in question by advice 

and sparring. In addition, the entrepreneurs have got mental support from their families, 

fellow entrepreneurs and from their network. 

Three of the six participating case firms had a professional board. The contacts and help 

provided by the board members were highlighted in many interviews. 
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I have received business support (advice) from the official authorities and then from friends…and of course, 
I have used the paid consultants. The investors of the company have been participating the board of the firm, 
and from them (investors) we have got a lot of help. (Informant F2) 

Sometimes the business consultants are incapable of supporting the female 

entrepreneurs if they, for example, have a limited knowledge of the branch. The 

entrepreneurs of F4 told how they have experienced the business consultancy during 

their entrepreneurial journey:   

Well…Our friends have supported us…and our parents…(F4b). Our mother has also the sewing 
background, so she has been helping us by working for us from time to time.  And then, in the 
beginning, we got support from the “Finnish Enterprise Agencies”. They provided us with hands-
on advice on how to fill in all the forms in the establishment phase (F4b) And then we were lucky 
with the start money…that we got the lovely lady as our consultant in the process. She understood 
our “thing” and she was very enthusiastic about it (The business idea). And then we got the 
maximum amount of “start money”. As the case can be opposite…If there is stereotypically a man 
or somebody who possibly doesn’t understand this (branch)…As we confronted this kind of 
attitude in the beginning that somebody might say directly that “Are you really imagining of 
earning your livelihood by this. And we thought “Yes, we are” (F4a) In fact, the first business 
advisor we got, was a man and he was very skeptic about our idea. He was not believing that people 
would buy our products. It was clear that he did not understand the branch at all…But then we 
exchanged with another person and we got one lovely woman who understood it (the business 
idea) (F4b).  Yes, we were lucky. And it was good that we did not give up…and did not think that 
this (the business idea) is not going to work…But instead, we decided to try with another business 
advisor (F4b) So it was good that you believed that there must be someone who understands your 
business idea? (interviewer) Yeah, first it was a step backward…because you were enthusiastic 
about your idea and while you are not the most confident person in the world…who has the 
confidence to continue working on your idea… (F4a) And then someone comes and says that “No, 
this thing is impossible” Then you think that “O-ou, what are we doing” (F4a)  

5.5.6 Female versus male entrepreneurs 

In general, the informants were against categorizing the women and men entrepreneurs 

into the separate boxes by the gender. One informant almost declined the interview after 

seeing the interview guide which included questions about the female entrepreneurship. 

When informants were encouraged to share their thoughts about the special features of 

female entrepreneurs versus male entrepreneurs, they commented the following: 

Well, I don’t have a lot of experience in the male entrepreneurship except my husband…but 
perhaps…men are more decisive to apply for financing and growth for businesses…whereas 
women entrepreneurs are more often satisfied with having a firm that employs one or couple of 
people…this business is conducted locally and kept small-scale…I mean that men might have more 
capability or will for risk-taking…But then…Maybe women could benefit from their softer values 
and that women have a little bit different kind of view of the world (F5a). At least it is said that 
female investors invest on company…on its values…more than men ((Ff5b). It is perhaps 
something that we have got positive feedback of…people get enthusiastic that our firm has values 
and that the core of our business is not money-making…but instead, aim (the aim of the firm) 
consists of something else (F5a)   

Some entrepreneurs claimed that women entrepreneurs have no courage to be ambitious 

with their aims. 

[…] Women have no courage to plan big things. Maybe, therefore, we are quite an exceptional firm, 
that we have…from the beginning…started with ambitious plans […] Maybe we are not able to 
implement all those plans due to basic challenges but however, we are closer to male entrepreneurs 
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in terms of planning and that we have ambitious aims and we are trying to achieve those plans 
(Informant F3a) 

There are many entrepreneurs in the handicraft branch who are not business-oriented. 

This issue was discussed with one firm of the case study. Nevertheless, the case firms 

were not the traditional handicraft firms.   

[…] Women entrepreneurs are focusing on their own small things and this is seen at the handicraft 
fairs […] Especially idea of valuing your own time is missing of many […] What is profitable? What 
should be outsourced? While thinking about money and your (entrepreneur’s) time…you must 
calculate a value for your own time and that kind of things. Does this kind of thinking refer to this 
specific industry or women entrepreneurs in general? (Interviewer) Well, specifically this 
industry because many artisans who have ended up to this industry are not entrepreneurs in 
principle, but they are in principle artisans who think that by entrepreneurship they are able to 
pursue their artistic activities what they are willing to do […] Their aim is to employ only 
themselves. (Informant X*)  

*The informant is named with X because of a strong opinion.  

The entrepreneur of F6 pointed out that motherhood is the factor differing females from 

male entrepreneurs. 

Well, I have a lot of friends, female friends who are entrepreneurs and I feel that…well…the main 
thing is…if you are having children… is just us having those children…cannot give that away to the 
man, our men, but… I’ve been working constantly although that we have two children. And I could, 
of course, have like put everything on the ice and just be a mum but that’s nothe t [… in] It is like 
who I am, I feel so and I can’t take that away, I take a big part of me away. So, I don’t see that as a 
problem. You just need to be stubborn and make it work. But of course, it’s still a dilemma because 
if you like it or not, you will be out of the market for a while and that can be devastating. That you 
can’t keep up the…so maybe that’s something that hinders the women. I don’t see it as a hinder, 
but it still is (Informant F6) 

The entrepreneurs of F4 praised the atmosphere and people of the industry (sewing and 

handicraft). They even said that they are living “in the female bubble.” 

I don’t know…this is funny…because our customers are women, all our cooperation partners are 
women, only our web developer is a man and he is like the only man that we have ever done… 
(both entrepreneurs are laughing). Well, our photographer is also a man (F4b). This is somehow 
silly that we are living in this kind of female world…yeah…female bubble (F4b laughing). Maybe 
generally…well this is again a stereotype…that men have that kind of…that men want to take 
forward their businesses and develop and grow the business a lot…(F4a) Do you think that a 
female could be less ambitious in business? (Interviewer) Yeah, that’s what I think, in a 
stereotypical way (F4a). It can be also a good thing that you are able to take it easy and you let the 
growth occur by itself and…by empathetically without too much competition…well…I don’t know 
is it the branch which is so wonderful? Our customers are wonderful, and our collaboration 
partners are so wonderful…so there (in the branch) is such a positive atmosphere (Informant F4b) 

As noted previously, the entrepreneurs interviewed for this study found it difficult to 

define the special features of female entrepreneurs versus males.  

[…] It is hard to start digging the differences between men and women…maybe I could imagine 
that…It is hard to say…I don’t know…I have never been a male entrepreneur. I have always been a 
female entrepreneur […] Women might be more sensitive in sensing the feelings of the 
environment…I don’t know if that holds true but through that way, they would be able to sense the 
market better…But I can be wrong with this…this is a guess. Then we talked about the 
cautiousness of women. Do you think that today’s women entrepreneurs are more ambitious 
than they were possibly previously? (Interviewer) I don’t know is it ambition…maybe there have 
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been differences in the ambition of entrepreneurs…but today…I think that women are as 
ambitious as others (male). But…maybe it is the self-protection… the protection of the nest, 
denoting the firm, which is more important…that you try to control the risks and, in that sense, we 
(women) are perhaps more cautious. (Informant F2) 

The only man (F1b) in the sample gave an interesting view on women entrepreneurs: 

I would say that to some extent women can be smarter in balancing with different alternatives in 
decision-making. Men often think…men are often more physical and action-oriented and 
straightforward….and are good at taking things forward. But somehow, I feel that women might 
consider things more multidimensionally and therefore the thinking model (of women) could 
more versatile. The outcome is more diverse aspects on the table.  There is also research 
suggesting that female entrepreneurs are cautious and for example, women are not aiming for 
business growth? Would you put your signature to that suggestion? (Interviewer) Yes, I would 
sign that…I know quite many entrepreneurs in multiple industries and the most successful 
businesses are of extremely brave and sometimes of little bit “nutcase” entrepreneurs. They cannot 
or don’t sacrifice an idea for a failure. They just push forward towards even crazy aims. Thus, it 
seems that men are more that sort of entrepreneurs […]  (informant F1b) 

5.5.7 Summary of the focal findings 

Table 2 summarizes the key findings which are interpreted being the important factors 

affecting the business growth of women-owned firms. Drivers for entrepreneurship, 

motivators, ambition for growth and risk-taking are the most significant factors affecting 

the growth of a company in the light of results. On the other hand, functioning business 

support system and family are naturally important factors in women entrepreneurs’ life, 

but this study identified these two factors having a minor impact on the international 

growth of women-owned businesses. 

Table 2 presents the factors “Driver for entrepreneurship”, “Ambition and vision” and 

“Risk-taking” with the examples of activity in the case firms. Examples function as an 

evidence in this case study providing explanation how the women entrepreneurs regard 

with the business growth. For instance, the entrepreneurs of F4 are driven by the lifestyle 

they can maintain through the entrepreneurship. They prefer the small-scale business. 

F4 has no clear vision but they are dreaming of being a famous brand and known for 

their products among the sewing enthusiasts. However, the firm is not very ambitious 

with their future. From the risk-taking view, F4 has chosen the safe path. The business 

model of F4 requires no larger investment because the products are in a digital form. 

Similarly, the examples of activity under the chosen themes (Driver for 

entrepreneurship, Ambition and vision, Risk-taking) is collected from every case firm in 

this study. 
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Table 2  Factors affecting the business growth of women-owned firms 

 

 

 

Firm Driver for entrepreneurship 

“Who I am” 

“What I know” “Motivator” 

Ambition/Vision/dream Risk-taking 

“Affordable loss” 

“Acceptable risk” 

F1 

 

Implementing the own vision. The firm provides an 
opportunity for creative self-fulfillment and collaboration 
within inspiring projects. 

Aiming to be innovative and international 
actor in the design clothing industry. 

The slower growth involving less risks is 
chosen in this firm.  The risk-taking approach 
guides the strategy. 

F2 

  

Ideology is the main driver and implementing the own vision 
through the entrepreneurship. 

The vision is to be internationally 
respected design brand. 

With risky investments you risk the existence 
of your “home nest.” 

“You need assets for internationalization 
activities, the cash is not immediately flowing 
in from international markets” 

F3 The firm is established to be a wonderful thing for the 
entrepreneurs. Business is driven by ambitious aims; grow 
globally and employ people 

Visionary firm. The vision consists of 
concrete activities in specific international 
markets. 

Financial risk is minimized by not taking debt. 
Insurances are important in preparation for 
the risks. Reputation risk is possible in the 
industry. 

F4 Enjoying the life-style of being an entrepreneur and making 
one’s living. The firm provides an opportunity to promote the 
sewing hobby. Happy with the small-scale business.  

Not a clear vision but dreaming of being a 
famous brand and known for good 
products among sewing enthusiasts.  

The safe path is chosen, no larger 
investments. The business model requires 
low investment because of virtual production 
and distribution. 

F5 

 

Self-fulfillment, freedom of entrepreneur and opportunity of 
influencing are the main drivers. “The bigger the firm is, the 
larger are the influence possibilities” (in this case responsible 
clothing production) 

The vision is to be responsible actor and be 
the forerunner in that field. Producing 
good and sustainable products and 
spreading the visual world of F5 are also 
part of the vision. 

Taking controlled risks. No large investments 
in specific countries. Production in close and 
low-risk countries. 

F6 Being true to yourself…can stand by everything I do…that I 
don’t do anything that I don’t…can put my name on and be 
proud. Aiming to be successful but the business growth is not 
the factor driving forward. 

The absolute dream of the entrepreneur is 
to have her name on the Marimekko fabric. 
That’s the goal. 

No financial investments. 

“There is nothing to lose as I don’t put any 
money in…or I just put my time in.” 
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6 ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

In this concluding chapter, the findings are analyzed and reflected in the existing 

theories. The analyses are presented under the research questions. Then, the practical 

implications and suggestions for further studies are presented. Finally, evaluation of the 

research quality is discussed. 

6.1 How the SMEs of today internationalize? 

The companies in this study have an international attitude and the firms can be defined 

Born Globals as the firms in question have unique products, their design, which has a 

global potential and the entrepreneurs have strong capability of internationalization 

(Kirpalani & Gabrielsson 2006). The entrepreneurs considered themselves being 

internationally oriented, but the concept of internationalization was confronted 

sometimes even with questioning faces. The entrepreneur of F2 was laughing and 

stated:” In my opinion, internationalization is an old-fashioned concept.” Evidently, the 

world has become such global that it is difficult to draw the line between the domestic 

and international. The researcher was several times asked to explain the concept of 

internationalization in the context of this research. 

All the firms in the study had international activities and international expansion was 

part of the firms’ future visions. More precisely, internationalization is not a goal itself 

for the firms. But instead, the entrepreneurs listed the following things in their visions. 

They discussed about the international markets they would like to enter. They described 

the concrete activities that they would like to have, such as an airport boutique in Asia. 

They explained what kind of forerunner and actor, the firm envisions to be 

internationally and other similar things.  

Not one company mentions about limiting business inside Finnish borders. One of the 

main reasons for going international, according to the firms, is the limited domestic 

market of Finland. Another reason for international expansion is that the Finnish design 

(e.g. prints and patterns) is interesting for the foreign customers. All the entrepreneurs 

pointed out that the design of their products interest people in foreign countries. Quite 

unexpectedly, it appeared that the Finnish origin of products was not the determinative 

factor among foreign customers. The entrepreneurs of F5 told that in their experience, 

being European is more important “sales argument” than being a Finnish firm. She 

meant that production in Europe is an appreciated factor nowadays among the 

customers. This is an interesting perception, albeit discussed only with one firm of this 
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study, and could be further investigated by the Finnish researchers examining 

international marketing.  

The entrepreneurs of the study were internationally oriented persons and it seemed that 

they are not clearly separating their business into domestic and international business. 

This appeared in the way that customers were not clearly segmented into domestic and 

foreign customers, they were rather global customers. According to the several 

entrepreneurs of this study, it did not matter where the orders come, as F1 stated: “We 

offer some specific added value to the customer, and I don’t care where the business 

comes from. Does it come from Rauma or somewhere else in the world? (Informant F1a) 

All case study firms do international business although they are small-sized employing 

less than 10 employees. The entrepreneurs of this study did not mention that the size of 

the business is an issue regarding the internationalization. On the contrary, these small 

companies were extremely ambitious with their internationalization aims. Hence, as 

suggested by other researchers (Gilmore et al. 2007; Oviatt & McDougall 2005), today 

global business is possible for firms of all size, small or large. However, some 

entrepreneurs noted, that larger size of the business would enhance the speed of 

internationalization, but in general, the firms in the study were not aiming for fast 

international business growth. Questioning entrepreneur F5a of business growth, she 

thought that with a larger business, the company has more influence. In fact, the vision 

of this firm was being a forerunner with the responsibility issues in the clothing industry.  

No footprint on the foreign ground is needed to do international business today. The 

firms are gaining international customers although they are not stepping on the foreign 

ground. The firms get visibility for their products through virtual channels such as 

website, social media channels (Facebook and Instagram). Often the retailers find the 

firms and their products online (on the internet) before the firms even have time to start 

investigating the foreign collaboration. Many case study companies commented that this 

is the way their internationalization started. This is the key finding of this study. The 

Uppsala model (1977, 2009) highlights that firms gradually increase the foreign market 

commitment, learning from foreign markets and utilizing that acquired learning in the 

new international markets. Moreover, the revised Uppsala model (2009) emphasized 

that companies use their network relationships for increasing the knowledge of foreign 

markets. The findings of this study show that especially at the early internationalization 

phase the companies are not investing in studying the foreign markets. They rather focus 

on developing the business staying at home. However, the international aspect is 
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strongly involved in the business development. Firms create language versions of their 

webpages and Facebook to better serve future international customers. Firm F4 had 

decided of producing their patterns and instructions in English from the establishment 

of their company. This example shows how internationally oriented some of the firms in 

the design and textile industry are. The comment of F3 summarizes how all the 

entrepreneurs of the study experienced the opportunities of international markets and, 

on the other hand, the limitations of the Finnish market: “[…] So it would be crazy to 

think that you delimit your activities within Finland…as there are not even people here 

[…] (Informant F3a) 

Hence, this key finding that firms become international without studying the 

international markets is only partly true. The interviews revealed that at the beginning 

of internationalization, the companies get random foreign enquires through the internet 

which of some may lead to larger business in the foreign markets. However, it was 

detected in the research material that a couple of years after the firm’s establishment the 

management of the international activity may change from the unplanned strategy into 

a planned strategy. In practice, the firms are not any longer satisfied with the random 

foreign inquiries but begin to strategize their internationalization while the company 

becomes more mature. The findings agree with the results of (Wiesner & Millet 2012; 

Lumpkin & Dess 1995:1398) that the companies start planning and strategizing when 

the companies grow, become more mature and face more complex business 

environment. 

Traditional internationalization activities are still in use in the firms. Although it is now 

presented that companies stay at home and concentrate on translating marketing 

material in virtual channels, it was evident that companies still use foreign agents and 

participate in international fairs while expanding internationally. There were firms 

which still believed that internationalization is hard work and that the foreign markets 

must be studied carefully to succeed there. Thus, the Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 

2009) is partly relevant even today, as firms study the foreign markets and increase their 

market commitment through a step-by-step process. The international activities were 

not concerned into detail in this thesis, but the focus was rather studying the role of 

virtual part of the internationalization and to what extent the traditional approaches, 

such as using foreign agents are in use to learn from foreign markets (Uppsala model by 

Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2009). The services were bought from the foreign agents, 

especially in the firms which were strategically targeting to the certain foreign markets. 
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Perhaps, it could be interpreted from the data that the companies which were more 

serious with their growth intentions and which had professional boards, invested more 

in the foreign activity. Whereas the firms without a board and with lower aspirations 

with growth seemed to be satisfied with their current state and they were not willing to 

invest in traditional means such as, foreign agents and international fairs. However, the 

major conclusion cannot be drawn about the intent of foreign investments based on the 

evidence as the studied companies are at different maturity and the stage of 

development. The results show that traditional means are in use in firm’s 

internationalization. It is clear, that the firms of today step also on the foreign ground, 

meet people and employ foreign agents, and simultaneously, many are conducting 

extensive e-marketing strategies on the internet. The findings of this study provide an 

explanation that firms differ in terms of investment in traditional international activity. 

There are those who invest in both virtual (e.g. social media and homepage) and 

traditional (e.g. foreign agents, fairs) and others who minimize the costs by emphasizing 

only on inexpensive virtual marketing activities. Of course, all sorts of marketing 

combinations exist in the firms, but however, this kind of division was seen in this range 

of the case companies.  

International fairs were discussed in a spirit of both for and against. The firms have 

participated in the fairs, and in the future, the fairs will belong to programs of the case 

companies. Nevertheless, the fairs are treated as expensive (F4) and too wide events (F6), 

and in which achieving visibility is hard. Entrepreneurs of F4 have decreased 

participation at fairs as they told getting better and more cost-efficient visibility through 

the social media channels. Having the range of firms at different age provided this study 

an opportunity to gain experiences of internationalization within a wider timeline. The 

founder of F2 has seen the time of international marketing before the digitalization with 

social media and others. She has seen how the communication has switched to the 

internet and blogs, whereas before the fairs were more important.  In sum, the fairs were 

part of the international activities of the studied firms, but the social media was 

emphasized more important venue for creating international visibility for the firm.  

The virtual marketing channels, such as Facebook, Instagram and company websites are 

the most important means affecting the internationalization of the case firms. Some 

firms told that the firms would not even exist without the social media channels. This is 

a quite strong argument for the significance of social media for the design and textile 

firms. It was discussed at the beginning of this thesis that the present study will explore 
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the impact of social media on firm’s internationalization because the current 

internationalization models (e.g. Uppsala model by Johanson & Vahlne 2009) are unable 

to describe the phenomenon. Uppsala model (2009) works rather similarly today as a 

decade ago but with the difference that many activities which previously required a 

foreign visit can now be pursued “online” through the virtual channels. The learning 

dimension still exists in today’s internationalization model. Today, firms communicate 

with customers and other actors of their network through the virtual channels. The firms 

learn and get inspiration from their network as an entrepreneur of F6 told that she is 

following other designers and their work through the internet. This finding, how an 

entrepreneur is using internet for the creative purpose, agrees with the suggestions by 

Bell and Loane (2010) as they proposed that the internet’s role has changed from “the 

enabler to conduct business” into being “a creator of innovative international 

opportunities”.  Learning from the foreign countries through the internet is easy and the 

foreign visit is not needed to the same extent as at the time of early Uppsala model 

(Johanson & Vahlne 1977).  It is evident in the light of findings that social media and 

digitalization are overwhelmingly important to the firms’ internationalization today. The 

findings also indicate that the firms are aware of opportunities and tools provided by the 

different digital applications which help the firms in their internationalization. The 

interviewed firms gave a lot of examples of how they have internationalized using digital 

applications, such as social media. With respect to the case firms’ capability of using 

digital tools, the future internationalization appears promising because Skudiene et al. 

(2015) suggested that firms with the capability of utilizing the knowledge (nowadays 

gained through the internet) and use of the networks affect positively on firm’s 

internationalization. Johanson and Vahlne (1990) have similar findings indicating that 

the technological capabilities of a firm are indicating the degree of international 

commitment. 

The strategic thinking existed in the case companies which was unexpected by the 

researcher. The idea for the study appeared when discussing with the entrepreneurs who 

were conducting global business but there was no sign of strategies for planning their 

international expansion. The evidence collected in this thesis shows that even the firms 

of small size have strategies and ambitious visions. Most of the firms had long-term 

strategies including visions which were guiding the firm towards the future. Besides the 

long-term strategic thinking, the firms employed emergent strategies (Mintzberg 1978) 

which means that entrepreneurs conducted the daily business and made decisions on the 

way, implementing the emergent (unplanned) strategies. The entrepreneurs told that 
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that, of course, they have long-term strategies but simultaneously, they added that the 

firm must “be awake” to be able to react to the changes of the environment. Thus, the 

combination of both strategies, deliberate (planned) and emergent (unplanned) was in 

use in the firms. Quinn et al. (1988) present similar findings, suggesting that firms 

employ both types of strategies because the business environment is not straightforward. 

Other researchers (Verreynne 2006; Wiesner & Millett 2012) studying small businesses 

have had the identical ideas with this thesis of the lack of strategic thinking in the small 

companies. However, both referred research projects have resulted that small businesses 

are unexpectedly applying deliberate strategies. In other words, it seems that the small 

companies strategize and find suitable planning tools for their strategic work.  

It was identified that there were firms without a future-oriented strategy. Although these 

firms were satisfied with the current state, the researcher got an impression that firms 

would like to recruit more personnel if that was possible. Increase in strategic thinking 

could help firms’ expansion and thus enable for recruiting. Strategy benefits the company 

by increasing the understanding of the future changes (Quinn, Mintzberg, Robert 1988: 

12-13). Furthermore, the strategic thinking may improve understanding of the complex 

business environment and position the firm in the network. Perhaps with the aid of 

strategy, the firm finds new cooperatives for value creation and can reconfigure itself 

(Normann & Ramirez 1993). In sum, there are advantages of having a strategy as part of 

the management of a firm. Thus, this thesis suggests that although firms employ 

unplanned and effectual logic in conducting business, some sort of vision and strategy is 

recommended for directing the firm operations. Moreover, the evidence of the thesis 

shows that the firms having a clear strategy and even consultancy provided by the 

professional board seemed to be more likely to pursue international expansion. 

Effectuation theory (Sarasvathy 2001) has a strong linking with the present study. All the 

effectual principles can be easily identified in the stories of the case firms. The empirical 

evidence provided by the cases suggest that the firms of today employ effectual logic 

while internationalizing (Sarasvathy 2001; Kalinic et al. 2014). The firms have long-term 

plans but at the same time, they have the capability to react and make fast decisions 

required in rapidly changing business environment which is in this case the design, 

fashion and, textile industry. The ability to react means employing effectual logic. As 

noted previously, the business environment is changing rapidly, and this was also the 

reason why firms of this study said being incapable of forecasting the future. Effectuation 

is a concept trying to clarify the unplanned entrepreneurial behavior in the context of 
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high uncertainty (Kalinic et al. 2013). It appeared that entrepreneurs are acting by the 

effectual logic in general, but also in connection with internationalization. This denotes 

that entrepreneurs are acting more and planning less. Although the firms had visions 

and long-term strategies directing the activities, the daily decision-making followed the 

effectual logic. Entrepreneurs explained that they prefer learning-by-doing, learning by 

mistakes and taking advantage of contingent events rather than following some specific 

plan. Kalinic et al. (2014) suggested that the companies are not making business plans 

because the internationalization consists of such many uncertain dimensions, for 

example, how to ensure profits from the foreign markets. Instead of making plans, the 

companies were acting by controlling the risks by investing moderately in the 

internationalization (Kalinic et al. 2014). The entrepreneurs of the present study 

controlled the risk by minimizing the financial investments. To some extent, all the case 

firms had business plans, some written and some unwritten in the entrepreneur’s 

“thoughts”. Moreover, it was understood by the researcher that companies did not have 

separate internationalization plans, but internationalization was a natural part of the 

whole business planning. However, it seemed that acting by “unplanned” and effectual 

logic was more common than planned, and thus this study agreed with the findings of 

Kalinic et al. (2014). The resource-based view and the affordable loss – principle (risk-

taking) of effectuation are discussed in the following chapter considering the 

international business growth of women-owned businesses. 

The work of Galkina and Chetty (2015) is discussed in this thesis as they also employed 

the Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) and the effectuation theory (2015) while 

studying internationalization from the entrepreneur’s perspective.  The findings of the 

present study correlate with Galkina and Chetty’s (2015) because their work also 

presents that the entrepreneur has an impact on a firm’s internationalization. In their 

case, the network development of an entrepreneur was suggested being a factor affecting 

the internationalization. Further, they suggested that companies are internationalizing 

“unplanned” by the effectual logic and that firms start emphasizing on strategic aspect 

when becoming into more mature age. Perhaps, it can be identified in this study that the 

case firms follow the effectual logic, in other words, the unplanned strategies on the first 

couple of years of their business and while growing and becoming more mature, they 

start combining deliberate (planned) and (emergent) unplanned strategies (Mintzberg 

1978). The entrepreneurs F5a stated that they must improve the systematic planning 

because the company is growing. She continued that it is not sufficient that only a small 

circle of people know where the firm stands, but the communication to everybody must 
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be increased. The companies were not large in terms of the number of employees, but 

similar comments were said regarding the need for planning, while a company grows. 

Analysing the range of firms in this study can be suggested that strategies are more 

naturally discussed among the firms which have employees, and which have an intention 

for business expansion. On the contrary, the firms employing only the entrepreneurs 

themselves and who have not that strong intention to grow, are not that interested in the 

strategies.    

This study reveals an interesting insight into the network theory by suggesting that 

customers are important members of firm’s network and who also enhance the 

internationalization. The entrepreneurs of the study told that a lot of their international 

marketing occurs in Facebook groups or blogs, and it is done by the customers. In 

practice, the customers share their experiences on the products and thus, do free 

marketing for the firms. The Facebook groups and blogs have often an international 

audience, followers from many countries, and hence the shared contents of customers 

spread across the world. The findings contribute to the work of Coviello and Cox (2006) 

presenting that networking is beneficial for small firms’ internationalization because the 

network provides resources which small firm is lacking. In the researcher's opinion, this 

finding is pioneering regarding the network theory because not many network studies 

are emphasizing the customer’s role in the firm’s internationalization. Coviello 

cooperated with Munro (1997) and suggested that network can work as a driver for a 

firm’s internationalization, deciding the direction in international markets. However, 

also in the work of Coviello and Munro (1997), the emphasis was assumingly on the 

foreign and domestic business partners rather than on a customer as a network member. 

Considering the learning through the networks (Uppsala model by Johanson & Vahlne 

2009) and the network importance guiding the international expansion (Coviello & Cox 

2006; Coviello & Munro 1997), the present study contributes to the network theory by 

highlighting the customer’s role in the firm’s internationalization in today’s digital 

business environment where the information is widely and rapidly shared by anyone.  

6.2 What factors affect the international business growth of women-
owned firms? 

The present thesis responds to the call of Coleman (2007) for further studies into the 

factors contributing to growth in female-owned companies. Coleman’s (2007) 

quantitative study showed that growth in women-owned small firms was determined by 

other factors than Coleman (2007) was including in her analysis. Her findings suggested 
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that growth of women-owned businesses was not largely affected by measures of 

financial or human capital but there are other factors having impact on business growth 

of women-owned businesses. The research paper of Coleman (2007) was found by 

accident at the end of my research project as I searched for articles with the keywords 

“women-owned firms.” Interestingly, this article building on statistics of 3500 small 

firms (of which nearly 800 owned by women) in the USA, provided results that are 

similar as findings in my thesis. Although my study is conducted in Finland, the issues 

in the women entrepreneurship seem to be alike worldwide.   

The interviews in this study started by discussing the entrepreneurial journey of the 

women entrepreneurs in question to understand better the background of a firm and 

thus, gain explanation why some firms prefer to remain small-scale and others are 

aiming for a larger international business growth.  

No one firm mentioned that fast-money making is the motivator for establishing a firm. 

Apparently, the ideological reasons and self-fulfillment were the main factors driving the 

women to establish their firms. The entrepreneurs commented that the freedom of an 

entrepreneur (being one’s own boss), ideology, self-fulfillment, implementing one’s 

vision and implementing creativity were important factors in the entrepreneurship.  

Entrepreneurship enabled women to maintain the lifestyle they like. For example, for F4 

the purpose of entrepreneurship was making one’s living by entrepreneurship but 

simultaneously to share and advance the sewing hobby. For the founder of F1, the firm 

has provided an opportunity to implement creativity and enabled being involved in the 

interesting projects. For a couple of the firms interviewed, the ideological reasons, in 

their case ecological and responsibility issues, were important drivers in the 

entrepreneurship. They even stated that being the forerunner in the field of ecological 

issues and responsibility is more important than the business growth. However, the 

entrepreneurs did not downgrade the financial side of the entrepreneurship. Many 

entrepreneurs of the study acknowledged that the business growth is essential for 

survival and being able for recruiting people. Moreover, the entrepreneur of F5 

commented that by growing, the firm becomes the more powerful influencer of the 

responsibility issues in the clothing industry.  

This thesis proves the similarity between women and men entrepreneurs in the start-up 

phase of their business. The women entrepreneurs start their business because they are 

willing to attain the freedom of entrepreneurship, they have the intent of making one’s 

living by the firm (desire for wealth) and they are willing to capitalize their business 
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ideas. The findings of this thesis agree partly with the Kauffman Foundation study 2010 

(Mitchell 2011 cited in Moore 2012: 209) about men and women entrepreneurs sharing 

the similar motivators while starting a business. The differing view of this study is that 

women are not directly discussing their aims to create wealth. However, by analyzing the 

interview data, it feels natural that the entrepreneurs with their ambitious aims are of 

course aiming to create wealth for themselves. Nobody pays bills with charity work. This 

means that fast profits are not driving these firms forward, but the financial growth 

secures the livelihood of the entrepreneurs and of the personnel working for them. 

Therefore, between the lines, the women entrepreneurs of this study seem to be having 

a desire for wealth as the literature (Mitchell 2011 cited in Moore 2012: 209) presents. 

The assumption in this study was that small firms in the design and textile industry are 

not ambitious and they tend to remain small-scale. The literature presents that the firms 

of the female entrepreneurs are small-scale and less profitable than firms of males 

(Mitchell 2011 cited in Moore 2012: 209). The firms of women are minor compared to 

males in market share, sales, and employment (Carter & Marlow 2007). In my opinion, 

the most interesting claim in the literature was that women entrepreneurs prefer less 

ambitious projects (OECD statistics 1999). The findings of this study proved the latter 

mentioned claim (OECD 1999) wrong. This thesis argues that women entrepreneurs are 

not less ambitious versus males. Although this is not a comparative research, the 

evidence in the cases proves that women entrepreneurs of today are ambitious. 

Moreover, this is not a quantitative study, thus generalization is impossible, but in the 

light of this data the women entrepreneurs are ambitious or at least the data does not 

indicate the unambitious attitude. Certainly, the ambitiousness appears in many forms 

and the fact, that a company is not interested in business growth does not mean that the 

entrepreneur has no ambition. Cliff (1998) suggests that more research should be done 

investigating the business growth of women businesses. Cliff (1998) found out that 

women prefer the controlled growth by avoiding risks. The problem is that the business 

literature, in general, measures the success of the business by the size of the business. 

Therefore, the small business size of women entrepreneurs is treated as a failure (Cliff 

1998). Similarly, in this case study, there were firms with no intention to grow but they 

conducted ambitious projects and were satisfied with their small-scale business (F6 & 

F4). Secondly, there were firms which can be defined as ambitious firms due to their 

strong intention for the international business growth. The practices conducted in these 

ambitious firms involved; ambitious visions, a board with internationalization experts, 

investments in foreign market expansion, recruitments, international concept testing, 
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network creation and several other practices. The unambitious firm would not have all 

those practices.  

This study is limited to six case companies and the stories of eight women entrepreneurs 

in the specific industry but, however, provides a rich data on the female 

entrepreneurship. Of course, there are differences on personal motivators of 

entrepreneurs which affect the business growth but, in general, the women 

entrepreneurs in this specific industry are conducting international business and some 

firms even with ambitious visions. In this study, the women entrepreneurs did not 

mention any financial figures while discussing the future aims of their firms.  In addition, 

the studied women entrepreneurs aim to be responsible actors of the economy by 

spreading their ideology and by providing jobs.  This finding refers to Cliff’s (1998) 

thoughts on the successful firm. Perhaps the success of the company should be measured 

by other means than business size?  

The second feature, risk-taking by the female entrepreneurs was studied in terms of the 

international business growth. The findings indicate that the firms of women 

entrepreneurs are managed in a careful manner. The findings show that women 

entrepreneurs prefer controllable growth as also Cliff (1998) is suggesting. In practice, 

the firms invest in the international expansion when they can afford it. Secondly, some 

of the firms have not taken the loan as they said sleeping better while there is not too 

much money invested in the venture. The women entrepreneurs minimizing the risks by 

not taking a loan may be an international phenomenon because Coleman (2007) 

concluded with the similar findings in studying small firms of women entrepreneurs in 

the USA. Coleman (2007) conducted a study of growth and profitability in small women-

owned firms and found that women had fewer loans from banks compared to male 

entrepreneurs. In addition, the women were less likely to apply for a loan because they 

expected they would be denied (Coleman 2007). With F6 was discussed that previously 

the entrepreneur had enjoyed having a collection of own products and retailers, but as 

this kind of activity would have required larger investments to continue it, the 

entrepreneur decided to quit as she was afraid of having a lot of money invested in this 

business. Nowadays, she concentrates on design and has no physical products. In fact, 

the digitalized business environment provides lots of opportunities for businesses that 

do not require large investments. This type of low-investment business models were 

detected in the sample of this study. Hence, the changed and digitalized business 
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environment providing low-risk business opportunities and business models, fits well 

with the female entrepreneurship as the women seem to be preferring low-risk projects.  

In general, the findings agree with former research presenting that women are cautious 

and take fewer risks (Kariv 2013: 274-275). This case study provides a lot of evidence of 

how the cautiousness in the firms of women entrepreneurs shows in practice: using risk-

avoiding strategy, “securing home nest”, not taking debt for expansion, expanding by 

increase in cash flow, “safe path strategy”, taking controlled risks, and minimizing the 

financial investments (for example no financial investments, only entrepreneur’s time). 

These practices were detected in the case firms.  

An interesting view on women’s cautiousness was discussed with the entrepreneur of F2 

who compared today’s woman entrepreneurs with the ancestor mothers protecting the 

‘home nest’ while men were hunting.  

[…] Traditionally thought, if we think back in the time of our ancestors, so men have been hunting 
and women have tried to keep cubs (children) alive. Thus, perhaps there is a connection with the 
urge of staying alive…that you try to keep the ‘home nest’ working and enable the existence of it. 
If you (as a female) take a plenty of risks, so then you risk the existence of it (home nest). Yes…I 
think that it in some way holds true. (Informant F2) 

This is an intriguing idea, because even today, the women have the main responsibility 

for the children and housework (Haas 2003; Cliff 1998). For many women 

entrepreneurs, their firm has a huge role in life. This was clearly detected also among the 

case firms. The decisions made in a firm can affect the family economically and 

emotionally. Hence, it can be suggested by this thesis that women are cautious and take 

fewer risks in business because they are not willing to risk the ‘existence of home nest’ as 

they consider their entrepreneurship more as a synthesis including the firm and family.   

Analysing the risk-taking of the women entrepreneurs appeared that the women of this 

study were applying the effectual logic “affordable loss” (Sarasvathy 2001). It was 

identified through the cases that women calculate how much they are willing to lose and 

then employing strategies within those limitations. The firms told that they consider 

their investments in the growth by calculating the current incomes. Moreover, it was 

discussed with many case firms that the financial situation must be balanced to be able 

to invest in the international expansion. Overall, the case firms were more interested in 

the long-term opportunities than short-term wins, which is the foundation of the 

“affordable loss” principle (Sarasvathy 2001). 
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Families are not hindering the business growth of the women entrepreneurs according 

to the data collected in this study. Vice versa. The families are supporting 

entrepreneurship by being adaptable with a mother conducting the business. Cliff (1998) 

suggested that women prefer moderate growth because that allows them to spend more 

time with the family. This kind of argument cannot be confirmed by this study due to the 

lack of numerical data. Moreover, the family issues related to business were only 

narrowly discussed in this study. According to the entrepreneurs, the entrepreneurship 

was treated as a family business and the family members were also working (spouse or 

children) in some of the studied firms. The support from the family and friends was 

rather mental than financial support. The women entrepreneurs commented that a 

supportive spouse is a very important factor in the entrepreneurship. The impact of the 

family on the female entrepreneurship would be an intriguing area for further research. 

However, it can be argued that women entrepreneurs of today can conduct the 

international business although they have the family. In other words, the family is not a 

hindering factor.  

Verreynne (2006) and Nielsen et al. (2010) suggest that advisory and support should be 

tailored for the women entrepreneurs because the current business consultation is 

conducted by the masculine approach (Nielsen et al. 2010). Further, it was suggested by 

Verreynne (2006) that the small businesses need also specific advisory. In this study 

there was one firm (F4) which had confronted consultation by the male advisor and the 

cooperation did not work. Luckily, the entrepreneurs switched to another advisor, who 

appeared to be a woman who understood more about the branch and ideas of these young 

women entrepreneurs. Otherwise, the firms of the study have received the adequate 

business consultation and have had the opportunity to participate in different kind of 

development programs provided by the Finnish state. I fact, it appeared that an 

entrepreneur’s own activity was a determinative factor affecting on the business support 

the firm is receiving. Hence, this study is not arguing that the women entrepreneurs 

suffer from inadequate business conditions and low level of business support as 

suggested by Fielden and Davidson (2010). Thus, the present study is partly disagreeing 

with Lille (2010) presenting that Finnish fashion and textile SMEs are not provided with 

sufficient financing and support for their international intentions (Lille 2010). As 

opposite to Lille (2010), this study gives an insight that there is adequate support 

available for the SMEs in the design and textile industry. 
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The women entrepreneurs of this study were against categorizing female and male 

entrepreneurs into the separate boxes. In their opinion, the gender does not matter if 

you are an entrepreneur. There is a diversity of gender studies, some presenting that 

women and male entrepreneurs are similar and others suggesting that there are 

differences between genders (Kariv 2013:274-275). This thesis suggests based on the 

discussions with women entrepreneurs that female entrepreneurs differ not 

considerably from males in terms of business. However, based also on discussions with 

the entrepreneurs, the female gender may have the specific features which affect the 

business behavior of women. The following table 2 displays the features of women and 

male entrepreneurs discussed with the entrepreneurs of this study. 

Table 3  The features of female and male entrepreneurs 

Female entrepreneur Male entrepreneur 

- small business, employing 1-2 persons, 

locally kept 

- “female investors invest on 

company…on its values…more than 

men” 

- women have no courage to plan big 

things 

- the aim is to employ only themselves 

- motherhood can be a problem 

- empathic and uncompetitive approach 

- sensitive sensing the feelings of the 

environment 

- controlling risk (protecting the ”nest”) 

- as ambitious as men 

- focusing on their own small things 

- more decisive to apply for financing and 

growth 

- more capability or will for risk-taking 

- men want to take forward their 

businesses and develop and grow the 

business a lot… 

- more physical and action-oriented and 

straightforward 

- [...] Most successful businesses are of 

extremely brave and sometimes of little 

bit “nutcase” entrepreneurs. They 

cannot or don’t sacrifice an idea for 

failure. They just push forward towards 

even crazy aims. Thus, it seems that men 

are more that sort of entrepreneurs […]  

(informant F1b) 
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- smarter in balancing with different 

alternatives in decision-making 

 

The interviewed women quite undoubtedly stated that females do not differ from males 

in terms of entrepreneurship. However, the discussions with women entrepreneurs 

indicated that women may have specific features which affect their behavior in business. 

Women described the features of women entrepreneurs rather likewise as the literature 

is presenting. Table 3 displays some of the comments. Especially small business size and 

cautious attitude towards business were mentioned describing the women 

entrepreneurs. Nevertheless, the women were also described in a positive sense, being 

empathetic and smarter in certain business situations, such as decision-making and 

responsible investments. Informants stated, for instance, that women entrepreneurs’ 

preference is small local business, employing 1-2 persons, versus, males being more 

ambitious for the business growth.  

A woman may think business and entrepreneurship from a different point of view than 

a man. The entrepreneur of F2 was giving an insight describing the cautiousness of 

women from a cave woman’s perspective; women take care of the home nest and children 

while men are hunting. Similarly, today women take fewer risks in business because they 

are willing to ‘protect the existence of home nest’.  My interpretation of the idea of F2 is 

that for women the entrepreneurship is the synthesis of business and family. Women are 

aware that risk-taking in business affects not only herself and her firm, but the impacts 

are seen through the life including family etc. Consequently, men seem to be better at 

separating the business and family. Of course, no evidence is provided to support this 

claim, but in the light of the findings, the women may regard with business, as well as 

the business growth, in a different way compared to men due to the gender-specific 

features. 

6.3 Conclusions 

How the SMEs of today internationalize? 

The SME’s of today are not deciding the exact timescale for the internationalization but 

instead the firm expanding internationally is a natural way of business growth. The 

entrepreneurs in the design and textile industry have an international mindset and they 

are aiming for foreign markets. The SMEs in the design and textile industry are “Born 
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globals” which internationalize rapidly after establishment, have unique products 

(design) and strong capability to succeed internationally. 

Digitalization including social media has a huge impact on the firms’ internationalization 

in this industry. The case firms stated that the social media is vital for the firms’ existence 

and visibility. The activities which previously required business travels abroad can now 

be done without stepping on the foreign ground. Customers and retailers find the 

products even before the firms start their internationalization activities. Trading, 

handling business relations, learning of foreign markets, communication with partners 

and customers among other international activities are possible to conduct virtually. The 

sample included one more mature company which enabled to gain an understanding of 

how the business environment of the design and textile firms has changed. The 

entrepreneur of F2 commented: “Previously…the emphasis was more on fairs but today 

it seems that it (business) has gone into the web and the importance of bloggers in 

communication (marketing) has increased significantly […] (Informant F2). 

Although the digitalization is radically changing internationalization of firms, the 

Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) is still accurate. Learning is occurring 

through networks and the firms are increasing their knowledge of foreign markets. 

Finnish design and textile firms use foreign agents to familiarize foreign markets. 

However, as the world is becoming smaller in terms of psychic distance, and markets 

becoming similar, also the Uppsala model must be interpreted in the new light. This 

thesis contributes to the Uppsala model by highlighting the customer’s role in the firm’s 

network. Previously, the Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) and network 

theories have stressed the importance of network partners in the firm’s 

internationalization process. This thesis contributes to the network theory by claiming 

that the customer is an important member of a firm’s network today. The customers have 

an impact on the firm’s internationalization because they share firm-related contents 

online on different international communities and platforms. Hence, the customers do 

international marketing for the company. The figure 5 illustrates how the customer 

should be recognized as an important network member in the firm’s internationalization 

process.  
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Figure 5 Customer’s role in the internationalization 

 

 

Source: The internationalization process model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009). The figure 

modified with an added arrow. 

Today the internationalization is possible for every firm, but this study revealed that 

firms differ from each other by how largely the firms invest on internationalization. 

Today, digitalization including social media, provides a firm boundless and inexpensive 

opportunity to expand internationally. However, not all the firms are aiming for growth.  

Based on the evidence provided by the cases, this thesis divides the firms into two groups 

in terms of their attitude towards the business growth. The first group is satisfied with 

the moderate business growth, is glad employing just themselves and prefer the small-

scale business. This group uses the inexpensive social media marketing and is not 

investing in the international growth by using the external services. The firms prefer not 

to pay for the social media marketing. The strategies exist but they are mainly in the 

entrepreneurs’ thoughts. In other words, these companies are not strategically led but 

focus on daily work and enjoy the lifestyle the entrepreneurship provides for them.  

On the contrary, the second group is more ambitious planning the internationalization 

strategies and investing in the foreign market search. They aim for the growth and for 

being able for recruiting more people. The second group has often a professional board 

which guides the internationalization by providing the expertise. Both groups highlight 

the significance of the social media in the international marketing but the firms in the 

second group, in addition, use more resources on ‘traditional means’, such as foreign 

agents and international fairs. The second group is clearly prepared to invest in 

internationalization.  Ideology is an important driver in the entrepreneurship for both 

Customer
- Sharing knowledge online 
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groups, but the second group aims to spread their ideology globally as for the first group, 

international expansion comes as a bonus. Table 4 illustrates the characteristics of the 

two groups identified in the case study. 

Table 4 Attitude towards business growth and investment in internationalization 

 Group 1: Moderate growth Group 2: Ambitious growth 

Ideology Important Important 

Business size Satisfied with small-scale, 

employs entrepreneurs 

themselves 

Willing to recruit more people. 

Has employees 

Social media Main(only) marketing channel, 

prefer free marketing 

Important marketing channel, 

buying social media marketing 

services 

Traditional 

internationalization 

means (foreign 

agents, fairs) 

In use, but this activity is 

decreasing due to better results 

via social media. 

 

In use extensively and beside 

social media marketing  

Management of 

international 

activity 

The strategy is mainly in the 

entrepreneur’s head. 

The strategic work is not 

managed by the board. 

Entrepreneurs rely on own 

intuition more than external 

consultants. 

Strategy exists 

Professional board with 

internationalization experts 

Buying consultant services 

 

Proposition: Today, all firms are provided with an opportunity to expand 

internationally but ambition and investment in internationalization differ between the 

firms. The firms pursue the combination of deliberate and emergent strategies in their 

internationalization. This study even suggests that SMEs are employing planned 

strategies largely although the previous research suggests the opposite view. The social 

media is an extremely important factor affecting the internationalization of the firms. 
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The customers have become the ‘foreign agents’ for the firn by sharing contents online 

and increasing the internationalization through their actions. 

What are the factors affecting the business growth of female entrepreneurs? 

This study is based on the problem that women entrepreneurs’ firms are small which is 

not the best option for the Finnish economy. Purpose of this study was explaining how 

the female-specific features may affect the business growth of the women-owned firms 

as literature is suggesting that women’s firms remain small (Fielden & Davidson 2010) 

and women prefer more modest business growth compared to male entrepreneurs (Cliff 

1998). In the big picture, the small businesses are not good for the economy and Finland 

may lose potential if the firms are too modest with their growth intentions. The creative 

(design) industries have a lot of potential which could improve the economic growth of 

Finland. At the entrepreneurial level, the slow business growth may result in problems 

with recruiting. The firms are not able to recruit, and the entrepreneurs end up 

employing only themselves.  

Studying the factors affecting the female entrepreneur’s decision-making may help 

understanding also the decisions in relation to international growth. Therefore, this 

study involved an extensive battery of questions referring to all kinds of things related to 

entrepreneurship. Finally, the six cases provided material indicating that “Driver for 

entrepreneurship (motivator)”, “Ambition” and “Risk-taking” were the most 

determinative female-specific factors affecting the business growth of the firms. Again, 

this is not a quantitative study producing numerical evidence, but the cases show, the 

growth may be dependent on the ideology of an entrepreneur. For many entrepreneurs 

of this study, the ecological values were more important than financial growth. However, 

also the firms with priority on ideology were aiming for growth to be able to be more 

powerful influencer in the industry. 

This study proved wrong the claim women being unambitious with their projects (OECD 

1999). Perhaps, the pink-collars have changed in two decades. Based on the case 

evidence, women entrepreneurs in the design and textile industry ambitiously conduct 

their businesses. It should be noted, that firms have a different degree of ambition with 

the business growth. Some firms prefer moderate growth while others are working 

towards more ambitious international visions. But whatever the degree of business 

growth is, the women entrepreneurs are still ambitious. Moreover, it can be discussed 

what measures the success in business, is it always the size that matters? Thus, this study 
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is suggesting that the ambition of an entrepreneur and the ambitiousness of the vision of 

the firm affect positively on business growth. As entrepreneurs of F3 commented: There 

must be dreams […] that you must just say, what you want and then it might suddenly 

come true […] 

The findings of the risk-taking among female entrepreneurs agree with the recent 

literature presenting that females prefer controllable growth (Cliff 1998) and avoid 

unnecessary risks in conducting business. All the cases showed that companies are not 

investing in the international activity before they can afford it and they take only the 

necessary loan for their business. The financial risk-taking perspective and the strategic 

decisions employed in the firms indicated that female entrepreneurs are conducting 

business carefully and avoiding risks. The risk-taking reflects with the business growth 

as the firms are not growing fast without external funding. However, this does not 

indicate that the firm would not be large and successful in the future, but by pink-collars’ 

business thinking, the moderate business growth seems to be the preferable alternative. 

The data showed that female businesses are provided with the adequate business 

advisory and support. Moreover, the family was not seen as a hindering factor as pink-

collars were conducting the international business. Therefore, it is suggested that a lack 

of business support is not a problem for the pink-collars.  It is also suggested that the 

family is not hindering mother from being able to conduct international business but 

instead today’s women entrepreneurs seem to be able organizing their lives to function 

with the entrepreneurship. 

The last and perhaps one of the most intriguing question in this study was, whether the 

female entrepreneurs differ from male entrepreneurs. There is no straightforward 

answer to this. Women entrepreneurs themselves disliked categorizing genders in boxes 

but however, they were able to describe some female-specific features which may 

influence business. My interpretation of the whole, especially having in mind “protecting 

the home nest and children while the men were hunting”, is that as genders differ of their 

behavior in everyday life, for sure females and males are also different in the business 

contexts.  

Proposition: The drivers for entrepreneurship, ideology, and motivators affect an 

entrepreneur’s attitude towards business growth. The high degree of ambition of an 

entrepreneur and her firm, for instance, ambitious vision affects positively on the 

growth. Pink-collars are preferring the moderate and risk-avoiding approach with their 
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business which results in the slow business growth, or slow international expansion as 

discussed in this thesis. Finally, the pink-collars seem to be viewing the business from a 

different perspective than men. Women may have different kind of business ideas and 

they may have different attitude towards the business growth. These female-specific 

features should be acknowledged by the officials providing business support and 

advisory although the women entrepreneurs prefer to be treated equally in business.  

6.4 Contribution and suggestions for further research 

Firstly, this study increases understanding of how the SMEs of today are 

internationalizing. Previous internationalization theories were reflected in today’s 

business environment where companies are becoming international by “new means”, 

such as social media.  The present study provides new insights into the previous models, 

for instance, the Uppsala model (Johanson & Vahlne 2009) by discussing in which parts 

the models are still accurate, and what should be updated due to the changes in the 

business environment.  

A customer becoming an important member of the firm’s network and in 

internationalization, suggested in this work, provides new opportunities for further 

research. This topic should be further studied by exploring how the firms internationalize 

through (foreign) customer networks and how rapidly firms internationalize caused by 

this customer-based internationalization. The speed of the internationalization in the 

today’s hectic business environment would be indeed an interesting perspective to study 

further. In addition, perhaps social media is one of the most studied areas in the field of 

marketing research today, but also the findings of this study show that social media is a 

highly important factor of firm’s internationalization today and therefore should not be 

forgotten by scholars studying internationalization. 

The study contributes to the female entrepreneurship and the international 

entrepreneurship research by studying how female entrepreneurs are internationalizing 

businesses. The present study proposes that entrepreneurial factors such as ambition 

and risk-taking may affect the firm’s internationalization and thus highlights the 

individual entrepreneur’s role in the internationalization process. This study encourages 

researchers to study the business phenomenon from the gender perspective as this way 

the richer evidence is gained to better understand how gender may have an impact on 

studied behavior or phenomenon. In addition, Eriksson and Kovalainen (2016:263-277) 

called for more business research from a gender perspective. Until now, the literature on 

gender and business have stressed a woman being the main responsible for the family, 
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and the person who is facilitating the balance between work and family. Today, as women 

have become equal in terms of entrepreneurship, the family supporting the mother who 

is an entrepreneur would be an interesting topic to study further. 

It was noticed in this study that women entrepreneurs are clearly not willing to 

participate in the “feminine studies”. Instead, they are expecting more interest in their 

business actions than their gender.  There was one participant in this study who was close 

to declining to participate due to the research form including gender-related questions. 

The experience gathered in this study guides the future gender-related studies to treat 

women entrepreneurs discreetly highlighting the business-related merits of women 

instead of the gender aspects. 

An interesting connection was found between the effectuation theory and the female 

entrepreneurship. The studied women entrepreneurs were employing effectual logic 

while internationalizing. Similarly, the literature on women entrepreneurs is suggesting 

that females avoid risks in their businesses. This study showed that female entrepreneurs 

were minimizing financial risks and thus implemented the effectual principle, 

“affordable loss”, in their businesses.  Therefore, it would be interesting to see 

comparative studies, whether the female and male entrepreneurs differ in their financial 

risk-taking. Even a combination of quantitative and qualitative research is suggested for 

further studies on this topic. 

This study has several practical implications. The results showed that the firms are rather 

internationalizing individually than relying on the networks. Albeit, the firms told 

benefitting from board expertise and development projects in their internationalization 

which are networks too. However, the firms should not underestimate the power of 

cooperating with other firms and networks in their internationalization as the literature 

suggest several advantages the networking is producing, such as accelerated market 

expansion and competitive capability. Moreover, it is suggested by the literature (e.g. 

Normann & Ramirez 1993) that strategizing networking helps firms to survive in the 

changing environments. Business partners, suppliers, and customers create networks 

which together produce value for customers (Normann & Ramirez 1993). Hence, it is 

suggested by this thesis that firms should re-think their networking because putting 

more effort into it, would advance the firm’s internationalization. 

For an entrepreneur, the findings of multiple cases illustrate that social media has a huge 

impact on the firm’s success. The marketing in the social media can be conducted free of 
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charge or by purchasing visibility on different social media channels. The study suggests 

entrepreneurs to study the opportunities of the social media while planning the 

internationalization of the firm. The findings prove that even without any financial 

investments in international marketing, the firms have succeeded in expanding 

internationally with the aid of social media and having adequate language versions on 

their home page and web shop. 

Having the strategy, benefits the firm. It appeared in the study that the firms differed 

from each other in terms of their ambition towards the growth. The first group preferred 

the moderate growth without a strategic approach and the second group were more 

ambitious with their visions, had strategies and aimed more strongly for business 

growth. This thesis in not producing quantitative evidence whether the firms with 

strategic thinking or without it succeed better. However, the literature supports the view 

that the firms with the strategy are better allocating resources and are more prepared for 

the future changes in the business environment than the firms having no strategies. 

Furthermore, Normann and Ramírez (1993) discussed that by strategic thinking a 

company can reconfigure itself for the future needs and a company may find a new 

position for itself in the value-creation system. In sum, their work (Normann & Ramírez 

1993) mean that a firm develops and benefits from having a strategy in the global 

competition. Therefore, this study recommends SMEs to include some level of strategic 

planning in their activities although the business is otherwise conducted by the 

unplanned or effectual logic. 

For officials supporting companies by advisory or finance, this study suggests that 

women entrepreneurs should be treated equally with males. However, women may have 

a different kind of business ideas compared to men which require openness and 

understanding from the business advisors. Moreover, women entrepreneurs may think 

the business from the different point of view than males, for example, rapid business 

growth was not the aim of the firms of this study. Hence, the diversity in business, 

consisting of both the women and male entrepreneurs, should be seen merely as richness 

rather than concentrating the small business size of women-owned businesses. 

6.5 Research quality 

Reliability and validity are often used to assess the research quality, but these classic 

criterions fit better the quantitative research than qualitative. In qualitative research, the 

different kind of analysis and reflection are used to analyze the validity of the work 
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(Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 305). Thus, ‘trustworthiness’ is chosen for evaluation the 

quality of this thesis (Lincoln & Cuba 1985 cited in Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 307-

308) and the criteria are presented below.  

First criteria of ‘trustworthiness’ is dependability. The process of this research is 

explained in detail and all the phases are well documented.  Further, transferability 

means that the research should be reflected in other similar research and possibly some 

connections should be presented in the research report. Credibility shows how familiar 

the researcher is with the topic and is there enough evidence proving the findings in the 

research. Logic in the research and the possibility of interpreting the findings similarly 

by another researcher are criteria for a credible research. Conformability refers to the 

validity of research by showing that the data and interpretations are not imagination 

(Lincoln & Cuba 1985 cited in Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 307-308). 

This study is of good quality by filling the “trustworthiness criteria.” The research is well 

documented and presented in detail in the research report (dependability) which also 

allows other researchers to conduct a similar study in the future. The present study is 

reflected in the other similar research in the field and the contribution of the study is 

defined in the closing chapter (transferability). The multiple case study including six 

firms and nine interviewed entrepreneurs constitutes a strong evidence for arguments in 

this research. Furthermore, there is clear replication through cases in certain themes 

which enables some other researcher to agree with arguments of this thesis (credibility). 

The detailed description of the whole research project and the presentation of findings 

including several citations of the entrepreneurs provides the evidence of the fact that this 

thesis is not the product of imagination (conformability). Overall, this study aims to be 

an honest description of the research project and of its results. 

6.6 Epilogue 

This thesis has been a learning process for me. The most challenging part of the research 

project has been the delimitation. During the writing, I knew that this thesis includes two 

quite extensive topics. However, I decided to continue with those two research questions. 

At the end of this project, I am happy that I included all that interesting research material 

into this thesis. Although I managed not to discuss all the areas in deep, some other 

researchers may find inspiration to conduct further studies on those topics. 

The evidence for this study was gathered from the design and textile industry but 

apparently the studied phenomenon, small firm’s internationalization of today, affects 
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the firms as well in other industries. Hence, it would be recommended to interpret the 

findings of this thesis also without concentrating on the industry and to view the studied 

phenomenon, internationalization of today, from the wider perspective. 

Without the entrepreneurs giving their time this study would not exist. The nine 

entrepreneurs shared their stories and provided me with the research material. In 

addition to that data, I learned so much about the entrepreneurship and about the design 

and textile industry through this project. Finally, I would like to thank everybody most 

sincerely for the help and support during this thesis project. 
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SVENSK SAMMANFATTNING 

Bakgrund 

Pink-collars internationaliserar sig men deras företag förblir småskaliga. Varför är det 

så? I min studie undersöker jag internationalisering som ett fenomen inom design- och 

textilbranschen. Jag lägger speciell fokus på internationell tillväxt av kvinnliga företag. 

Pink-collars är ett begrepp som lanserades av Louise Kapp Howe på 1970-talet och 

betecknar kvinnodominerade yrken såsom lärare, sjukskötare, sekreterare och 

sömmerskor. Jag har valt att uppdatera begreppet en aning och i min avhandling 

innefattar pink-collars kvinnliga företagare som gör internationell business inom 

branscher som tidigare var lågbetalda och kvinnodominerade. Numera bedriver dessa 

kvinnliga branscher framgångsrik affärsverksamhet även på internationell marknad. En 

annan orsak till att jag har valt att använda begreppet pink-collars är att ordet collar (sv. 

krage) passar bra med temat i studien.  Min farmor var sömmerska, en pink-collar av sin 

tid, som betjänade lokala kunder i sin hemby. Hon gav mig gnistan att sy och nu 30 år 

senare har jag via denna avhandling möjlighet att bekanta mig med företagare som har 

samma intresse för textiler och sömnad men helt annorlunda möjligheter att expandera 

affärsverksamheten.  

Digitalisering och teknisk utveckling har förändrat affärsomgivningen. Därtill har 

kostnader på global kommunikation och kunskapsöverföring sjunkit idag och därför har 

också små företag möjlighet att kommunicera med kunder, leverantörer och 

businesspartners globalt utan stora kostnader (Gilmore et al. 2007; Oviatt & McDougall 

2005). Det verkar som att företag internationaliserar sig ofta utan planer och företagen 

kan även bli internationella av en slump. Diskussioner med företagare inom 

sömnadsbranschen inspirerade mig till att studera vidare hur internationaliseringen 

sker i dag i den ändrande affärsmiljön. Även om möjligheter för internationalisering 

finns har inte alla företagare tillväxt som mål. Dessutom visar studier (Cliff 1998) att 

kvinnliga företagare inte är ambitiösa och föredrar att hålla sitt företagande småskaligt.  

Förutom fenomenet internationalisering, fokuserar denna studie på det kvinnliga 

företagandet och studerar vilka faktorer som påverkar tillväxten i kvinnliga företag. 

Enligt litteraturen kan särskilda kvinnliga egenskaper hos entreprenören påverka 

affärstillväxten. Till exempel tenderar kvinnor prioritera familjen och vill hitta en balans 

mellan arbetet och familjen och vill därför inte utöka sin business (Haas 2003; Cliff 
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1998). Ytterligare konstaterar Fielden och Davidson (2010) att kvinnliga företagare 

saknar investeringar och affärsstöd vilket påverkar tillväxten i kvinnornas företag.  

För att studera fenomenet internationalisering och faktorer som påverkar tillväxten i 

kvinnliga företag, har jag utfört en kvalitativ intervjustudie. En flerfallstudie har gjorts 

på sex fallföretag inom den finländska design- och textilbranschen. Denna bransch har 

valts eftersom det har gjorts få studier inom branschen och speciellt saknas empiriska 

studier. Därtill är avsikten med min avhandling att lyfta fram att det finns många små 

företag inom den finländska design- och textilbranschen som dessutom blir allt mer 

internationella. Marimekko, kanske det mest kända finska designvarumärket, är inte det 

enda designföretaget som idag existerar på internationella marknader. Ytterligare bidrar 

min avhandling till diskussionen om businessfenomen ur kvinnoföretagares perspektiv 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016). 

Problem och syfte 

Det finns två huvudsakliga problem som denna avhandling strävar efter att lösa. För det 

första lyckas existerande internationaliseringsmodeller såsom Uppsalamodellen 

(Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2009) inte beskriva hur företag idag internationaliserar sig i 

den globaliserade och virtuella affärsomgivningen. Därför granskar jag dagens 

internationalisering med ”virtuella linser” och undersöker bland annat hur sociala 

medier påverkar internationaliseringen av ett företag. 

För det andra finns det en forskningslucka vad gäller faktorer som påverkar företagarens 

beslutsfattande inom internationaliseringsprocessen (Schweiser 2012; Andersson 2011). 

Det finns ett behov av flera studier som förklarar hur olika faktorer, såsom mindset (sv. 

tankesätt) eventuellt påverkar internationaliseringsprocessen (Chandra, Styles & 

Wilkinson 2009). Därtill påstår Andersson (2011) att entreprenörskap och 

internationalisering är likartade fenomen och att vi därför borde diskutera den 

entreprenöriella dimensionen för att bättre förstå vad som händer i 

internationaliseringsprocessen. 

Denna studie fokuserar på den internationella tillväxten i kvinnliga företag. Meningen 

är att klargöra om det finns speciella faktorer i kvinnligt entreprenörskap som påverkar 

tillväxten i kvinnoägda företag. Enligt Fielden och Davidson (2010) behålls företag ägda 

av kvinnor småskaliga på grund av brist på investeringar, stöd och businessnätverk 

(Fielden & Davidson 2010). Kvinnoägda företag lider av låg försäljning och låg 
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lönsamhet, och kvinnor har svårt att rekrytera mera personal (Fielden & Davidson 2010; 

Carter & Marlow 2007). Kvinnor föredrar mindre ambitiösa projekt och att behålla 

företagen små vad gäller lån och investeringar (OECD 1999). Ytterligare tar kvinnor mer 

ansvar för familjen vilket återspeglar i viljan att hålla affärsverksamheten småskalig 

(Cliff 1998). I allmänhet verkar det som att kvinnliga företag inte vill växa, vilket kan vara 

problematiskt för ekonomin. Finsk ekonomi förlorar mycket tillväxtpotential om företag 

inom design- och textilbranschen inte vill växa. Det finns 3500 textil- och modeföretag i 

Finland som sysselsätter 21 000 arbetstagare och mestadels är företagen småskaliga. Få 

stora aktörer producerar nästan hela omsättningen av industrin som år 2016 var 4,3 

miljarder (Suomen tekstiili ja muoti 2018). Därmed försöker denna studie både 

undersöka hur kvinnliga företagare förhåller sig till internationell tillväxt och klargöra 

om kvinnor agerar i affärssammanhang på samma sätt som det presenteras i den 

vetenskapliga litteraturen. 

Den här studien är inte en jämförande studie mellan kvinnliga och manliga företagare. 

Dock blir det ett intressant tema att se hur kvinnor ser sig själva som företagare inom 

den globala affärsomgivningen och om kvinnor anser att kön har en inverkan på 

företagande. 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att beskriva internationaliseringen av små och 

medelstora företag idag och identifiera vilka faktorer som påverkar internationell tillväxt 

av kvinnliga företag. Därmed är forskningsfrågorna följande:  

1. Hur internationaliserar sig små och medelstora företag idag? 

2. Vilka faktorer påverkar den internationella tillväxten i kvinnoägda företag? 

För att kunna svara på forskningsfrågorna har jag samlat material genom att intervjua 

företagare inom design- och textilbranschen. 

Tidigare forskning i internationalisering 

Under de senaste fyra decennierna har Uppsalamodellen (Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 

2009) dominerat internationaliseringsstudier. På Google Scholar ger Uppsalamodellen 

574 000 träffar och den reviderade Uppsalamodellen ger 45 300 sökresultat. Antalet 

artiklar berättar hur viktig modellen har varit och fortfarande är inom 

internationaliseringsforskning. Uppsalamodellen beskriver företagets inlärningsprocess 

där företaget införskaffar kunskap om utländska marknader och internationaliserar sig 
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steg för steg. Johanson och Vahlne (2009) diskuterar psykiskt avstånd som definierar 

hur främmande ett nytt land eller nya marknader är ur företagares synvinkel. Enligt 

Uppsalamodellen börjar företagen med inhemska marknader och fortsätter 

internationaliseringen i länder som är nära hemlandet, det vill säga länder som har kort 

psykiskt avstånd och som även har en liknande kultur. Införskaffning av kunskap är en 

viktig del av internationalisering av ett företag enligt Uppsalamodellen (1977, 2009) och 

speciellt den uppdaterade Uppsalamodellen (2009) hävdar att denna 

kunskapsinhämtning genom företagets nätverk ökar internationaliseringen. Båda 

Uppsalamodeller, den ursprungliga och den uppdaterade versionen, betonar att 

insamling av kunskap och erfarenhet om utländska marknader tar tid fast nätverket ger 

resurser som gör processen snabbare. Uppsalamodellens (2009) långsamma process har 

kritiserats av akademiker eftersom affärsomgivningen har förändrats och företagen blir 

internationella snabbare än förr.  

Nätverksteorier har en anknytning till internationaliseringen därför att företagen har 

fördel av nätverk i deras internationalisering (Johanson & Vahlne 2009). Nätverket kan 

innehålla ekonomiska och icke-ekonomiska relationer (Johanson & Mattson 1987), 

organisationer eller individuella personer, och olika medlemmar såsom kunder, 

leverantörer och businesspartners (Coviello & Cox 2006). Coviello och Munro (1997) 

studerade specifikt små företags internationalisering och presenterar i sina resultat att 

formella och informella nätverksrelationer påverkar företagets internationalisering. 

Enligt dem kan nätverket även starta internationaliseringen och styra valet av 

målmarknader.  

Entreprenören har en viktig roll i företagets internationalisering. I jämförelse med andra 

teorier som betonar internationaliseringen från organisationens synvinkel, är forskare 

som studerar internationellt företagande intresserade av hur individuella entreprenörers 

beslutsfattande påverkar internationaliseringsprocessen (Andersson 2011). 

Uppsalamodellen (Johanson & Vahlne 1977, 2009) har även kritiserats eftersom den inte 

tar den individuella företagaren i beaktande, utan modellen har en för deterministisk 

karaktär (Autio 2005; Bell 1995). Denna studie fokuserar på entreprenörer och faktorer 

som påverkar entreprenörs beslutsfattande, och speciellt hur vissa faktorer möjligtvis 

påverkar internationell tillväxt i kvinnliga företag. Därigenom ökar studien kunskapen 

om internationaliseringen från entreprenöriellt perspektiv.  

Born globals är företag som har global marknadspotential, unika produkter, speciell 

kunskap och stark förmåga att internationaliseras (Kirpalani & Gabrielsson 2006). Born 
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global -teorierna skapades för att svara på den förändrade situationen i den globala 

affärsomgivningen där företag blev internationella snart efter att de grundades (Oviatt & 

McDougall 2005).  Samtidigt med ökat intresse för snabbt internationaliserande företag 

framträdde studier som handlade om internationalisering av små företag. Oviatt och 

McDougall (2005) påpekar att internationaliseringen inte längre kan studeras endast 

från stora företags synvinkel eftersom det finns en ökande mängd av småföretag som 

internationaliserar sig och som även hoppar över hemmarknadsskeden. 

Digitaliseringen förändrar internationaliseringen. Redan rollen av internet har 

förändrats från att vara ett verktyg som gör det möjligt att bedriva internationell 

onlinehandel till att bli en drivande kraft (eng. driver) i internationell verksamhet. Den 

största förändringen har varit att internet har blivit en plattform för samarbete mellan 

företag. Dessutom är internet ett viktigt verktyg för de små företag som 

internationaliserar sig eftersom de ofta har begränsade resurser (Bell & Loane 2010). 

Numera har företag större förmåga att ta till sig nyttan av internet, analysera data och 

överföra denna kunskap till företagets konkurrensfördel (Skudiene, Auruskeviciene & 

Sukeviciute 2015). Det finns dock få studier som kombinerar digitalisering och 

internationaliseringsmodeller. De flesta studier som behandlar digitaliseringen anknyter 

till marknadsföringen hellre än internationaliseringsprocesser. Brist på studier var en 

orsak till att jag valde att reda ut hur digitaliseringen och den teknologiska utvecklingen 

påverkar företagets internationalisering idag.  

I diskussioner med entreprenörerna inom sömnadsbranschen kom det fram att företag 

inte nödvändigtvis planerar internationaliseringen utan istället bara kör framåt med 

deras affärsverksamhet. Därför fick jag inspirationen att studera vidare hur företag 

internationaliserar sig idag utan planer. Mintzberg (1978) framlägger att företag 

använder sig av två typer av strategier, av vilka den första typen är emergent strategy 

som betyder att företag inte har avsikt att agera på ett visst sätt. Å andra sidan, om företag 

väljer en deliberate strategy har de en plan och försöker följa planen. I verkligheten 

verkar företag ha kombinationen av de här två strategityper eftersom förhållanden i 

affärslivet ofta inte är så enkla (Quinn et al. 1988). Flera studier påpekar att småföretag 

föredrar emergent strategy, så att de inte planerar sin verksamhet men det finns också 

forskningsresultat (Wiesner & Millett 2012; Lumpkin & Dess 1995: 1398 citerad i 

Wiesner & Millett 2012) som visar att planerade strategier, deliberate strategy, används 

i småföretag.  
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Strategier kan vara nyttiga för ett företag. Om företag inte har någon strategi kan det vara 

svårt att tilldela resurser på rätt sätt. Strategin hjälper även företag att förbereda sig för 

förändringar i framtiden (Quinn, Mintzberg & Robert 1988: 12-13). Normann och 

Ramírez (1993) föreslår att strategiskt tänkande behövs för att företaget ska klara sig i 

den framtida förändrande omgivningen. Enligt Normann och Ramírez (1993) har bilden 

av marknader förändrats. Företagen konkurrerar inte längre för att bibehålla sin position 

på marknader utan är medlemmar i nätverk och produkten kan vara producerad 

tillsammans med andra aktörer: businesspartners, leverantörer och även kunder. I 

denna modell är företagets strategiska uppgift att rekonfiguera roller och relationer i 

nätverket (Normann & Ramírez 1993). Med min avhandling vill jag studera om 

fallföretag har strategiskt tänkande och hur det möjligtvis påverkar 

internationaliseringen.   

Antaganden i studien är att kvinnliga företagare är försiktiga med affärsverksamhet och 

att de inte vill ta risker medan företaget internationaliseras. Därför diskuteras 

effectuation-teorin i denna studie. Den tolkar hur en entreprenör beter sig utan planer 

under osäkerheten såsom internationaliseringsprocessen (Kalinic, Sarasvathy & Forza 

2013). Denna studie fokuserar speciellt på effectuation-principen affordable loss vilket 

innebär att entreprenören investerar så mycket hon eller han är beredd att förlora.  

Tidigare forskning inom kvinnligt företagande 

Denna avhandling studerar internationaliseringsfenomenet från kvinnliga företagares 

perspektiv. Ofta har könsrelaterade studier fokuserat på ojämställdhet mellan kvinnor 

och män i organisationer eller det låga antalet kvinnor i ledningspositioner (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2016:263–277). Därmed är denna studie annorlunda eftersom fokuset är på 

businessfenomen från ett könsperspektiv. Studien har en feminin synvinkel och 

fallstudierna är valda från kvinnodominerade branscher, dvs. företag inom design- och 

textilbranschen. 

I litteraturen betraktas kvinnliga företagare ofta som mindre betydande i affärslivet. 

Företag ägda av kvinnliga företagare är småskaliga (Kariv 2012) och saknar 

investeringar, affärsstöd och har små businessnätverk (Fielden & Davidson 2010). 

Kvinnliga företagare arbetar hemifrån och ofta på deltid (Harding 2005) och deras 

affärsverksamhet förblir småskalig på grund av låg lönsamhet, försäljning och 

sysselsättning (Carter & Marlow 2007). Ytterligare framhävs att kvinnorna föredrar 

mindre ambitiösa projekt och har mindre lån och investeringar (OECD 1999).  
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Metodologi 

Eftersom syftet med studien är att beskriva internationaliseringen och förstå om det 

finns någonting speciellt i det kvinnliga företagandet vad gäller internationell tillväxt, 

har den kvalitativa forskningsdesignen valts i stället för kvantitativ. Den kvalitativa 

ansatsen passar bra för att studera komplexa affärsverksamhetsrelaterade fenomen som 

sker i sin naturliga omgivning. Genom den kvalitativa forskningen studeras människor 

och deras beteende i det verkliga sammanhanget. Därtill kan forskningen producera 

kunskap som möjligtvis hjälper att förbättra olika aspekter och dimensioner i affärslivet 

(Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016: 3). 

Denna studie baserar sig på interpretivism vilket betyder att man är intresserad av 

individens tänkande men också hur människor tolkar sociala situationer (Eriksson& 

Kovalainen 2016:20). Den tolkande (eng. interpretative) dimension av denna avhandling 

betyder också att analysen är en tolkning som forskaren har gjort och att någon annan 

forskare kunde tolka samma material på ett annorlunda sätt (Eriksson& Kovalainen 

2016:21).  

Valet av forskningsansats berättar hur teorin används i studien (Saunders et al. 

2009:124). Denna studie har en abduktiv forskningsansats som är en kombination av 

induktion och deduktion (Saunders et al. 2009: 124–7).  Från den induktiva synvinkeln 

kan denna studie producera ny kunskap även om syftet inte är att skapa helt ny teori 

utan utveckla och ge nya idéer på existerande teorier. I den deduktiva ansatsen har 

forskaren möjlighet att jämföra studien med existerande teorier. I min studie 

kombineras alltså dessa två metoder. Utöver den abduktiva forskningsansatsen har 

denna studie en explorativ karaktär som syftar till att studera fenomenet utan hypotes. 

Eisenhardt (1989) bland andra akademiker påstår att forskare borde hellre fokusera på 

mönster, aktiviteter och teman som kommer fram i empiriskt material än att utarbeta 

begränsande hypoteser (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2016).    

Flerfallstudie 

Syftet med denna avhandling är att beskriva internationalisering av företag idag och 

identifiera faktorer som påverkar tillväxten av kvinnliga företag. Eftersom en studie av 

endast ett företag inte ger generaliserbara resultat valde jag att göra en studie med flera 

företag. Dessutom passar fallstudier bra för att studera komplexa processer och fenomen 

(Siggelkow 2007) eller moderna fenomen i det verkliga livet (Yin 2014). Fallstudier får 
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en del kritik, eftersom resultaten inte kan generaliseras. Som respons på kritiken påstår 

Yin (2003:10) att fallstudier utvecklar teorier snarare än producerar statistiska resultat 

som kan generaliseras såsom fallet är i den kvantitativa forskningen. 

I början av forskningsprojektet fanns det ett par företag som var beredda att delta i 

undersökningen. För att öka antalet deltagare användes ett målstyrt urval (eng. 

purposive sampling) för att välja ut företag som är relevanta för forskningsfrågorna (Bell 

& Bryman 2011: 452). Med andra ord gjorde jag ett strategiskt val att kontakta de företag 

som kunde ge information för forskningen inom given tidsram. Urvalet gjordes bland 

kvinnodominerade design- och textilföretag (Ornamo 2018). 

Datainsamling 

Datainsamlingen genomfördes i början av år 2018. Företagen kontaktades i januari 2018 

och sex av elva kontaktade företag ville delta i undersökningen. Under februari och mars 

månader genomfördes kvalitativa intervjuer i sex företag med totalt nio företagare inom 

design- och textilbranschen. Företagen finns omkring i Finland men mestadels i Södra 

Finland. Vid fyra företag genomfördes intervjun personligen och två företag intervjuades 

per telefon. Jag valde att ha semistrukturerade intervjuer därför att det ger 

respondenterna frihet att formulera sina svar (Saunders et al. 2009: 323–324). 

Intervjuguiden innehöll tre huvudteman: entreprenörskap, internationalisering och 

faktorer som påverkar internationaliseringen av ett företag. Intervjuguiden blev ganska 

omfattande eftersom syftet var att samla in mycket materialet om fallföretag och 

entreprenörerna så att man skulle bättre förstå de beslut som fattats och de aktiviteter 

som har ägt rum i samband med internationaliseringen. Intervjuerna spelades in och 

transkriberades för att ha materialet tillgängligt för analysen.   

Beskrivning av fallföretagen 

De företag som intervjuades för avhandlingen är små finska företag inom design- och 

textilbranschen. Företagen har mindre än 10 arbetstagare. Företagen är grundade 

mellan år 2003 och 2016, och fyra av företagen var under 6 år under datainsamlandet. 

Hälften av företagen (tre) berättade att de har blivit internationella strax efter att 

företaget grundades och resten av företagen har börjat internationaliseringen ett par år 

efter grundandet. Den vanliga internationaliseringsaktiviteten bland företagen är export. 

Företagen använder utländska leverantörer och produkterna säljs genom utländska 

affärer och webbutiker. Några företag har även börjat med att testa nya shop-in-shop-
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koncept utomlands eller studerar möjligheten att sälja via onlinebutiker såsom Amazon. 

En typisk affärsmodell för de här företagen är att produkterna designas i Finland och 

produceras utomlands, mestadels i Europa. Företagare ombads bedöma hur stor del av 

deras inkomster som kommer från de utländska marknaderna. Fyra företag beräknade 

att 5–15 % av deras inkomster kommer från utomlands och resten angav att över hälften 

av inkomsterna (över 50 %) kommer från utländska marknader. Överlag diskuterades 

att potential finns på utländska marknader och företagare antog att andelen utländska 

kunder kommer att öka. Fallföretagen hör till design- och textilbranschen därför att de 

designar, tillverkar och säljer textilprodukter eller mönster. Design- och textilbranschen 

är inte en officiell klassificering av finska statistikcentralen men den är skapad för denna 

studie. Åtta kvinnliga företagare och en man intervjuades för denna studie. Syftet var att 

undersöka hur kvinnorna ser internationaliseringen men även män som jobbar med 

internationella aktiviteter i fallföretag kunde delta i intervjuerna. 

Resultat 

I det följande presenteras resultaten av undersökningen under respektive 

forskningsfråga. 

Hur små och medelstora företag internationaliserar idag? 

Dagens företag har internationellt tankesätt och många företag inom design- och 

textilbranschen internationaliserar sig snabbt efter att företaget grundats. Företagare 

inom denna studie anser även att internationaliseringen är ett gammalmodigt koncept 

på grund av att det idag finns goda möjligheter att göra internationell handel. Med andra 

ord är företagen så kallade ”born globals.” 

Sociala medier har en stor betydelse för företagens synlighet och internationalisering 

idag. Företagare berättade att sociala medier är en hörnsten eller livsnödvändiga för ett 

företag idag. Några misstänkte att de inte alls skulle existera utan sociala medier. En 

företagare i studien har sett hur affärsomgivningen har förändrats under sin tid: ”Förr 

var betoningen mer på mässor men idag verkar det att affärsverksamheten ha flyttats till 

internet och betydelsen av bloggare inom kommunikationen (marknadsföring) har ökat 

betydligt.” (Informant F2) 

Denna studie utmanar att undersöka de existerande internationaliseringsmodellerna 

såsom Uppsalamodellen (Johanson& Vahlne 2009), mot den förändrande omgivningen 

som innehåller påverkan av sociala medier. Dock påstås inte att Uppsalamodellen inte 
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skulle stämma i dag.  Till exempel införskaffar företag även idag kunskap genom sina 

nätverk men idag sker allt mycket snabbare än tidigare och det psykiska avståndet har 

blivit kortare. Fallstudierna visar en intressant synvinkel där kunderna har blivit de 

viktiga närverksmedlemmar som hjälper företag att internationalisera sig genom att dela 

innehållet online, på olika internationella plattformar och ”communities” (tex. 

Facebook). De existerande internationaliseringsmodellerna identifierar inte kundens 

betydelse i internationaliseringsprocessen eftersom fenomenet, dvs. påverkan av sociala 

medier, är relativt nytt. Därmed ger studien nya insikter i hur internationaliseringen har 

förändrats genom att diskutera kundens roll i företagets internationaliseringsprocess.  

 I dag är internationalisering möjligt för alla företag oberoende av storlek men ändå vill 

inte alla företag växa (Cliff 1998). Fallstudierna bevisar att företag skiljer sig från 

varandra genom sin attityd till tillväxt och investeringar i internationaliseringen. Företag 

kan delas in i två grupper, en del är nöjda med rimlig tillväxt och andra har mera 

ambitiösa tillväxtförväntningar. Företagen med rimliga mål föredrar att ha småskalig 

affärsverksamhet som ger arbete för företagaren själva och de vill inte satsa pengar på 

internationalisering. För dem räcker det med andra ord med gratis 

Facebookmarknadsföring. Gruppen av företag med ambitiösa mål vill i sin tur växa 

eftersom de vill rekrytera mera personal och ha mera inflytande i sin industri. Denna 

grupp är villig att investera i internationaliseringen både i sociala medier och genom de 

traditionella internationaliseringsåtgärderna.    

Ytterligare visar denna studie att små företag använder planerade strategier (eng. 

deliberate strategy) fast litteraturen generellt påstår att små företag föredrar oplanerade 

strategier (eng. emergent strategy). I enlighet med andra internationaliseringsstudier 

(Galkina & Chetty 2005; Lumpkin & Dess 1995: 1398 citerad i Wiesner & Millett 2012) 

visar min undersökning att företag börjar planera strategier då de blir mera mogna eller 

har tillväxt som tvingar dem att hantera mer komplexa affärsomgivningar. Företagare i 

denna studie konstaterade att det strategiska tänkandet har ökat sedan ett par år efter 

företaget grundades och ofta leds strategiarbetet av styrelsen. Resultaten visar att företag 

skiljer sig från varandra i det hur strategiskt företagen fungerar. Det verkade som att de 

företag vars attityd till tillväxten var mera ambitiös uppträdde också mera strategiskt i 

sin verksamhet. 
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Vilka faktorer påverkar den internationella tillväxten i kvinnoägda 

företag? 

Denna studie baserar sig på problemet att företag av kvinnliga företagare förblir 

småskaliga vilket inte är det bästa alternativet för den finska ekonomin. Därtill har finska 

design- och textilföretagen mycket internationell potential vilket borde utnyttjas för 

finska ekonomins fördel.  

Tre huvudfaktorer som påverkar företagares beslutsfattande identifierades. Sex fall 

indikerar att drivkrafter i entreprenörskap, ambition och risktagning är de mest 

bestämmande faktorer som påverkar tillväxten i det kvinnliga företagandet. Denna 

studie producerar inte kvantitativa bevis men fallföretagen påpekar att företagets tillväxt 

är beroende av företagarens ideologi och attityd till tillväxt. För flera företagare var 

ekologiska faktorer viktigare än den finansiella tillväxten men samtidigt ville de växa för 

att bli större påverkare inom sin industri.  

Resultaten av denna studie stämmer inte överens med den forskning (OECD 1999) som 

kommit fram till att kvinnliga företagare föredrar mindre ambitiösa projekt. Kanske har 

pink-collars förändrats på tjugo år. Åtminstone framställer denna studie att kvinnliga 

företagare inom design- och textilbranschen är ambitiösa i sitt företagande. Men 

ambitionen betyder inte alltid att företagaren drömmer om en stor affärsverksamhet.  

Alla företag syftar inte till att bli stora och för dem räcker det att sysselsätta sig själva. 

Resultaten bevisade att ambitiösa företagare och ambitiösa visioner har en positiv 

inverkan på företagets tillväxt. En företagare (Informant F3) kommenterade en fråga om 

visioner på följande sätt: ”Man måste ha drömmar…och du måste säga vad du vill och så 

blir det plötsligt sant.”    

Resultaten av denna studie bekräftar att kvinnliga företagare föredrar kontrollerad 

tillväxt. Företagare utför affärer försiktigt och tar mindre risker. Ytterligare bevisade 

fallen att företag inte investerar i internationaliseringen före de har råd att satsa på det. 

Fallföretagen växer långsamt eftersom de föredrar att inte ta lån och allmänt inte 

accepterar extern finansiering. Företagare i ett par av fallföretagen kommenterade att 

måttlig tillväxt är ett strategisk val i deras företag. 

Fallföretagen påvisar att det finns tillräckligt med finansiellt stöd och rådgivande tjänster 

för kvinnliga företagare och det beror på företagarens aktivitet för att få stöd och vara 

med i olika utvecklingsprojekt. Denna studie påstår att familjen inte ses som ett hinder 
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mot att mamman utför internationell business. Fallföretagen påpekar att kvinnor idag 

lyckas att kombinera familjelivet med entreprenörskap men förstås behövs det 

flexibilitet från familjen och maken.  

Kvinnliga företagare i den här studien tyckte inte om att kvinnliga och manliga företagare 

kategoriseras i skilda boxar enligt kön. Dock kunde företagare i diskussioner lyfta fram 

egenskaper som eventuellt kan anses känneteckna kvinnligt företagande. Min tolkning 

av materialet är att kvinnor möjligtvis tänker och beter sig på annorlunda sätt i 

jämförelse med manliga företagare.  

Bidrag till forskning och praktiska implikationer 

Denna avhandling ökar förståelsen för hur små och medelstora företag 

internationaliseras idag. Existerande internationaliseringsteorier och -modeller 

reflekteras i affärsomgivningen där företag blir internationella genom nya medel såsom 

sociala medier. Ytterligare producerar studien kunskap om kvinnligt företagande och 

internationellt entreprenörskap genom att framställa hur olika faktorer påverkar 

företagarens beslutsfattande i internationaliseringsprocessen. 

Denna studie ökar kunskap om hur entreprenörerna borde utnyttja sociala medier, 

kundrelationer och strategiskt tänkande i företagets internationalisering. Till 

finansierings- och rådgivningsorganisationer erbjuder denna studie ny kunskap om hur 

kvinnliga företagare skiljer sig från manliga företagare med sina annorlunda affärsidéer 

och förväntningar på business såsom måttlig tillväxt. Denna kunskap hjälper 

myndigheterna att beakta särskilda kvinnliga egenskaper även om entreprenörerna 

själva vill att de behandlas jämlikt i affärslivet. 
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APPENDIX 1 INTERVIEW GUIDE

 

 

Interview guide 

Company profile  

- Name of the company 
- The year of establishment 
- Personnel 
- Industry (reported to PRH) 
- Tell me shortly about your business, products and customers? 

 

Entrepreneurship  

1 Why do you have chosen the entrepreneurship?  
o What is your education? 
o How did your career look-like before the entrepreneurship?  
o What is important to you in entrepreneurship? Is it the business growth or something else? 

2 Do you have a family and how does family-life fit with entrepreneurship? 

3 Have you received support/advisory for the entrepreneurship?  

o From family or friends? Or from some external consultants?  

o Financial support/investors?   

Internationalization 

4 Does your company have a vision?  

o Where do you want to be in the future? (ambition, business growth) 

o Is internationalization and business growth part of the vision? 

5 When did your company become international?  

o Directly from the establishment of the company? 

6 What is the degree of internationalization of your company? 

o What is the percentage of international business of the turnover? 

7 What is the reason for going international? 

8 Describe the first steps of entering the international business? 

o What kind of activities and in which countries? 

o Who were involved and how? 

9 Describe the international activities of your company today? 

10 Tell me about your aims regarding the international business of the company? 

o What is the degree of international activities in 3-5 years? 

o Do you make long-term plans?  
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o Tell me how the planning is part of the management of your company? Is the concept 
strategy used? 

o How do you feel your daily work, is it implementing the plan or improvising? 

2 Is planning or managing international activities changed comparing the early steps of 
internationalization? 

3 How are you dealing with risks regarding internationalization? Financial risks?    

The factors affecting the internationalization 

4 According to your experience, give me the three most important factors affecting positively the 
international business of your company? 

5 What are the factors hindering the international business growth? 

6 How the digital environment/ social media has affected internationalization of the business? 

7 Does your company belong to some network in Finland or abroad?  

o Do you cooperate with some actors (companies, development organizations, agents etc.) in 
terms of internationalization? 

o How networks impact the internationalization of the company in practice? Give me an 
example? 

8 What do you think about the constant change and speed in the business environment of today? 

o Do you have time for strategies or planning? 

9 Do you think that female entrepreneurs have special characteristics which help them in conducting 
business? Compared to male entrepreneurs? 

10 Is there something else you would like to tell me? 

 

 

 


